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Abstract
Magnetic fields are fundamental to the structure and dynamics of the Sun’s corona. Obser-
vations show them to be locally complex, with highly sheared and twisted fields visible in solar
filaments/prominences. The free magnetic energy contained in such fields is the primary source
of energy for coronal mass ejections, which are important—but still poorly understood—drivers
of space weather in the near-Earth environment.
In this thesis, a new model is developed for the evolution of the large-scale magnetic field in
the global solar corona. The model is based on observations of the radial magnetic field on the
solar photosphere (visible surface). New active regions emerge, and their transport and dispersal
by surface motions are simulated accurately with a surface flux transport model. The 3D coronal
magnetic field is evolved in response to these photospheric motions using a magneto-frictional
technique. The resulting sequence of nonlinear force-free equilibria traces the build-up of mag-
netic helicity and free energy over many months.
The global model is applied to study two phenomena: filaments and coronal mass ejections.
The magnetic field directions in a large sample of observed filaments are compared with a 6-
month simulation. Depending on the twist of newly-emerging active regions, the correct chirality
is simulated for up to 96% of filaments tested. On the basis of these simulations, an explanation
for the observed hemispheric pattern of filament chirality is put forward, including why exceptions
occur for filaments in certain locations. Twisted magnetic flux ropes develop in the simulations,
often losing equilibrium and lifting off, removing helicity. The physical basis for such losses of
equilibrium is demonstrated through 2D analytical models. In the 3D global simulations, the twist
of emerging regions is a key parameter controlling the number of lift-offs, which may explain
around a third of observed coronal mass ejections.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Sun: Structure and Rotation
The Sun is a giant self-gravitating ball of plasma. It has a mass 1.99 × 1030 kg contained in a
radius R¯ = 6.96×108m, and is over 90% hydrogen, with about 8% helium. The basic structure
of the Sun and its atmosphere is illustrated in Figure 1.1, where it is seen to be divided into a
number of layers.
The easiest layer to observe is the photosphere, or visible surface. The photosphere emits most
of the Sun’s radiation into space, and is relatively dense and opaque. Since ancient times, dark
sunspots have been observed at the photospheric level on the solar disk. Telescope observations
of the Sun since about 1610 have followed both sunspots and also bright “faculae” near the limb,
and since the 19th Century they have also revealed the mottled pattern of granulation (see below).
Figure 1.1 illustrates two outer layers of the Sun’s atmosphere: the chromosphere in red, and the
corona in blue/purple (false colour). For centuries these layers were visible only during solar
eclipses. The corona appeared as a white halo extending for several R¯ above the limb, and the
chromosphere appeared for only a few seconds before and after totality, as a thin red annulus
around the rim of the photosphere. More recently the chromosphere and corona have been imaged
by a number of space-based telescopes in extreme ultra-violet and in soft X-rays. Surprisingly,
the corona is very hot, at millions of kelvin, much hotter than the underlying photosphere which is
around 6, 000K. This counter-intuitive property was first discovered in the late 1930s by Grotrian
and Edle´n. Because the solar surface is cooler, the corona cannot be heated by thermal energy
transport, so its heating must be nonthermal; theories suggest either waves or electric currents.
The interior of the Sun, i.e., beneath the photosphere, is not accessible to direct observation.
However, we now understand a great deal thanks to a combination of theoretical work and indirect
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Figure 1.1: Artist’s impression illustrating the different layers of the Sun and its atmosphere.
(From http://www.spaceweathercenter.org/resources/.)
observations, notably from helioseismology. The Sun has a huge power output of 3.9× 1023 kW.
It generates this energy by fusion of hydrogen into helium, and 99% of the energy is generated in
the inner 20% of the Sun’s radius, called the core, at a temperature of the order 1.5× 107 K. This
energy is transmitted out from the core through the radiative zone, where photons are absorbed and
re-radiated many times in a diffusion-like process, driven by establishing a temperature gradient.
Above about 0.7R¯, called the convection zone, the temperature gradient becomes too steep to
maintain static equilibrium and convective instability sets in.
The upper-most convective cells are visible in images of the photosphere as the granulation pat-
tern. The bright granules have typical size ∼ 1Mm, and are surrounded by dark inter-granular
lanes. The pattern changes on a timescale of 5 minutes. A pattern of larger cells, called super-
granulation, is visible in Doppler images of the photospheric velocity. These cells are ∼ 15Mm
in size, and material is observed to flow out from the cell centres towards their periphery. These
motions are important for the magnetic field (next section).
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The earliest telescope observations of sunspots demonstrated that the Sun rotates, with a surface
rotation speed of ∼ 2 kms−1 near the equator. This is comparable with other stars of similar age
and mass (whose rotation rates are known from modulation of emission lines as bright regions
rotate across their disks; Soon, Frick, and Baliunas, 1999). It has long been known, since the
sunspot observations of Scheiner in the 17th Century, that the solar surface rotates faster at the
equator than at the poles. Viewed from Earth the rotation period is 26 days at the equator and
about 36 days at the poles. This differential rotation pattern is steady to within 5%, and the profile
inside the Sun has now been inferred from helioseismology down to about 0.2R¯. The differential
rotation is believed to be driven by the interaction of convection with the Sun’s overall rotation,
the latter inducing anisotropic momentum and heat transport (Miesch, 2005). This interaction
is also thought to drive the large-scale meridional circulation, which is an axisymmetric flow in
the radius-latitude plane. This flow is much weaker than the differential rotation so is harder to
measure (Hathaway, 1996). However, there is a growing body of evidence for a poleward bulk
surface flow of about 10 to 20ms−1. This is presumed to be counter-balanced by an equatorward
flow low in the convection zone.
1.2 The Sun’s Magnetic Field
One of the key advances in solar physics was the discovery by Hale (1908) that sunspots harbour
extremely strong magnetic fields of up to 3000G. These measurements used the Zeeman splitting
of spectral lines that occurs for atoms radiating in a strong magnetic field. In the 1950s, Babcock
and Babcock used their newly-invented magnetograph to measure magnetic fields all over the solar
disk (Babcock and Babcock, 1955). Figure 1.2(a) shows a more recent full-disk magnetogram
of the line-of-sight field taken by the MDI instrument on the SOHO satellite (Scherrer et al.,
1995).1 Although magnetic flux (shown by white and black regions) is distributed across the
Sun, the highest concentrations are in bipolar active regions concentrated near the equator. These
consist of neighbouring positive and negative polarities, usually oriented in an approximately
east-west direction. These polarities often correspond to sunspots seen in white-light. Active
regions represent concentrations of large-scale flux emergence, and also of activity such as solar
flares. In ultra-violet or X-ray wavelengths, which are primarily emitted by coronal plasma, active
regions show up brightly. This is seen in Figure 1.2(b), which is an image from SOHO/EIT in the
195A˚ filter (showing plasma at a temperature of 1.6 MK). In such images (notably those from the
TRACE satellite, not illustrated here), the emission clearly outlines thin loops, which correspond
to magnetic field lines because the plasma is constrained to follow the magnetic field. In surface
magnetograms, such as Figure 1.2, we are viewing the intersection of these field lines with the
photosphere.
1SOHO is a project of international cooperation between ESA and NASA.
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Figure 1.2: Observations of the Sun’s magnetic field. Panel (a) shows a full-disk line-of-sight
magnetogram from SOHO/MDI on 2002 April 26. Panel (b) shows a co-temporal EUV image in
the 195A˚ filter of SOHO/EIT. Panel (c) shows a recent magnetogram of a single bipolar region,
from the Solar Optical Telescope on Hinode (image produced by National Astronomical Observat-
ory of Japan). In both magnetograms, white indicates positive field (i.e., toward the observer) and
black indicates negative field. The Hinode magnetogram also measures the horizontal component
of the magnetic field, shown by the red arrows.
Observations by Hale and colleagues demonstrated a number of fundamental laws governing the
magnetic polarity of bipolar regions (Hale and Nicholson, 1925). Firstly, all leading spots—i.e. in
the direction of solar rotation—in the northern hemisphere have the same polarity (positive/white
in Figure 1.2a), and all leading spots in the southern hemisphere have the opposite polarity (neg-
ative/black in the figure). Secondly, the leading spot tends to be closer to the equator than the
following spot in each bipolar pair (Hale et al., 1919, known as Joy’s Law). Finally, all of the
polarities reverse approximately every 11 years. The first and second laws may be seen in Figure
1.2(a).
In the weeks and months after they initially emerge, bipoles are observed to break up and spread;
some resulting regions of weaker, diffuse magnetic flux may be seen surrounding the strong re-
gions in Figure 1.2. In the 1960s, R. Leighton explained how supergranule motions break up the
magnetic field and spread the photospheric footpoints of field lines in a random walk, which he
modelled by a diffusion process (Leighton, 1964, see also Chapter 2). He demonstrated how the
field is concentrated into the thin “network” of boundaries between the supergranular cells. This
magnetic network may be seen in Figure 1.2(c), which is a recent (2006 December 12) magneto-
gram of a single bipolar region from the Solar Optical Telescope (Tsuneta et al., 2008) on the
Hinode satellite. Outside the main sunspots the field is seen to concentrate into discrete flux tubes
(of kilogauss field strength), rather than to be distributed evenly over the solar surface.
Following Leighton’s initial model, surface flux transport models (described in Chapters 2 and 3)
have demonstrated how the supergranular diffusion process, along with Joy’s Law and the me-
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Figure 1.3: The solar magnetic activity cycle, shown by (a) a latitude-time plot of longitude-
averaged radial magnetic field on the solar surface (David Hathaway, NASA), and (b) a plot of
smoothed monthly International Sunspot Number since the year 1750. The sunspot data is from
the SIDC-team, World Data Center for the Sunspot Index, Royal Observatory of Belgium (http:
//www.sidc.be/sunspot-data/). In (a) yellow indicates positive magnetic field and blue
negative, as given by the legend.
ridional circulation, leads to the cyclic reversal of the Sun’s polar fields—i.e. those above 60◦
latitude—first measured by Babcock and Babcock (1955). While leading polarity flux tends to
cancel across the equator, following polarity flux tends to be transported poleward by a combina-
tion of diffusion and the meridional flow. This creates an excess of one polarity at high latitudes
over each 11 year cycle, which eventually reverses the opposite-polarity polar field from the previ-
ous cycle. Such reversals are visible in Figure 1.3(a), which shows the longitude-averaged surface
magnetic field on a time-latitude plot (yellow for positive flux, blue for negative). Also visible is
the equatorward migration of sunspot emergence latitudes through each 11-year cycle. This reg-
ular solar cycle is also evident in the number of sunspots over time, plotted since 1750 in Figure
1.3(b). This magnetic cycle modulates all forms of solar activity, and has its origin in a dynamo
mechanism in the solar interior, which is still poorly understood.
1.3 Modelling the Coronal Magnetic Field
Magnetic fields in the solar corona are generally too weak for reliable Zeeman measurements,
so most of our understanding comes from comparing the geometry of coronal structures with
extrapolations of the coronal field from photospheric magnetograms. In this thesis we develop
such a model of the coronal magnetic field based on observed photospheric magnetograms, using
a reduced form of the MHD equations.
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On a macroscopic scale, the evolution of an electrically conducting fluid interacting with a mag-
netic field is well-described by the equations of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD; e.g. Priest, 1982).
In MHD, the plasma—which in reality consists of a mixture of electrons and ions—is treated as a
single fluid with bulk velocity v, pressure p, and density ρ, with a magnetic field B. The magnetic
field is restricted by the solenoidal constraint,
∇ ·B = 0, (1.1)
which asserts that there are no magnetic monopoles. In MHD, Maxwell’s equations are simplified
by assuming that all motions are much slower than the speed of light, so that the displacement
current may be neglected. Then Ampe`re’s Law reads
∇×B = µj, (1.2)
where µ is the magnetic permeability (assumed constant) and j is the electric current density. The
third Maxwell equation is Faraday’s Law
∇×E = −∂B
∂t
. (1.3)
For the large spatial scales of interest in the solar corona, it is also valid to assume charge neut-
rality, which means that the electric charge density may be neglected and thus so may be the
fourth Maxwell equation (conservation of electric charge density). In order to close the system of
electromagnetic equations, we also require Ohm’s Law,
j = σ(E+ v ×B), (1.4)
where σ is the electrical conductivity (assumed constant). This is actually a simplified form of
the full Ohm’s Law obtained by taking moments of kinetic equations. With these equations and
assumptions the electric field E may be eliminated entirely by combining (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), and
(1.4) to give the so-called MHD induction equation
∂B
∂t
= ∇× (v ×B) + η∇2B, (1.5)
where η = 1/(µσ) is the magnetic diffusivity. The first term in (1.5) represents the advection of
the magnetic field by plasma motions, while the second represents diffusion of the magnetic field.
The physics of advection and diffusion are demonstrated in Chapter 2.
In addition to the electromagnetic equations above, the MHD equations include the continuity,
momentum, and energy equations as in ordinary fluid dynamics. The mass continuity equation
takes its usual form
∂ρ
∂t
= −∇ · (ρv). (1.6)
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The magnetic field and plasma velocity are coupled both through Ohm’s Law (1.4) and through
the Lorentz force term (j×B) in the momentum equation, which reads
ρ
Dv
Dt
= −∇p+ j×B+ ρg. (1.7)
Here g is the acceleration due to gravity, and we have neglected viscous terms. The energy equa-
tion takes the form
ργ
γ − 1
D
Dt
(
p
ργ
)
= −L, (1.8)
where γ is the ratio of specific heats and L is the total energy loss function, which in general
includes terms due to thermal conduction, radiation, and ohmic heating.
The MHD description of a plasma is valid assuming that the plasma is sufficiently collisional,
which essentially equates to MHD timescales being much longer than collision timescales. A
fluid description also requires that the macroscopic lengthscale be much longer than the mean
free path of particles, which is satisfied even in the corona where the mean free path is tens of
kilometres.
1.3.1 Force-free Equilibria
In this thesis we do not solve the time-dependent MHD equations in the corona, but rather we con-
sider equilibria. In the global corona, we may then simplify equation (1.7) considerably. Firstly,
velocity variations may be neglected since |v| ¿ vA, where vA = |B|/√µρ is the Alfve´n speed
(approximately 1000 km s−1 in the corona). Secondly, we may neglect the gravity term as com-
pared to the pressure gradient providing the lengthscale of interest is less than the pressure scale-
height, which is typically of order 105 km in the corona. Finally, the pressure gradient may be
neglected compared to the Lorentz force since, in the corona, β ¿ 1. The plasma β parameter
is the ratio of gas pressure, p, to magnetic pressure, B2/(2µ). Thus the magnetic field in the
solar corona—except during dynamic events such as coronal mass ejections—may be expected to
satisfy
j×B = 0. (1.9)
Such a field is called force-free, since the Lorentz force vanishes everywhere.
1.3.2 Potential Fields
Equation (1.9) is, unfortunately, nonlinear and hence difficult to solve. A simple solution may be
obtained by taking j = 0 everywhere, which is called a potential field. In that case one may write
B = ∇ψ for some scalar potential ψ which satisfies Laplace’s equation. Many authors have used
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potential extrapolations from photospheric magnetograms to model the coronal magnetic field.
The existence and uniqueness of a solution ψ is assured for suitable lower and upper boundary
conditions. Numerical computations for the global corona tend to use the observed radial pho-
tospheric magnetic field on the lower boundary, and a “source surface” where B is forced to be
radial on the upper boundary (after Altschuler and Newkirk, 1969; Schatten, Wilcox, and Ness,
1969). In Appendix B we prove uniqueness for the particular boundary conditions used for the 3D
simulations in this thesis. When compared to EUV or X-ray images showing the coronal structure,
these potential field extrapolations match reasonably well. Closed magnetic field lines correspond
to areas with EUV or X-ray loops on the disk (visible in Figure 1.2b), or bright streamers above
the limb. Open field regions correspond to locations of “coronal holes” (dark in EUV; Figure
1.2b).
1.3.3 Free Energy: Nonlinear Force-free Fields
The weakness of the potential field model is that it has the minimum magnetic energy among all
magnetic fields satisfying the same boundary conditions. This is proved in Appendix B for the
3D domain and boundary conditions used in this thesis. The potential field has no free magnetic
energy available for conversion into heat or kinetic energy to power activity such as flares or
eruptions. A typical CME requires ∼ 1032 ergs of kinetic energy alone, and the magnetic field is
the only possible source of such energy in the corona (Forbes, 2000).
In general, equation (1.9) for a force-free field is satisfied if
j = αB, (1.10)
where α(x) is a scalar function of position. Note that taking the divergence of (1.10) gives (B ·
∇)α = 0, so that α must be constant along magnetic field lines, although it may vary between
different field lines. The value of α describes the helical twist of a field line with respect to the
potential field α = 0 (Sakurai, 1979, Appendix 2), as illustrated in panels (a) and (b) of Figure
1.4. Panels (c) and (d) show observations by the Hinode X-ray Telescope2 of coronal loops in
two active regions which exhibit the two signs of twist. These so-called “sigmoid” (S-shaped)
patterns demonstrate the non-potential magnetic fields found in active regions, particularly those
with flaring or eruptive activity.
If α is taken to be constant everywhere, then the magnetic field is called linear force-free. Equa-
tion (1.10) is then linear and easily solved. However, for a force-free field, α is equal to the current
helicity (a quantity discussed in Section 4.7), and the current helicity is known to vary significantly
2Hinode is a Japanese mission developed and launched by ISAS/JAXA, with NAOJ as domestic partner and NASA
and STFC (UK) as international partners. It is operated by these agencies in co-operation with ESA and the NSC
(Norway)
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Figure 1.4: Twisted magnetic fields. Panels (a) and (b) show the direction of twist for a force-free
field line with (a) positive α, and (b) negative α, with respect to the potential field. Panels (c)
and (d) show X-ray sigmoid structures with each sign of twist, observed in active regions with
the Hinode X-ray Telescope (SAO, NASA, JAXA, NAOJ). These images were taken on 2007
February 16 and 2007 February 5 respectively.
over even quite small regions of the photosphere. Therefore linear force-free fields are not appro-
priate for global coronal modelling and we do not consider them in this thesis. Instead, we allow
α to be a function of position and model nonlinear force-free fields; our technique is described in
Chapter 4.
1.4 Motivation: Filaments and Eruptions
Although potential magnetic fields are adequate for modelling the general structure of open and
closed field regions in the corona, there are important phenomena which depend, for their ex-
istence, on twisted and sheared nonpotential configurations. The aim of this thesis is to apply a
nonlinear force-free evolution model to study two such phenomena: filaments and coronal mass
ejections.
Tandberg-Hanssen (1974) defines filaments as “cool, dense objects in the hotter corona”. Essen-
tially, they are clouds of chromospheric plasma, of temperature 5000K to 8000K and density
1010 cm−3 to 1011 cm−3, suspended at heights up to 100Mm in the corona, which has ambient
temperature 1MK and density 106 cm−3 to 109 cm−3. As such, they have been observed in ec-
lipses since medieval times. With modern instruments they are well imaged in the Hα spectral line
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Figure 1.5: Filaments and coronal mass ejections. Panel (a) shows both filaments against the disk
and a prominence above the limb, in Hα (image courtesy of J. Newton). Panel (b) shows a twisted
erupting filament in the 304A˚ line of SOHO/EIT (showing upper chromospheric temperatures
∼ 60, 000K). Panel (c) shows a typical 3-part CME in the LASCO/C3 coronagraph on SOHO.
at 6563A˚, toward the red end of the visible spectrum. Filaments show up as thin, dark, absorp-
tion structures against the solar disk (Figure 1.5a). Above the limb they are visible in emission
(also Figure 1.5a), where they are traditionally known as prominences, although prominences and
filaments are the same physical object.
Filaments/prominences are found over a wide range of latitudes, from the activity belts (0◦ to 30◦)
to the polar crowns (c. 60◦). Observations have long recognised a variation in properties such
as size, lifetime, stability, magnetic field, and temperature (Tandberg-Hanssen, 1974). They are
loosely labelled either “active” or “quiescent”, in a basic two-class classification that originates
with Secchi (1875), who, incidentally, was the first to introduce both photographic and spectro-
graphic methods into eclipse observations. Active prominences are dynamic, short-lived structures
(lasting minutes to hours) located in active regions and often associated with flares. In contrast,
quiescent prominences are long-lived, stable structures that may last for many months and grow
to lengths of up to a solar radius. In this thesis we simulate the large-scale magnetic field in a
sequence of equilibria, so are concerned with the quiescent type.
The magnetic field is vital for the existence of filaments because it supports the filament mass
against gravity, via the Lorentz force. We describe observations of filament magnetic fields in
Chapter 5. Suffice it to say here that the magnetic field in a quiescent filament is approximately
horizontal, and lies along the long axis of the filament, which itself always lies along a polarity
inversion line in the photospheric field. Thus filament magnetic fields are highly sheared and
cannot be modelled by potential fields. In addition, many quiescent filaments end their life by
erupting, and in that case are often observed to be helically twisted (Figure 1.5b).
Erupting filaments are often associated with dynamic eruptions called coronal mass ejections
(CMEs) observed by white light coronagraphs. These images, such as the example in Figure 1.5(c)
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from SOHO/LASCO3, show coronal density via Thompson scattering of photospheric light by
coronal electrons. A time-sequence of another CME observed by LASCO is illustrated in Chapter
7, Figure 7.11. A typical CME injects 1016 g of coronal material and 1023Mx of magnetic flux into
interplanetary space. The outward speed is often several hundred kilometres per second, requiring
∼ 1032 ergs of energy to accelerate the mass against gravity. We have already indicated above
that this amount of energy can only come from the magnetic field. When directed Earthward,
CMEs (and the associated energetic particles) are the primary cause of space weather hazards in
the near-Earth environment, such as damage to satellites, disruption of communication or power
systems, and high radiation to astronauts and airline crews.
Although the structure of CMEs varies considerably, many have the classic 3-part structure (Illing
and Hundhausen, 1986) seen in Figure 1.5(c). This consists of a bright frontal loop, a dark cavity
beneath, and a bright core. The bright core is believed to be prominence material trapped in a
helical magnetic field seen end on, although not all CMEs show this structure (Klimchuk, 2001).
This view is supported by in situ observations of helical magnetic fields in interplanetary magnetic
clouds (Kumar and Rust, 1996). In Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis, we study the development
of magnetic structures which lose equilibrium, as a possible theoretical explanation for CME
initiation. The origin of CMEs is a major outstanding problem in solar physics today.
1.5 Thesis Outline
In this thesis we develop a model of the Sun’s global coronal magnetic field evolution. This model
has two components: (1) a flux transport model simulating the transport and dispersal of active
regions by surface motions, and (2) evolution of the coupled coronal field by a magneto-frictional
technique. The surface flux transport model is introduced in Chapter 2, where the basic physics of
advection and diffusion on the solar surface are illustrated by an analytical solution in Cartesian
coordinates. In Chapter 3 we develop global simulations of surface flux transport in spherical
coordinates, including newly-emerging flux determined from observations. The 3D coronal part
of the model is described in Chapter 4, along with global properties of the simulated magnetic
field. This includes a description of the non-potential field structure via current helicity.
Later chapters apply the model to study the phenomena of filaments and coronal mass ejections
(CMEs). In Chapter 5 we present a detailed comparison of the simulated magnetic field with
observations of filament chirality. The results are very encouraging, leading us to put forward an
explanation for the hitherto unexplained hemispheric pattern in filament chirality. Chapters 6 and
7 concern losses of equilibrium in our model, which we suggest might account for a proportion
3The SOHO/LASCO data are produced by a consortium of the Naval Research Laboratory (USA), Max-Planck-
Institut fuer Aeronomie (Germany)), Laboratoire d’Astronomie (France), and the University of Birmingham (UK).
SOHO is a project of international cooperation between ESA and NASA.
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of observed CMEs. Chapter 6 considers simple 2D analytical models, which demonstrate the
physical basis for loss of equilibrium in coronal flux ropes. In Chapter 7 we develop techniques to
identify flux ropes which lose equilibrium in our global simulations, and we present a preliminary
comparison with observed CMEs. Conclusions and suggestions for further work are given in
Chapter 8.
In addition to the main thesis, the chapters of which have a unified theme, a project on solar dy-
namo theory has also been carried out. For completeness, this work is described in Appendix D.
It consists of a parameter study using a 2D flux transport dynamo model, demonstrating two pos-
sible regimes of operation: advection-dominated and diffusion-dominated. The choice of regime
is shown to have important implications for solar cycle predictions using such a dynamo model,
such as those of Dikpati, de Toma, and Gilman (2006) or Choudhuri, Chatterjee, and Jiang (2007).
Chapter 2
Surface Flux Transport in
Cartesian Coordinates
In this chapter we introduce the surface flux transport model, which has previously been success-
ful in explaining a number of aspects of the Sun’s large-scale magnetic field. Later chapters of
this thesis will couple the surface model to simulations of the 3D coronal magnetic field, to study
how the coronal field structure is driven by flux emergence and surface motions. We begin in this
chapter by illustrating the basic physics of advection and diffusion on the solar surface, via a new
analytical solution for the evolution of a bipolar magnetic region. The layout of this chapter is
as follows. The surface flux transport model is introduced in Section 2.1. The analytical solu-
tion is presented in Section 2.2, and in Section 2.3 it is compared to a numerical solution of the
same problem. The numerical solution serves as a precursor to the global surface flux transport
simulations developed in Chapter 3, which use a similar numerical technique.
2.1 The Flux Transport Model
In a classic paper, Leighton (1964) suggested how supergranular convection on the solar surface
would lead to a random walk of magnetic flux. On a large scale, he modelled this as a diffusive
process, whereby the radial magnetic field satisfies a transport equation of the form
∂Br
∂t
= D∇2Br, (2.1)
where D is the diffusivity, assumed constant. By adding advection terms to model the observed
large-scale flows of differential rotation and (later) meridional circulation, this idea has developed
into the standard model of surface flux transport (see the historical review by Sheeley, 2005).
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In spherical polar coordinates (r, θ, φ), the flux-transport equation (DeVore, Boris, and Sheeley,
1984; Wang, Nash, and Sheeley, 1989) reads
∂Br
∂t
=− Ω(θ)∂Br
∂φ
− 1
R¯ sin θ
∂
∂θ
[v(θ)Br sin θ]
+
D
R2¯
[
1
sin θ
∂
∂θ
(
sin θ
∂Br
∂θ
)
+
1
sin2 θ
∂2Br
∂φ2
]
+ S(θ, φ, t). (2.2)
Here Ω(θ) is the angular velocity profile of differential rotation, v(θ) is the meridional flow ve-
locity, and S(θ, φ, t) is a source term representing emergence of new magnetic flux. Note that
the magnetic field is passively transported by the flows; this is a reasonable approximation in the
photosphere where the plasma β is high.
There are two key assumptions in this flux transport model (DeVore, Boris, and Sheeley, 1984):
1. The scale-length over which the magnetic field changes must be large compared to the
correlation length of the supergranular convection.
2. The large-scale photospheric magnetic field in which we are interested must be predomin-
antly radial.
In this thesis we consider the Sun’s large-scale magnetic field so that assumption (1) is well satis-
fied. On smaller scales the diffusion approximation does not hold and alternative models have been
proposed to consider the random walk of individual magnetic flux elements (Wang and Sheeley,
1994; Schrijver, 2001). Assumption (2) is supported by the vector magnetic field measurements
of Martinez Pillet, Lites, and Skumanich (1997), which suggest an average inclination of less
than 10◦ to the vertical. It may also be argued on theoretical grounds that the horizontal field
components at the top of the convection zone should be much weaker than those in the corona
(see van Ballegooijen and Mackay, 2007). This follows essentially from the concentration of
convection-zone magnetic fields into kilogauss flux tubes, and from a simple force balance across
the photospheric boundary.
This standard surface flux transport model has been applied with much success to model the
observed large-scale surface fields on the Sun, including features such as the decay of active re-
gions (Wang, Nash, and Sheeley, 1989) and the build-up and reversal of polar magnetic fields
(Schrijver, DeRosa, and Title, 2002; Wang, Sheeley, and Lean, 2002; Durrant and Wilson, 2003).
The model has also been applied to young active stars (Mackay et al., 2004), and has been ex-
tended both down into the convection zone to flux transport dynamos (Wang, Sheeley, and Nash,
1991; Choudhuri, Schussler, and Dikpati, 1995, see Appendix D of this thesis), and up into the
corona using potential field extrapolations (e.g., Wang et al., 1988; Mackay and Lockwood, 2002;
Wang, Sheeley, and Lean, 2002). The simulations described later in this thesis originate from the
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model of van Ballegooijen, Cartledge, and Priest (1998), and develop a non-potential model of the
coronal response to surface flux transport.
2.1.1 Rate of Diffusion
A key parameter in the surface flux transport model is the diffusivity D in equation (2.2). By
simply equating the diffusion time, τD = R2¯/D, with the 10-20 year reversal time of the polar
field, Leighton (1964) originally estimated thatD = 770 km2s−1 to 1540 km2s−1. Later, with the
newly-observed poleward meridional flow, the polar field reversal could be reproduced with lower
D (Sheeley, 2005). By comparing the simulated decay of 15 active regions with observations,
DeVore et al. (1985) found a best-fit of D = 150 km2s−1 to 425 km2s−1, while Wang, Nash, and
Sheeley (1989) found D = 600± 200 km2s−1 (possibly due to differences in their observational
resolution). For the simulations in this thesis, we adopt a value of D = 450 km2s−1 unless
otherwise stated. This is within the range of previous studies and is found to reproduce well the
shape of decaying magnetic structures, as will be illustrated in Chapter 3.
2.2 Analytical Solution in the Cartesian Approximation
The majority of studies of surface flux transport have necessarily been numerical. Analytical solu-
tions to Equation (2.2) in spherical coordinates were discussed by Leighton (1964) for the case
with diffusion only and no advection. Later DeVore, Boris, and Sheeley (1984) solved for low-
order eigenfunctions in the axisymmetric case with diffusion and meridional flow, and DeVore
(1987) found analytical approximations for the time-asymptotic behaviour of the system with dif-
ferential rotation also included. These solutions describe the global magnetic field of the Sun at
coarse resolution. In this chapter a full closed-form solution is found for the evolution of an indi-
vidual magnetic bipole, including both diffusion and large-scale flows, but under the assumption
of Cartesian coordinates. This closed-form solution is useful for understanding the physics of the
flux transport simulations later in this thesis.
It is reasonable to approximate the spherical domain by Cartesian coordinates providing that we
consider only a localised region, such as that occupied by a single active region. Equation (2.2) is
then replaced by the form
∂Bz
∂t
= −vx∂Bz
∂x
− vy ∂Bz
∂y
+D
(
∂2Bz
∂x2
+
∂2Bz
∂y2
)
, (2.3)
where the (x, y) plane represents the photosphere, and it has been assumed that the flow is incom-
pressible. The vx(x, y) component represents differential rotation, and the vy(x, y) component
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represents meridional flow. To enable analytical solution to the problem, we choose the incom-
pressible, steady flow
vx = −Ω0y, (2.4)
vy = u0, (2.5)
which gives a linear differential rotation profile and a constant meridional flow. This is actually
not a bad approximation over a limited region of the solar surface, such as a single active region.
As in the spherical flux transport model, the constant D gives the rate of supergranular diffusion.
2.2.1 Lagrangian Coordinates
Equation (2.3) is written in Eulerian form, where the coordinates define a fixed frame of reference,
the plasma moving relative to this frame. The solution described in this chapter utilises comoving
or Lagrangian coordinates (Stuart and Tabor, 1990). The trajectory of a fluid element initially
located at x = a is given by solving the equation
∂x
∂t
= v(x, t), subject to x(t = 0) = a. (2.6)
If we keep track of the identity of the fluid element by recording its initial position and write
x(t;a), then this is the transformation from Eulerian coordinates x to Lagrangian coordinates a.
If the velocity field is smooth then this transformation is smooth and invertible (Thiffeault, 2003).
Now we can re-write the equation (2.3) in Lagrangian coordinates, so that it describes the rate of
change of Bz(a, t) in each fluid element. The advantage of doing this is that, by construction,
the advective terms drop out of the equation, since the Lagrangian coordinate system is moving
exactly with this velocity. This leaves a diffusion equation for Bz . However, the price we pay for
changing coordinates is that the diffusion is no longer isotropic. To change coordinates note that
the gradient operator in Eulerian coordinates may be written
∂
∂xi
=
∂aj
∂xi
∂
∂aj
.
The matrix with elements Mij = ∂xi/∂aj is called the tangent map or Jacobian (Thiffeault,
2003), and we see that ∂ai/∂xj are the elements of (M−1)T . With this notation the surface flux
transport equation for Bz(a, t) may be written as the diffusion equation
∂Bz
∂t
= D(M−1)T∇a ·
[
(M−1)T∇aBz
]
, (2.7)
where the time derivative is now taken keeping a constant rather than x as in the Eulerian case.
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The advantage of our chosen velocity profiles (2.4) and (2.5) is that we can explicitly find the trans-
formation from Eulerian coordinates x to Lagrangian coordinates a. For these velocity profiles
the components of (2.6) are
∂x
∂t
= −Ω0y, (2.8)
∂y
∂t
= u0. (2.9)
Integrating (2.9) gives
y(t;a) = u0t+ a2. (2.10)
Inserting this into (2.8) and integrating then gives
x(t;a) = −12Ω0u0t2 − Ω0ta2 + a1. (2.11)
For this simple velocity field we may readily invert the relationship and find
a1 = x− 12Ω0u0t2 +Ω0yt, (2.12)
a2 = y − u0t. (2.13)
For these velocities the tangent map is then
M =
(
1 −Ω0t
0 1
)
which leads to the equation
∂Bz
∂t
= D
(
1 + Ω20t
2
) ∂2Bz
∂a21
+ 2DΩ0t
∂2Bz
∂a1∂a2
+ D
∂2Bz
∂a22
. (2.14)
We see that in the Lagrangian frame the diffusion is anisotropic. At t = 0 the equation reduces
to the usual diffusion equation because the two coordinate systems are the same, but at later times
diffusion is enhanced in the a1 direction. This enhanced diffusion is due to the deformation of the
original Bz distribution by the advection.
2.2.2 Method of Solution
The flux transport equation is linear in Bz . For our simple velocity field the Lagrangian equation
(2.14) has coefficients which do not contain a1 or a2, so we may solve by taking a two-dimensional
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Fourier transform in a, where we define
Bz(a, t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
B˜z(k, t) eik1a1+ik2a2dk1dk2, (2.15)
B˜z(k, t) =
1
(2pi)2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Bz(a, t) e−ik1a1−ik2a2da1da2. (2.16)
If we substitute (2.15) into the equation (2.14) then we obtain an equation for the time evolution
of the Fourier transform B˜z:
1
D
∂B˜z
∂t
= −{k21(1 + Ω20t2) + 2Ω0tk1k2 + k22} B˜z.
Integrating with respect to t gives
B˜z(k, t) = A˜(k) exp
{−D(k21t+ k22t+Ω0k1k2t2 + 13Ω20k21t3)} (2.17)
where the function A˜(k) is an arbitrary function from the integration, which will be given by the
Fourier transform of the initial conditions Bz(a, 0). Once this has been found we may invert the
transform by (2.15) and then use (2.12) and (2.13) to give the solution in (x, y) coordinates.
2.2.3 Solution for a Tilted Bipole
Consider the particular initial condition of a magnetic bipole with half-separation ρ0 and tilt angle
δ0, as shown in Figure 2.1. This is given by the magnetic field (Mackay and van Ballegooijen,
2006)
Bz(x, y, 0) = B0 e1/2
x′
ρ0
e−ξ where ξ = (x
′)2/2 + (y′)2
ρ20
(2.18)
and the tilted coordinates (x′, y′) are given in terms of the untilted (x, y) as
x′ = (x− x0) cos δ0 − (y − y0) sin δ0, (2.19)
y′ = (x− x0) sin δ0 + (y − y0) cos δ0. (2.20)
Here (x0, y0) is the location of the bipole centre. This is readily expressed in Lagrangian coordin-
ates because the two systems coincide at t = 0:
Bz(a, 0) = B0 e1/2
a′1
ρ0
e−ξ where ξ = (a
′
1)
2/2 + (a′2)2
ρ20
(2.21)
and
a′1 = (a1 − x0) cos δ0 − (a2 − y0) sin δ0, (2.22)
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Figure 2.1: A tilted bipole, showing tilt angle δ0, peak locations (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), and half-
separation ρ0 between peaks. Here (x0, y0) is at the origin. Contours show strength of Bz (solid
for positive, dashed for negative).
a′2 = (a1 − x0) sin δ0 + (a2 − y0) cos δ0. (2.23)
To take the Fourier transform of this initial condition we note that the transformation from (a1, a2)
to (a′1, a′2) is simply a rotation, so the Jacobian is 1 and we may integrate in terms of the primed
coordinates:
A˜(k) =
1
(2pi)2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Bz(a, 0) e−ik1a
′
1−ik2a′2da′1da
′
2 (2.24)
= f(k)
∫ ∞
−∞
da′1a
′
1 e
−(a′1)2/(2ρ20)−iKa′1
∫ ∞
−∞
da′2 e
−(a′2)2/(2ρ20)−iLa′2 (2.25)
where
f(k) =
B0 e1/2
ρ0(2pi)2
e−ik1x0−ik2y0
and
K(k) = k1 cos δ0 − k2 sin δ0,
L(k) = k1 sin δ0 + k2 cos δ0.
By completing the square in the arguments of the exponentials and using the Gaussian integrals∫ ∞
−∞
dx e−x
2
=
√
pi.
∫ ∞
−∞
dxx e−x
2
= 0,
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we obtain the expression
A˜(k) = −iK(k)Bf e−ik1x0−ik2y0−ρ20L2/4−ρ20K2/2, (2.26)
where
Bf =
B0ρ
3
0 e
1/2
2
√
2pi
.
Inserting (2.26) into (2.17), substituting for K and L, and tidying up gives
B˜z(k, t) = −iBf (k1 cos δ0 − k2 sin δ0) e−A(t)k21−B(t)k1k2−C(t)k22−ix0k1−iy0k2 (2.27)
where we have defined
A(t) = 14ρ
2
0 sin
2 δ0 + 12ρ
2
0 cos
2 δ0 +Dt+ 13DΩ
2
0t
3, (2.28)
B(t) = −12ρ20 sin δ0 cos δ0 +DΩ0t2, (2.29)
C(t) = 14ρ
2
0 cos
2 δ0 + 12ρ
2
0 sin
2 δ0 +Dt. (2.30)
The final (but algebraically messy) step is to invert the Fourier transform and move back to a
space. We have
Bz(a, t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
B˜(k, t) eik1a1+ik2a2dk1dk2
= −iBf cos δ0 I1 + iBf sin δ0 I2,
where
I1 =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
k1 e−A(t)k
2
1−B(t)k1k2−C(t)k22−i(a1−x0)k1−i(a2−y0)k2dk1dk2,
I2 =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
k2 e−A(t)k
2
1−B(t)k1k2−C(t)k22−i(a1−x0)k1−i(a2−y0)k2dk1dk2.
Again we can evaluate these integrals by completing the square and using Gaussian integration.
After some algebra we find the solution in Lagrangian coordinates to be
Bz(a, t) =
B0ρ
3
0
√
2 e1/2
(4AC −B2)3/2
(
sin δ0
[
1
2Ba¯1 −Aa¯2
]− cos δ0 [12Ba¯2 − Ca¯1] )
× exp
{−Ca¯21 +Ba¯1a¯2 −Aa¯22
4AC −B2
}
, (2.31)
where a¯1 = a1 − x0 and a¯2 = a2 − y0 denote coordinates with respect to the initial bipole
centre point. The t dependence is contained within the functions A(t), B(t), and C(t), defined
in equations (2.28), (2.29), and (2.30). Equation (2.31) describes the time-dependent solution to
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Figure 2.2: Analytical solution at a sequence of times for bipole with initial tilt angle δ0 = 20◦.
Contours show Bz (solid for positive, dashed for negative).
the surface flux transport equation with velocity profiles (2.4) and (2.5), for the initial condition
of a bipole field. To obtain the solution in the usual (x, y) coordinates, expressions (2.12), (2.13)
should be substituted for a1 and a2 in the solution. An example solution is shown at three times in
Figure 2.2. The east-west shearing by differential rotation and the spreading out and cancellation
of opposite polarities by supergranular diffusion are both evident. The slow northward transport
by the constant meridional circulation is just evident on this timescale.
Note that since equation (2.14) is linear, we may superimpose any number of these bipole solu-
tions with different properties to obtain a more complex solution. However, these more complex
analytical solutions will not be discussed in this thesis.
2.2.4 Note on Regularity of Solution
The solution (2.31) contains the factor Q−1 where
Q(t) = 4AC −B2, (2.32)
so for the solution to remain finite and real we require that, within our time range, Q 6= 0 and
Q3/2 is real. Substituting in for the functions A,B,C we may re-write Q as
Q(t) = 12ρ
4
0+3ρ
2
0Dt+4D
2t2+ 12ρ
2
0 sin(2δ0)Ω0Dt
2+ 13ρ
2
0(1+sin
2 δ0)Ω20Dt
3+ 13Ω
2
0D
2t4. (2.33)
Note that, for positive D and t, all terms are non-negative with the exception of the sin(2δ0) term.
If δ0 ∈ [0, pi/2], i.e. the initial tilt angle of the bipole is either positive or zero, then Q(t) is
positive for all time and our solution is well-defined. However, if the initial tilt angle is negative
then the term in t2 may have a negative coefficient and the solution could blow up at some point.
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The coefficient remains positive provided that
sin(2δ0) >
−8D
ρ20Ω0
,
which holds if ρ20Ω0 < 8D. For the parameter values in Section 2.3 (a rather large ρ0), this
condition is upheld.
2.2.5 Evolution of Physical Bipole Parameters
Having obtained the form of Bz(a, t) we can calculate how the bipole parameters such as tilt
angle, separation distance, and total flux vary over time as the field is advected and diffused.
Peak Locations
We first of all determine the locations of the peaks of each polarity. These are the locations where
both ∂Bz/∂x = 0 and ∂Bz/∂y = 0. By construction we know that these points are initially
located at x′ = ±ρ0, y′ = 0, and it may be checked that the solution (2.31) gives the correct value
Bz = B0 at these points at time t = 0 (noting from equation 2.33 that Q(0) = ρ40/2).
At a later time t we have the magnetic field (2.31). Setting the a¯1 and a¯2 derivatives of this field
equal to zero we obtain simultaneous quadratic equations for the peak locations in a1, a2:
Q(12B sin δ0 + C cos δ0) + 2Y (X sin δ0 − Y cos δ0) = 0, (2.34)
−Q(A sin δ0 + 12B cos δ0) + 2X(X sin δ0 − Y cos δ0) = 0, (2.35)
where
X = 12Ba¯1 −Aa¯2, Y = 12Ba¯2 − Ca¯1.
Subtracting Y times (2.35) from X times (2.34) we find
Y = −
(
B sin δ0 + 2C cos δ0
2A sin δ0 +B cos δ0
)
X.
Substituting into (2.34) then yields
X2 =
Q(2A sin δ0 +B cos δ0)2
8(A sin2 δ0 +B sin δ0 cos δ0 + C cos2 δ0)
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and hence
X =
±√Q
2
√
2
(
2A sin δ0 +B cos δ0√
A sin2 δ0 +B sin δ0 cos δ0 + C cos2 δ0
)
,
Y =
∓√Q
2
√
2
(
B sin δ0 + 2C cos δ0√
A sin2 δ0 +B sin δ0 cos δ0 + C cos2 δ0
)
.
On moving back to the coordinates a1, a2 we find the peak locations to be
a1 − x0 = ± cos δ0
√
Q
2W
, a2 − y0 = ∓ sin δ0
√
Q
2W
(2.36)
where
W (t) = A sin2 δ0 +B sin δ0 cos δ0 + C cos2 δ0. (2.37)
Thus in (x, y) coordinates the locations are
x1 = −12Ω0u0t2 − Ω0t
(
y0 − sin δ0
√
Q
2W
)
+ cos δ0
√
Q
2W + x0,
y1 = u0t+ y0 − sin δ0
√
Q
2W ,
(2.38)
and 
x2 = −12Ω0u0t2 − Ω0t
(
y0 + sin δ0
√
Q
2W
)
− cos δ0
√
Q
2W + x0,
y2 = u0t+ y0 + sin δ0
√
Q
2W .
(2.39)
As a check, when t = 0 we find that W (0) = ρ20/4 so that
√
Q/2W = ρ0 and hence
x1 = x0 + ρ0 cos δ0, y1 = y0 − ρ0 sin δ0,
x2 = x0 − ρ0 cos δ0, y2 = y0 + ρ0 sin δ0,
as expected.
Tilt Angle
As shown in Figure 2.1 the peak labelled (x1, y1) is initially the leading polarity, while (x2, y2) is
the following polarity of the bipole.
We may thus calculate the tilt angle of the bipole δ(t) at some later time in terms of the initial tilt
angle δ0, using the formula
tan δ(t) =
y2(t)− y1(t)
x1(t)− x2(t) .
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On substituting in the forms of the peak locations from (2.38) and (2.39) we find that
tan δ(t) =
tan δ0
1 + tan δ0Ω0t
. (2.40)
So the evolution of the tilt angle is independent of the initial separation ρ0 between the peaks, and
also the diffusion D. There are three possibilities for the initial tilt angle δ0:
1. If δ0 = 0 then δ(t) = 0 for all t.
2. If 0 < δ0 < pi/2 then δ(t) remains positive and δ(t)→ 0 as t→∞.
3. If −pi/2 < δ0 < 0 then we must take care as tan δ(t) becomes undefined at time t∞ =
−1/(Ω0 tan δ0). Physically this is the time when the following polarity “overtakes” the
leading polarity and the two swap. We must then re-define tan δ(t) with the other polarity
leading.
Half-separation Distance of Peaks
Defining ρ(t) to be half of the distance between the two peaks, we find
ρ(t) = 12
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2
=
√
Q
2W
√
sin2 δ0Ω20t2 + 2 sin δ0 cos δ0Ω0t+ 1. (2.41)
For t = 0 this reduces to ρ(0) =
√
Q(0)/(2W (0)) = ρ0 as expected. Looking at the forms of Q,
W , A, B, and C as given earlier, we see that the time-dependence is
ρ(t) ∼ t3/2.
In the case with diffusion only and no advection (i.e., Ω0 = 0), then we find that the highest order
terms vanish and
ρ(t) ∼ t1/2,
which is characteristic of a diffusion process. Thus differential rotation increases the rate at which
the bipole spreads out as compared to diffusion alone. Such behaviour was noted by Leighton
(1964) who observed it in his numerical solutions. Interestingly, for the case where δ0 = 0 we
find
ρ(t) =
√
3ρ40 + 18ρ
2
0Dt+ 24D2t2 + 2ρ
2
0Ω
2
0Dt
3 + 2Ω20D2t4
3ρ20 + 12Dt
, (2.42)
so, combined with diffusion, differential rotation can increase the separation of the bipole peaks
even when they lie at the same “latitude”.
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Total Magnetic Flux
An important property of the bipole solution is the total magnetic flux Φ(t). This may be calcu-
lated analytically at any time for the solution (2.31).
In Lagrangian coordinates (a1, a2) we may assume that the bipole is initially centred at x0 = 0,
y0 = 0 (this will not affect the flux) and write the magnetic field as
Bz(a, t) =
B0ρ
3
0e
1/2
√
2Q3/2
(Ea1 − Fa2) e(−Ca21+Ba1a2−Aa22)/Q,
where for shorthand we have defined
E = B sin δ0 + 2C cos δ0, F = B cos δ0 + 2A sin δ0.
Then the flux is given by
Φ(t) = 12
∫∫
|Bz(a, t)| da1da2
=
B0ρ
3
0e
1/2
2
√
2Q3/2
∫∫
|Ea1 − Fa2| e(−Ca21+Ba1a2−Aa22)/Qda1da2.
This integral may be evaluated by splitting it into integrals over two regions: one where Bz is
positive and one where Bz is negative, as shown in Figure 2.3. We thus write
Φ(t) =
B0ρ
3
0e
1/2
2
√
2Q3/2
(I+ + I−) ,
where
I+ =
∫ ∞
−∞
da2
∫ ∞
Fa2/E
da1(Ea1 − Fa2) e(−Ca21+Ba1a2−Aa22)/Q,
I− =
∫ ∞
−∞
da2
∫ Fa2/E
−∞
da1(Fa2 − Ea1) e(−Ca21+Ba1a2−Aa22)/Q.
After considerable manipulation the first integral evaluates to
I+ = 2
√
piQ
√
AE2 −BEF + CF 2
= 2
√
piQ
√
A sin2 δ0 +B sin δ0 cos δ0 + C cos2 δ0.
= 2
√
piQ
√
W, (2.43)
whereW (t) is defined as in (2.37). It is similarly found that I− = I+. Therefore the total magnetic
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Figure 2.3: Sketch illustrating regions where Bz takes opposite sign in the a-plane. These are the
two regions of integration.
flux of the bipole at time t is given by
Φ(t) = B0ρ30 e
1/2
√
2pi
√
W
Q
. (2.44)
As before we have
Q(t) = 4AC −B2,
W (t) = A sin2 δ0 +B sin δ0 cos δ0 + C cos2 δ0,
where
A(t) = 14ρ
2
0 sin
2 δ0 + 12ρ
2
0 cos
2 δ0 +Dt+ 13DΩ
2
0t
3,
B(t) = −12ρ20 sin δ0 cos δ0 +DΩ0t2,
C(t) = 14ρ
2
0 cos
2 δ0 + 12ρ
2
0 sin
2 δ0 +Dt.
Note that, since
√
Q(0)/(2W (0)) = ρ0, this reduces when t = 0 to
Φ(0) = B0ρ20 e
1/2√pi
which is independent of tilt angle as it should be. Also note that if we keep ρ0, δ0, Ω0 andD fixed,
then changing the initial flux Φ(0) corresponds to changing the peak strength B0. It can be seen
that such a change will simply scale the resulting solution (2.44) by the same factor at all times.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the evolution of total magnetic flux Φ(t) given by the solution (2.44) for
different values of the bipole parameters. Figure 2.4(a) shows that the flux decays more quickly
if the initial half-separation ρ0 is smaller (for the same initial flux). This is because the positive
and negative polarities are closer together, so the steeper flux gradient allows cancellation to occur
faster. The effect of initial bipole tilt angle is shown in Figure 2.4(b). In general, lower tilt angles
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Figure 2.4: Total magnetic flux Φ(t) over time, for (a) different initial half-separations ρ0 (in units
of R¯), and (b) different initial tilt angles δ0. In all cases D = 450 km2s−1, and Ω0 is chosen as
described for the test in Section 2.3.2.
lead to the greatest flux cancellation rate. This is because the peaks of the two polarities are at
the same latitude (y) so stay closer together. For larger tilt angles differential rotation separates
the two peaks and reduces the flux cancellation. The difference between negative and positive tilt
angles is also caused by differential rotation. For negative tilt angles the cancellation is quicker
because differential rotation brings the two polarities together as one “overtakes” the other. This
lengthens the contact line and hence increases the cancellation.
In summary, this analytical solution demonstrates explicitly how advection by a shear flow (the
differential rotation) modifies the diffusive decay of a bipolar active region on the Sun. In the next
section we compare our analytical result with numerical simulations.
2.3 Numerical Solution
In this section the Cartesian equation (2.3) for surface flux transport is solved numerically. The
results are compared with the analytical solution described above.
2.3.1 Computational Method
In keeping with the 3D simulations described later in this thesis, the magnetic field B is expressed
in terms of a vector potential,
B = ∇×A. (2.45)
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As we are interested here only in the Bz component, the z-component of A is irrelevant to the
problem, and the flux transport equation (2.3) is equivalent to the pair of equations
∂Ax
∂t
= vyBz −Djx, (2.46)
∂Ay
∂t
= −vxBz −Djy, (2.47)
where jx = ∂Bz/∂y and jy = −∂Bz/∂x are the components of current density.
Second-order accuracy in spatial derivatives is obtained by defining the variables on a staggered
grid withBz at the cell centres, vx and vy at the grid points,Ax and jx on the x-ribs, andAy and jy
on the y-ribs. For example, Bz is calculated from the components of A by the central-difference
formula
Bz(x, y) =
Ay(x+∆/2, y)−Ay(x−∆/2, y)
∆
− Ax(x, y +∆/2)−Ax(x, y −∆/2)
∆
, (2.48)
where ∆ is the (uniform) grid spacing. Boundary conditions are simply periodic in the x-direction
and open (zero-gradient) in the y-direction. Two alternative schemes have been implemented for
time-stepping:
1. Euler’s method (first-order),
An+1 = An + dt f(tn,An).
2. Mid-point method (second-order),
k1 = dt f(tn,An),
An+1 = An + dt f(tn + dt/2,An + k1/2).
2.3.2 Test Against Analytical Solution
For comparison with the analytical solution of Section 2.2 we consider the transport of a single
magnetic bipole, with reasonable parameter choices for an active region on the Sun. The numerical
grid is a square of side L = 6 × 108m, corresponding to approximately 50◦ heliographic on the
solar surface. The uniform grid spacing is ∆ = 1.2 × 106m, giving 500 × 500 grid cells. All
lengths in the code are non-dimensionalised to the lengthscale L.
The flow profiles vx and vy are set to those of the analytical solution: a linear differential rotation
(2.4) and a constant meridional flow (2.5). The speeds are selected based on an assumed latitude of
25◦ at the grid centre, so that in y the grid runs from 0◦ latitude to 50◦ latitude. From the value at
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25◦ latitude of the full spherical meridional flow profile (see Chapter 3), we set u0 = 15.27ms−1.
Similarly we choose the linear profile Ω0 so that vx matches the full spherical differential rotation
speed at the top (vx = −155.8ms−1) and bottom (vx = 25.3ms−1) of the box. We set the
supergranular diffusion coefficient to D = 450 km2s−1. The time step dt is chosen to satisfy
the CFL condition for numerical stability. For this problem the diffusion term actually gives the
strongest constraint, requiring that
dt <
∆2
D
≈ 3200 s,
so we choose dt = 600 s.
The initial condition is a single bipole of the same form (2.18) as for the analytical solution. Here
the initial bipole is centred at (0.75L, 0.25L) and has half-separation ρ0 = 0.058L (3.48×107m),
tilt angle δ0 = 20◦, and peak field B0 = 1 (arbitrary units). A suitable initial vector potential for
this Bz is found by setting Ay = 0 and numerically evaluating
Ax(x, y) = −
∫ y
0
Bz(x, y′)dy′.
The equations (2.46) and (2.47) are then integrated forward in time numerically.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the resulting evolution of the bipole, with colours showing strength of Bz
(red for positive and blue for negative). Visible are the effects of differential rotation, diffusion,
and the constant meridional flow. The black contours are overplotted from the analytical solution
(2.31), showing how the numerical solution remains accurate over a period of many days. To
quantitatively assess the accuracy of the numerical solution over time, we can compare the total
magnetic flux over the numerical grid with the analytical expression (2.44) for the total flux as
a function of time. The results are shown in Figure 2.6, where the percentage error in total flux
is shown for both the Euler and mid-point time-integration schemes. We see that the mid-point
scheme is accurate to within 0.01%, while the error for the Euler scheme is an order of magnitude
greater, though still very small. The dashed curve shows the flux computed by mapping the
analytical solution for Bz to the same grid as the numerical solution. The error that develops in
this flux from day 30 onward relative to the exact total flux highlights how the bipole has diffused
out far enough to start leaving the grid through the open y-boundary. This demonstrates that the
error in the mid-point scheme from day 30 is not numerical but is caused by the bipole expanding
beyond the finite extent of the integration domain.
The results here show that the simple numerical scheme, with a small enough time step, has
accurately reproduced the analytical solution.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of numerical (colour shading) and analytical (black contours) solutions
for flux transport of a tilted bipole in Cartesian coordinates.
Figure 2.6: Performance of Euler (solid line) and mid-point (dotted line) time-integration schemes,
as diagnosed from the percentage error in total magnetic flux compared with the exact analytical
solution. The dashed line shows the error when the total flux is computed by mapping the analyt-
ical solution itself to the same numerical grid.
Chapter 3
Global Simulations of
Surface Flux Transport
As a key step towards modelling the evolution of the 3D coronal magnetic field, in this chapter
we develop global simulations of the radial magnetic field evolution on the solar surface. These
will provide a dynamic lower boundary condition for the coronal simulations, which are presented
in Chapter 4. Based on the flux transport model introduced in Section 2.1, the global surface
simulations use spherical geometry and include both large-scale motions and flux emergence. The
latter is shown to be essential for accurately reproducing the surface field on a timescale of months.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. The equations and flow profiles for flux transport in spher-
ical geometry are given in Section 3.1, before outlining our computational technique in Section
3.2. In Section 3.3 the method used to generate an initial condition from observed synoptic mag-
netograms is described, and simulation runs without emerging flux are presented in Section 3.4.
The method for including emerging flux is presented in Section 3.5, and the resulting simulations
in Section 3.6. Finally in Section 3.7 we briefly describe the first application of the simulations,
to the classification of filament source regions.
3.1 Spherical Geometry
The equation for flux transport on the surface of a sphere was introduced in Section 2.1 (Equation
2.2), in terms of standard spherical polar coordinates (θ, φ) and time t. For the 2D surface simu-
lations in this chapter we are concerned only with the evolution of Br, and we shall express the
magnetic field in terms of a vector potential, B = ∇×A so that the flux transport equation (2.2)
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is equivalent to the two equations
∂Aθ
∂t
= uφBr − D
R¯ sin θ
∂Br
∂φ
, (3.1)
∂Aφ
∂t
= −uθBr + D
R¯
∂Br
∂θ
. (3.2)
The choice of diffusion coefficient D was discussed in Chapter 2; for our global simulations we
adopt D = 450 km2s−1. The flow profiles uφ and uθ are discussed below.
3.1.1 Flow Profiles
Differential Rotation
The velocity uφ is given by
uφ = Ω(θ)R¯ sin θ, (3.3)
where Ω(θ) is the angular velocity of differential rotation. We use the Snodgrass (1983) formula
which was determined by cross-correlating observed magnetograms. All of our simulations use
the Carrington frame, which rotates at the rate corresponding to latitudes±17◦ on the solar surface
(13.2 deg day−1 with respect to central meridian). The period for a full rotation of the frame with
respect to an observer on Earth is therefore 27.27 days. In the Carrington frame the Snodgrass
formula is
Ω(θ) = 0.18− 2.3 cos2 θ − 1.62 cos4 θ deg day−1. (3.4)
In this frame points below 17◦ latitude rotate forwards and those above 17◦ latitude rotate back-
wards, because the solar equator rotates faster than the poles. The angular velocity profile (3.4)
is plotted in Figure 3.1(a). The solid line in Figure 3.1(b) shows the corresponding flow velocity
(3.3) on the solar surface.
Meridional Flow
The meridional flow is modelled by the velocity profile (van Ballegooijen, Priest, and Mackay,
2000)
uθ = C cos
[
pi (θmax + θmin − 2θ)
2 (θmax − θmin)
]
cos θ. (3.5)
The key features are a poleward flow in each hemisphere, vanishing both at the equator and at
the poleward boundaries θmin, θmax of the simulation domain. The constant C is chosen so that
the peak large-scale poleward flow at mid-latitudes is 16ms−1, consistent with observational es-
timates from either magnetic feature tracking (Snodgrass and Dailey, 1996), direct Doppler meas-
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Figure 3.1: Large-scale surface flow profiles, showing (a) angular velocity of differential rotation,
and (b) surface velocities from differential rotation (solid line) and meridional flow (dashed line).
urements (Hathaway, 1996), or local helioseismology (Zhao and Kosovichev, 2004). Note that
the meridional flow is slow and difficult to detect, so different estimates vary. The profile (3.5) is
shown by the dashed line in Figure 3.1(b). Note that this simple model does not include fluctu-
ations in the meridional flow, which are found on a range of timescales by all of the observational
studies. This is acceptable because we are ultimately interested in the large-scale coronal magnetic
field structure rather than precise local details in the photosphere. In any case, the meridional flow
is an order of magnitude weaker than the differential rotation, as evident in Figure 3.1(b).
3.2 Computational Technique
In this section we outline the key features of the numerical code developed to solve equations (3.1)
and (3.2). This follows the method used by van Ballegooijen, Priest, and Mackay (2000).
3.2.1 Coordinates
For the computation we define new coordinates by the transformation
x =
φ
∆
, y =
− ln (tan (θ/2))
∆
, (3.6)
as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The grid is chosen to be uniformly spaced in x and y with integer
spacing, so that ∆ is the grid spacing around the equator. The sizes of the grid cells in physical
(θ, φ) coordinates are calculated as follows:
1. Arc length in the φ direction is r sin θdφ, so since dφ = ∆dx and dx = 1 the latitudinal
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Figure 3.2: Transformation from physical coordinates (θ, φ) to computational coordinates (x, y).
size of a grid cell on the solar surface (r = R¯) is
hφ = ∆R¯ sin θ.
2. Arc length in the θ direction is rdθ. Using dy/dθ = −1/(∆ sin θ)we find dθ = −∆sin θdy,
so with dy = 1 the longitudinal size of a grid cell on r = R¯ is
hθ = ∆R¯ sin θ.
Since hφ = hθ the grid cells are seen to be square in (θ, φ) coordinates, which is the main
advantage of the transformation (3.6). However, the cell size varies with latitude, being largest at
the equator where sin θ = 1.
To transform the flux transport equations (3.1) and (3.2) to the computational coordinates, note
that (θ, φ) is a right-handed coordinate system, but (x, y) is left-handed (because the direction of
ey is opposite to that of eθ). This has the effect of reversing the sign of the vector product, so that
equations (3.1) and (3.2) become
∂Ay
∂t
= −vxBz + D∆R¯ sin θ
∂Bz
∂x
, (3.7)
∂Ax
∂t
= vyBz − D∆R¯ sin θ
∂Bz
∂y
. (3.8)
The flow components are given by vx(x, y) = uφ(θ(y), φ(x)) and vy(x, y) = −uθ(θ(y), φ(x)).
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Figure 3.3: Location of variables and indices on a grid cell for calculating Bz from Ax and Ay.
3.2.2 Numerical Method
As in the Cartesian code (Section 2.3), the variables are defined on a staggered grid in (x, y)
space (Figure 3.3) and derivatives are calculated to second-order accuracy with central-difference
formulae. As an example we derive here the formula for computation of Bz from given Ax and
Ay. In spherical coordinates we have from B = ∇×A that
Br =
1
R¯ sin θ
[
∂
∂θ
(Aφ sin θ)− ∂Aθ
∂φ
]
so transforming to computational coordinates via (3.6) yields
Bz =
1
R¯ sin θ(y)
[
1
∆
∂Ay
∂x
− 1
∆ sin θ(y)
∂
∂y
(Ax sin θ(y))
]
. (3.9)
We approximate (3.9) by the centred finite-difference scheme
Bi+1/2, j+1/2z =
1
R¯ sin θj+1/2
[
A
i+1, j+1/2
y −Ai, j+1/2y
∆
− A
i+1/2, j+1
x sin θj+1 −Ai+1/2, jx sin θj
∆sin θj+1/2
]
=
A
i+1, j+1/2
y −Ai, j+1/2y
h
j+1/2
x
− A
i+1/2, j+1
x h
j+1
x −Ai+1/2, jx hjx
h
j+1/2
x h
j+1/2
y
, (3.10)
where we have defined the scale factors hjx = hjy = ∆R¯ sin θj . The indices are defined in Figure
3.3, where the arrows indicate the signs of the contribution from each component of A.
Other aspects of the numerical code are analogous to the Cartesian version (Section 2.3); time
integration is by either Euler’s method (first-order) or the mid-point method (second-order), and
the boundary conditions are periodic in the x direction and closed in the y-direction. A time step
of dt = 60 s is chosen to satisfy the CFL condition.
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Figure 3.4: Effect of diffusion on numerical stability. Panels (a) and (c) show contours ofBz (zero
contour in red), for runs with (a) no diffusion, and (b) diffusion at D = 600 km2s−1. Blue lines
show location of longitudinal Bz profiles (b) and (d) for the same two runs.
3.2.3 Test Cases
Here we present two examples to illustrate features of the simulation using the initial condition
of a single magnetic bipole, before considering simulations of the global photosphere. The initial
bipole magnetic field takes the form
Bz(x, y, 0) = B0 e1/2
x
ρ0
e−ξ where ξ = (x)
2/2 + (y)2
ρ20
. (3.11)
This is the same form as used in the Cartesian solution (Chapter 2, Figure 2.1), except that now
(x, y) are spherical coordinates. For both of the following examples we set B0 = 1 and choose a
half-separation ρ0 = 7.5 (in grid units).
Example 1. Numerical Dispersion
To demonstrate the numerical stability of the code we consider the effect of the diffusion term in
the flux transport equation. Here the domain extends from 0◦ to 90◦ in longitude and −10◦ to 60◦
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Figure 3.5: Effect of initial bipole tilt angle in producing a polar field. Contour plots show Bz for
a bipole with δ0 = 15◦ on (a) day 0 and (b) day 300 (red for positive, blue for negative). Panel (c)
shows mean magnetic flux over time in polar cap, θ < 33◦, for different initial tilt angles δ0.
in latitude, with a grid spacing of ∆ = 1◦ at the equator yielding 91× 86 grid points. The bipole
is centred initially at x0 = 45, y0 = 30. Figure 3.4 illustrates the resulting Bz distribution after
60 days (using Euler’s method). Figure 3.4(a) shows contours of Bz for the run with D = 0 (no
diffusion), whereas Figure 3.4(c) shows the same for the run with diffusion at D = 600 km2s−1.
The right-hand panels (Figures 3.4b and d) show the Bz profile along the horizontal line at 55◦
latitude in each case. In the pure advection case the numerical scheme demonstrates clear dis-
persive behaviour owing to numerical phase error (Press et al., 1992, p.831). This is visible both
in Figure 3.4(b) and in the red zero contour of Bz in Figure 3.4(a). By contrast, the addition of
diffusion stabilises the scheme, leading to the smooth behaviour in Figures 3.4(c) and (d). Fortu-
nately our physical model contains a strong diffusive term representing the supergranulation, so
that the we do not need to use a more costly numerical scheme to treat the advection. Indeed the
physical value of the diffusion coefficient is 450 km2s−1, an order of magnitude greater than the
value required to stabilise the code. Finally, note the difference in strength of Bz at high latitude
between the two runs, as shown by the longitudinal cut in Figure 3.4. The field is stronger in the
diffusive run owing to diffusive spreading of flux northward from the bipole.
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Example 2. Producing a Polar Field
With the spherical code we can consider the long-term effect of the initial bipole tilt angle δ0;
this could not be done realistically using the Cartesian solution in Chapter 2. Transport of a tilted
bipole by differential rotation, meridional flow, and diffusion is a key mechanism through which
surface flux transport is able to explain the observed polar fields on the Sun and their reversal
(Wang, Nash, and Sheeley, 1989).
The numerical domain for this example again runs from 0◦ to 90◦ in longitude, but now extends
from −10◦ to 80◦ in latitude. The grid spacing of ∆ = 1◦ at the equator now gives 91× 149 grid
points. We consider seven simulation runs, each with an initial bipole of the form (3.11), centred
at x0 = 42, y0 = 17, but tilted at different angles δ0. In each case the leading polarity is negative,
and the diffusion coefficient is D = 600 km2s−1.
An example run (δ0 = 15◦) is shown at day 0 and day 300 in Figures 3.5(a) and (b). This
illustrates how, because the positive polarity was initially at higher latitude, it has reached the
pole first and formed a concentrated polar cap of positive flux. By contrast the negative polarity
has preferentially been transported to the equatorial region. On the real Sun this leading polarity
would mostly cancel with opposite polarity flux in the southern hemisphere. To see the effect
of the tilt angle, Figure 3.5(c) shows the mean magnetic field strength in the polar cap region
(θ < 33◦), defined as 〈
Bpolarz
〉
=
∑
y>70∆
2R2¯ sin2 θBz∑
y>70∆2R
2¯ sin
2 θ
. (3.12)
The colours of the lines denote runs with different initial tilt angles δ0. The influence of δ0 is clear
from the figure: if there is no initial tilt then both polarities are transported poleward at the same
rate, so that there is strong cancellation and no resultant polar field. For another example of this
see Figures 2, 3, and 4 of Mackay, Priest, and Lockwood (2002).
3.3 Magnetogram Data for Initial Surface Distribution
To simulate the global surface magnetic field, a suitable initial condition is required. We choose to
use the observed radial magnetic field on the solar surface. In particular we use readily available
synoptic magnetogram data from the US National Solar Observatory, Kitt Peak1. The Kitt Peak
synoptic maps show the full solar surface, taken as the Sun rotates over a 27 day period. Each
map is produced from a sequence of daily, full-disk, line-of-sight magnetograms, converted to
flux density by assuming a vertical magnetic field everywhere on the photosphere. The sequence
1Synoptic magnetogram data from NSO/Kitt Peak is produced cooperatively by NSF/NOAO, NASA/GSFC, and
NOAA/SEL, and made publicly accessible on the World Wide Web.
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Figure 3.6: Correction of synoptic magnetograms for differential rotation, producing the initial
condition for the simulation, starting on day 106. Three consecutive maps (a) are used to produce
a single corrected map (b), applying the formula (3.15). The dashed line φ = φref shows the
reference longitude for day 106, and remains unrotated. The dot-dashed lines show the effect of
the rotation on the boundaries of the original CR1948 map.
of days is combined using a weighting function cos4 of the central meridian distance. This em-
phasizes structures within about 30◦ of central meridian. The low resolution maps used here have
360 pixels equally-spaced in longitude and 180 pixels equally-spaced in sine latitude. This res-
olution is sufficient for the present study as we are interested in the large-scale global magnetic
field. In this section we describe how an instantaneous global magnetic map is produced from the
synoptic maps, to use as an initial condition for the simulations.
Each synoptic map is taken in daily strips over a 27 day period (a single Carrington rotation).
This creates a problem when a simultaneous map is needed at all longitudes, as is required for the
initial condition in the global simulation. McCloughan and Durrant (2002) deal with the problem
by using a synoptic evolution equation, rather than the flux transport equation itself. We take an
alternative approach and produce an initial configuration directly from the magnetogram. A sim-
ultaneous magnetic map of the photosphere is created by correcting the observed magnetogram
for differential rotation, as illustrated in Figure 3.6 which shows the creation of a simultaneous
map for day 106, midway through Carrington rotation 1948. The effects of diffusion and meridi-
onal flow are neglected as they are much weaker over a timescale of 13 days, the time between
either the left or right edges of the magnetogram and the central reference longitude φref. This is
the longitude viewed at central meridian on the required start day of the simulation.
The required correction is dependent on longitude in the magnetogram, which effectively cor-
responds to time over the 27-day period. In Figure 3.6 we have chosen the reference longitude
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φref = 180◦, which was observed mid-way through the 27 days (corresponding to day of year 106
in this case). If the whole map is to represent this single day, then points to the right of φref must
have extra rotation applied, as their central-meridian passage was earlier than φref. Accordingly,
points to the left of φref must have rotation removed. We now derive the corrected longitude of a
feature plotted at (θ, φ0) in the original magnetogram.
The vertical strip plotted at φ = φ0 was observed ∆t after the reference strip at φref, where
∆t =
φ0 − φref
Ω0
, (3.13)
and Ω0 = 13.2 deg day−1 is the rotation rate of the Carrington frame with respect to an observer
on Earth. In the time ∆t since passing central meridian, the feature plotted at (θ, φ0) in the
magnetogram will in reality have experienced differential rotation dependent on its latitude so
will really be located at
φn(θ) = φ0 +∆tΩ(θ), (3.14)
where Ω(θ) is the differential rotation profile (3.4) in the Carrington frame. Substituting ∆t from
(3.13) into (3.14) we obtain a formula for the corrected longitude, namely
φn(θ) = φ0 +
Ω(θ)
Ω0
(φ0 − φref). (3.15)
Notice that all points remain at the same latitude during this operation. The amount of rotation
depends on their latitude, as is clearly seen by the change in shape of the original map boundaries
in Figure 3.6. It can also be clearly seen in Figure 3.6 that we must also make use of the two
neighbouring magnetograms to produce a single map using this operation. Thus for our initial
condition based on the mid-way point of Carrington rotation CR1948, we must use magnetograms
for CR1947, CR1948, and CR1949.
While this technique only gives an approximate map of what would have been on the surface
on the start day of our simulation, the simulation results in the following sections show that it is
sufficiently accurate to reproduce the surface field with future evolution.
3.4 Run Without Emerging Flux
Using the spherical flux transport code (Section 3.2), we simulate the solar surface over a numer-
ical domain extending from 0◦ to 360◦ longitude, and from θmin to θmax in colatitude. We choose
θmin = 10◦ and θmax = 170◦ so as to exclude the poles, where the magnetic field measurements on
which the simulations are based are least reliable. The initial condition is a magnetogram for day
of year 106 (April 16 1999, mid-way through Carrington rotation CR1948), corrected for differen-
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tial rotation using the technique described in Section 3.3. The simulation then runs continuously
for 177 days until day of year 283 (end of CR1954).
Figure 3.7 shows the results of the simulation, on days 147, 202, and 283 (i.e., on the final days
of rotations CR1949, CR1951, and CR1954). For each day the top row shows the observed mag-
netogram (corrected for differential rotation), the middle row shows a smoothed version of the
observed magnetogram, and the bottom row shows the simulated magnetogram. The smoothing
is done by evolving for 4 days under diffusion only, and its purpose is to allow easier comparison
with the simulation, where magnetic structures are naturally less concentrated due to the diffusion
approximation to convective transport. The zero contour from the (smoothed) observed magneto-
gram is overlaid in white on the simulated magnetogram for comparison.
After one month of evolution (day 147), the simulation reproduces the diffuse background field
well, particularly nearer to the poles. This magnetic flux results from the dispersal of earlier
active regions that have been carried poleward by the meridional circulation. The relatively slow
circulation speed (at most 16ms−1) ensures that flux emerged in active regions since day 106 has
not yet reached the higher latitudes. At lower latitudes there are numerous regions of strong flux
missing from this simulation; these are the active regions that have emerged since the start of the
run.
At day 202 the simulation still reproduces the field well at high latitudes, but has lost all stronger
flux regions at low latitudes. By the end of the simulation run on day 283, the accuracy is being
lost even at high latitudes. This demonstrates the need to include emerging flux in simulations
over periods of months. Schrijver and Harvey (1994) estimate a rate of flux emergence from
bipolar regions of 6.2× 1021Mxday−1 near solar maximum. They find that enough flux emerges
in these active regions to replenish the entire photospheric flux in about four months. For our 6-
month simulation, we must clearly include newly emerging active regions to reproduce the surface
magnetic field with any realism.
3.5 Emerging Flux
In this section a technique is developed for incorporating emerging flux into the surface flux trans-
port simulations, so as to maintain accuracy to the observed magnetic field over long periods of
time. With a view to the coupled coronal simulations in Chapter 4, the technique must be readily
extendable to the insertion of 3D active regions containing a coronal field.
Solar active regions are thought to result from the buoyant rise of sub-photospheric magnetic
flux tubes which break through the surface in an Ω loop, producing the characteristic bipolar
magnetic configuration (Parker, 1955; Babcock, 1961). These magnetic bipoles are oriented in an
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approximately east-west direction, although the bipole axis is typically tilted so that the leading
polarity is nearer to the equator (Hale et al., 1919; Wang and Sheeley, 1989). The vast majority
of bipoles in the Northern hemisphere have the same leading polarity, and those in the Southern
hemisphere have the opposite polarity (Hale and Nicholson, 1925). With the global reversal of the
Sun’s polar magnetic field every 11 years, all the polarities reverse.
Since the flux transport model does not include a description of the magnetic field inside the Sun,
we cannot predict when and where magnetic flux will emerge. As the ultimate aim is to repro-
duce observed coronal features, it would be inappropriate to insert new active regions at random
locations and times during the evolution, as has been used in some previous surface flux transport
models (van Ballegooijen, Cartledge, and Priest, 1998; Mackay and Lockwood, 2002; Baumann
et al., 2004; Mackay et al., 2004). Instead the observed magnetograms throughout the simula-
tion period are analysed to determine where and when new flux has emerged (as in e.g., Sheeley,
DeVore, and Boris, 1985). Of course, such a technique based on the synoptic magnetograms will
only pick up the larger emerging flux regions, but we believe that this is sufficient to produce the
large-scale field over long time-scales.
3.5.1 New Flux Regions
Locations of new flux emergence are found by comparing successive synoptic magnetograms.
Some care is necessary in doing so because the field will have evolved in the intervening 27
days. The comparison is made easier by applying the correct amount of differential rotation to
the earlier magnetogram, as described in Section 3.3. Figure 3.8 illustrates the procedure for a
particular case. The earlier observed magnetogram (CR1948) is shown in Figure 3.8(a), and it
has been corrected for differential rotation with reference longitude φref = 0◦ (corresponding to
the final day of that rotation). The resulting magnetogram is shown in Figure 3.8(b). This is the
magnetogram which is compared with the observed magnetogram for the next rotation (CR1949),
shown in Figure 3.8(c). In Figures 3.8(a) to (c), white areas represent magnetic flux above 50G
and black areas represent flux below −50G.
A semi-automated procedure has been developed to determine the locations of new flux, based on
some simple criteria. This is found effective in reducing the time taken for a manual search. The
stages in this procedure are as follows:
1. Determine the boundary coordinates of all regions of flux on the later observed magneto-
gram. These regions are defined as continuous pixel groups with radial field |Br| greater
than a threshold of 50G. For our example of CR1949, these regions are shown by coloured
outlines in Figure 3.9, which is a screenshot from the automated program.
2. Compute an absolute difference map between the later observed magnetogram and the ro-
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Figure 3.8: Stages in the processing of synoptic magnetograms for the detection of new bipolar
regions: (a) observed map for CR1948, (b) result of applying 27.27 days of differential rotation, (c)
observed map for CR1949, and (d) absolute difference map. In (a), (b), and (c), white represents
magnetic flux above 50G and black represents flux below −50G. In (d) red indicates new areas
of flux and blue indicates old areas.
Figure 3.9: Screenshot showing the results of the semi-automated procedure to detect new flux
regions. Coloured outlines denote regions selected by different criteria as described in the text.
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tated earlier magnetogram. An example is shown in Figure 3.8(d). Here red areas represent
flux (of either sign) present only in the later observed map, and blue areas represent flux
present only in the rotated earlier map.
3. Select all regions from first stage where there is a majority of red flux on the difference map.
4. Flag any anomalous regions for manual attention. These include regions where there is
mostly only one polarity of flux, regions that do not appear to follow the Hale polarity
law (identified by blue outlines in Figure 3.9), and also any regions not considered to be
new which have very high peak strength (orange outlines in Figure 3.9). All probable new
regions which have not been flagged are then classified as “definitely new”, and given red
outlines in Figure 3.9. Remaining regions of un-flagged “old” flux have yellow outlines.
5. The flagged regions are included or excluded manually, and the user can select any further
regions as desired, in order to improve the accuracy of the simulation.
The final step has been particularly useful in the case of large activity complexes, which may
consist of multiple bipolar regions in close proximity. On some occasions it has been necessary to
add in a new bipole in existing active regions where more flux appears to have emerged. A total of
119 bipolar regions were determined in the 6 Carrington rotations CR1949 to CR1954 inclusive.
Of these, 97 were detected by the automated program, the remainder being added manually.
3.5.2 Insertion of Magnetic Bipoles
The main method we have developed for inserting new magnetic flux into the simulation is in
the form of idealised magnetic bipoles. These have properties chosen to match the observed flux
regions as closely as possible. Each bipole takes the functional form used in Mackay and van
Ballegooijen (2001) and Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006). The advantages of this form are
that (1) the full expression is three-dimensional, and (2) the 3D field may be non-potential with
non-zero magnetic helicity. These advantages allow the bipole insertion method to be extended to
twisted 3D bipoles in the coronal simulations to be described in Chapter 4.
In this chapter we are only interested in the radial magnetic field on the photosphere, and in our
computational (x, y) coordinates we use the vector potential
Ax = 0, Ay = B0e0.5ρ exp
[
−
(
x2/2 + y2
ρ2
)]
, (3.16)
where parameter ρ is the half-separation distance between the peaks of the two polarities. This
is for a bipole with zero tilt angle; for non-zero tilt angle δ the field is simply rotated. The
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corresponding radial surface magnetic field is
Br = −B0e0.5x
ρ
exp
[
−
(
x2/2 + y2
ρ2
)]
, (3.17)
which is the same as equation (2.18) in Chapter 2. Contours of this function (with non-zero tilt
angle) were illustrated in Figure 2.1.
For each newly-emerging bipole recorded from the magnetogram observations, we determine the
following physical properties:
1. Day of observation: the date of central meridian passage of the bipole’s latitudinal strip.
2. Bipole location: first we determine the “centres of mass” of flux of each polarity, (θpos, φpos)
and (θneg, φneg). Then the bipole centre (θcen, φcen) is the mid-point of the line joining the
two polarity centres.
3. Tilt angle: we approximate the spherical geometry and take
tan δ =
R¯
(
θpos − θcen
)
R¯ sin θcen
(
φpos − φcen
) . (3.18)
4. Half-separation: we again approximate the spherical geometry and take
ρ =
√
R2¯
(
θpos − θcen
)2 +R2¯ sin2 θcen (φpos − φcen) . (3.19)
5. Magnetic flux: we determine the (unsigned) magnetic flux above the ±50G threshold by
averaging the total fluxes of each polarity.
Figures 3.10(a) and (b) summarize the data for the 119 observed new regions. Figure 3.10(a)
shows the typical relation between bipole tilt angle and latitude of emergence known as Joy’s
Law (Hale et al., 1919). We find that the average tilt angle, from a least-squares fit, varies as
0.38× latitude, but with a large spread of data about the regression line as seen in Figure 3.10(a).
This is in good agreement with Wang and Sheeley (1989), who found a slope of about 0.4, and
a similarly large spread. In Figure 3.10(b) we see the expected positive correlation between total
magnetic flux and active region size (Schrijver and Harvey, 1994).
Our 119 emerging regions during CR1949 to CR1954 contribute a total flux |Φ+| + |Φ−| of
1.18 × 1024Mx over the 177-day simulation. This agrees with the estimate of Schrijver and
Harvey (1994) for flux emergence from bipolar regions near solar maximum. It is significantly
higher than the total flux present in the photosphere at any one time, which at the start of our
simulation is 5.09 × 1023Mx. Once again we see how emerging flux is vital to the photospheric
field evolution over this 6-month period, and must clearly be included in the simulation.
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Figure 3.10: Summary of properties of the 119 bipolar regions: (a) tilt angle δ against bipole
centre latitude, and (b) magnetic flux against half-separation distance ρ between centres of each
polarity. In both plots the dashed line is a linear least-squares fit.
Each new bipole is inserted into our simulation by adding the corresponding vector potential (3.16)
to the pre-existing field, with the parameters chosen to match the observed region properties. There
are three complicating factors:
1. There may be significant pre-existing flux at the emergence location. This is primarily
important in 3D simulations, and our technique for dealing with this will be described in
Chapter 4.
2. For the observed region we measure the total flux above the ±50G threshold (Φ50). How-
ever, for the simulated bipole we need to specify the peak magnetic field strength through
the B0 parameter. By integrating the expression (3.17) over the whole plane, we may relate
B0 for the model bipole to its total flux Φ by
B0 =
Φ√
piρ2e0.5
. (3.20)
We then need to know the relation between Φ and Φ50 for the model bipole. This has been
determined numerically through a parameter study for bipoles with a range of latitudes, tilt
angles, half-separations, and total fluxes. A linear relation of the form Φ = A + Φ50 is
always found. The constant A is found to depend most strongly on the half-separation ρ,
and a cubic polynomial fit yields
Φ = Φ50 + 7.87× 1019 − 9.49× 1021ρ+ 8.91× 1023ρ2 − 1.83× 1024ρ3, (3.21)
where ρ is in units of R¯ and fluxes are in maxwells.
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3. The exact day of emergence of the bipole is unknown. Because the observed synoptic mag-
netograms have an effective time cadence of only 27 days, there is considerable uncertainty
about the exact emergence date of new flux regions. In particular, it is unlikely that a re-
gion appeared on the exact day it was observed at central-meridian, and it may well have
emerged on the unobserved far-side of the Sun. In view of this, and to allow time for coronal
structures to develop before the date of central-meridian passage2, we have chosen to insert
all bipoles 7 days before their date of observation. Seven days is an arbitrary choice, but
we have varied the number of days and found no critical effect. This aspect of our model
could be improved in future, either by more accurate modelling of the development of indi-
vidual active regions, or by using newly-developed helioseismic far-side imaging techniques
(Lindsey and Braun, 2000). Note however that such techniques are not yet sufficiently de-
veloped for use in this present work. To ensure accuracy we have “evolved” the parameters
of each bipole back in time by 7 days to the new emergence date, as outlined below.
3.5.3 Backward Evolution of Bipole Parameters
To insert a bipole 7 days before its date of observation at central-meridian passage, the bipole
properties must be “evolved” back in time for 7 days, so as to match the observations as closely
as possible when it does reach central meridian. The properties in question are the location of the
bipole centre (θcen, φcen), the tilt angle δ, the half-separation ρ between centres of polarity, and the
magnetic flux.
The movement of the centres of each polarity may be inferred from the formula (3.4) for differ-
ential rotation Ω(θ), as meridional flow and diffusion may be effectively neglected over such a
timescale. This allows the evolution of the bipole centre, tilt angle, and half-separation to be cal-
culated. Suppose the bipole properties are known at time t = 0. Then if the centre of the leading
polarity is at (θ1, φ1), and that of the following polarity is at (θ2, φ2), the bipole centre will move
as a function of time according to
θcen(t) = θcen(0) ≡ θcen for all t, (3.22)
φcen(t) = φcen(0) +
Ω(θ1) + Ω(θ2)
2
t. (3.23)
To calculate the tilt angle and half-separation we need the locations of the polarity centres. At
time t these are given by
φ1(t) = φcen(t)− ρ(t) cos δ(t)
R¯ sin θcen
, (3.24)
2This will be important in simulation of filament magnetic fields later in this thesis.
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θ1 = θcen − ρ(t) sin δ(t)
R¯
, (3.25)
φ2(t) = φcen(t) +
ρ(t) cos δ(t)
R¯ sin θcen
, (3.26)
θ2 = θcen +
ρ(t) sin δ(t)
R¯
. (3.27)
Note that, since differential rotation doesn’t transport features in the latitudinal direction, we must
have that θ1 and θ2 remain constant for all time, and so we must have ρ(t) sin δ(t) = ρ(0) sin δ(0)
constant. Therefore
θ2(t)− θ1(t) = 2ρ(0) sin δ(0)
R¯
(constant), (3.28)
while
φ2(t)− φ1(t) = φ2(0)− φ1(0) + (Ω(θ2)− Ω(θ1)) t
=
2ρ(0) cos δ(0)
R¯ sin θcen
+ (Ω(θ2)− Ω(θ1)) t. (3.29)
Substitution of (3.28) and (3.29) into equations (3.18) and (3.19) yields the formulae
tan δ(t) =
2ρ(0) sin δ(0)
2ρ(0) cos δ(0) +R¯Ωdt sin θcen
, (3.30)
ρ(t) =
√(
ρ(0) cos δ(0)
R¯ sin θcen
+
Ωd
2
t
)2
R2¯ sin
2 θcen + ρ2(0) sin2 δ(0), (3.31)
where we define Ωd = Ω(θ2)− Ω(θ1).
Finally we consider the change in magnetic flux, specifically the flux above ±50G. This evolves
for two reasons: (1) due to diffusive cancellation between the polarities, and (2) due to diffusive
spreading of strong flux to below the 50G threshold. In addition, advective motions modify the
rate and direction of diffusion, as demonstrated in Chapter 2. In order to include both advective and
diffusive effects, the change in flux over time has been determined from test numerical simulations
of a single bipole in the forward-time direction. The 1040 runs cover a parameter space from
θcen = 50◦ to 80◦, α(0) = −20◦ to 40◦, and ρ(0) = 0.01R¯ to 0.1R¯. From measurements
of the resulting flux a look-up table was created to determine the change in flux over time for
different bipole parameters. Since the induction equation is linear in B, parameters need only
be stored for a single value of initial flux; changing the initial flux in a run simply results in a
proportional scaling of the flux at all times.
Figure 3.11 demonstrates the backward evolution procedure in action. Figure 3.11(a) shows the
simulated magnetic field at day 147 (end of CR1949) for a run where the new bipoles are inserted
on the day they were observed at central meridian. Figure 3.11(b) shows a run where they were
inserted 7 days prior to observation, with the parameters evolved back in time using the method
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Figure 3.11: Results on day 147 for different methods of bipole insertion: (a) inserting bipoles on
their day of observation at central meridian passage, and (b) inserting 7 days before day of ob-
servation, with parameters evolved back in time. White indicates positive Br and black negative,
with a saturation level of ±50G. The white dashed line shows the longitude observed 7 days into
the Carrington rotation.
described in this section. It can be seen that the two techniques yield equivalent results. There are
only slight differences in the shape of bipolar regions which are unimportant to the global magnetic
field. These differences arise from the simplified backward evolution procedure adopted. Notice
that in the region of Figure 3.11(b) to the right of the white dashed line there are additional new
regions; these are new bipoles observed during the following Carrington rotation (CR1950), but
which appear by day 147 because they were inserted 7 days before observation.
3.5.4 Alternative Method: Direct Insertions
As an alternative to the magnetic bipole technique, we have also tried taking the detected new
regions directly from the observed magnetograms, computing a corresponding vector potential,
and pasting directly into the simulation on the day observed. Results from this technique are
presented in Section 3.6 for comparison.
3.6 Runs With Emerging Flux
Figure 3.12 shows results from simulations with emerging flux, at three times during the 177-day
run. The smoothed (see Section 3.4) observed magnetogram, corrected for differential rotation,
is shown for comparison with the two simulation runs. The first run uses the direct insertion of
new regions from the observed magnetogram (Section 3.5.4), and the second run represents the
emerging regions by inserting model bipoles 7 days prior to central meridian passage (Sections
3.5.2 and 3.5.3). In the second simulation run, the extra bipolar regions in the right-most 90◦
(to the right of the white dashed line) should be ignored in the comparison. These belong to the
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observed magnetogram for the following rotation, and appear here because they are emerged 7
days before observation.
The results in Figure 3.12 should be compared to the run with no emerging flux shown in Figure
3.7, Section 3.4. With emerging regions included, the simulation reproduces the observed mag-
netic field well both at active latitudes and nearer to the poles, not just initially but at each day
through to the end of the simulation.
Both methods for inserting new flux give acceptable results, especially compared to the run with no
emerging flux. However, the accuracy is in fact slightly poorer for the run with direct insertions of
observed regions. This method under-estimates the flux in the new regions because the detected
new regions do not include flux below the ±50G threshold. The bipole insertion technique is
able to compensate for this by including extra flux, because the flux distribution of the model
bipole is known even below the ±50G threshold. A further disadvantage of the direct insertion
technique is the extra storage and computation required. This is because a separate magnetogram
must be stored for each new region, unlike the bipole method which requires only a small number
of parameters. A suitable vector potential must also be computed for each region in the direct
method. This would be a significant problem in 3D because separate computationally expensive
3D magnetic field extrapolations would need to be computed for each new region.
The loss of detailed accuracy in the bipole method compared with direct insertions is insignificant
after only a few days evolution, owing to diffusive smoothing. In general the simulation is less
accurate in complex activity regions, such as in the right-most 90◦ of the northern hemisphere on
day 202. In principle the accuracy here could be improved by inserting a larger number of small
bipoles, but this would be labour intensive. In any case such structure would be rapidly smoothed
out, and the large scale picture is still reasonable.
In summary, the idealised bipole technique has been selected as the optimum method for incor-
porating flux emergence. The simulation is able to reproduce accurately the observed large-scale
photospheric field over a period of months, containing both strong newly-emerged flux and dif-
fusive remnants of earlier active regions.
3.7 Application to Classification of Filament Source Regions
In this section we briefly describe an application of the technique for simulating surface flux
transport developed in this chapter. The majority of this work was carried out by D.H. Mackay,
and more details may be found in the paper by Mackay, Gaizauskas, and Yeates (2008).
The study aims to determine where large stable solar filaments form relative to underlying mag-
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netic bipoles in the photosphere (for an introduction to filaments, see Chapter 5). The work extends
the two categories of the earlier study of Tang (1987) to the following four classifications:
1. Internal bipolar region: filaments forming above the internal polarity inversion line (PIL)
of a single active region.
2. External bipolar region: filaments forming between two bipolar regions.
3. Internal/external bipolar region: filaments lying partly above the internal PIL of a bipole
and partly above the external PIL of the bipole.
4. Diffuse bipolar region: filaments forming between regions of flux made up from remnants
of many flux emergences, coalescences, and cancellations. These generally lie at high latit-
udes.
The study is primarily observational in nature, with data sets for four separate phases of Solar
Cycle 21: (1) the early rise phase from CR1653 to CR1658, (2) the rise phase near maximum
from CR1680 to CR1685, (3) the declining phase after maximum from CR1720 to CR1725, and
(4) the declining phase towards minimum from CR1747 to CR1752. Filaments were observed
in synoptic maps from Solar Geophysical Data (101, 234, 149, 119 in each period respectively),
supplemented by He 10830 images from US NSO/Kitt Peak and large-scale Hα images from
Ottawa River Solar Observatory3.
Numerical simulations of the surface magnetic field have been carried out using the methods
developed in this chapter for each of the four periods, inserting 30, 89, 77, and 33 bipoles respect-
ively. The purpose is to determine the history of the PILs underlying filaments in more diffuse
regions, for example to decide whether a filament is internal to a single bipole or between flux
from multiple original bipoles. An example is shown in Figure 3.13. Figure 3.13(a) shows con-
tours of two filaments superimposed on a southern-hemisphere portion of the observed synoptic
magnetogram for CR1681. It is not clear from this magnetogram where the filament lies in rela-
tion to original bipoles. To answer this question, the simulations are used to “fill in” the 27-day
gap since the previous synoptic magnetogram, for CR1680. Figures 3.13(b) and (c) show the sim-
ulated magnetic field on days 83 and 113, the latter corresponding to the date of central meridian
passage of the observed filaments. From the simulation we find that the low-latitude return-arm
(northward) filament lies between the positive polarity originating as P1 on day 83, and the neg-
ative polarity of the neighbouring region to the East. The filament on the high-latitude lead arm
of the switchback lies between P1 and the negative polarity N2 from a different bipole. Under the
classification scheme both would be classified as external bipolar region filaments.
3The film archive of high-resolution Hα images from ORSO is maintained at the National Research Council of
Canada on behalf of the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics.
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Figure 3.13: Use of flux transport simulations to determine filament source regions: (a) location
of two filaments overlayed on observed synoptic magnetogram for CR1681, (b) simulation of the
same region at day of year 83, and (c) simulation at day 113. In all plots contours of Br on
solar surface are shown in greyscale (white positive, black negative), while in (b) and (c) positive
contours are emphasised in black solid lines, negative contours in white dotted lines, and white
dashed lines show the polarity inversion line. Adapted from Figure 4 of Mackay, Gaizauskas, and
Yeates (2008).
The classification results are shown in Figure 3.14 for each category and period. In summary, we
find that over 92% of filaments form in flux distributions that are non-bipolar in nature, lying either
fully or partly above a PIL external to any one bipole. Filaments forming within a single bipole are
less common than previously thought, because the earlier “Type A” classification of Tang (1987)
included three of our four categories, two of which actually involve multiple bipoles. Finally, only
filaments lying between two bipolar regions show any form of solar cycle dependence. This is
suggested (see discussion in Mackay, Gaizauskas, and Yeates, 2008) to support filament formation
models where the coronal field is reconfigured by surface motions, rather than those invoking
emergence of twisted structures, at least for large-scale stable filaments.
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Figure 3.14: Number of filaments in each category as a function of phase of the solar cycle. Plus
symbols denote numbers in each category with lines showing the overall shape of the curves. This
is Figure 5 from Mackay, Gaizauskas, and Yeates (2008).
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Chapter 4
Simulations of the Coronal
Magnetic Field
In this chapter we develop 3D simulations of the global coronal magnetic field evolution, in re-
sponse to surface motions. These are later applied to investigate the magnetic structure of filaments
(Chapter 5) and the source regions of coronal mass ejections (Chapter 7).
A full treatment of the dynamic evolution of the global corona, even in the MHD approximation,
is computationally prohibitive. Existing full-MHD models of the real corona are limited to finding
equilibrium states modelling individual dates (e.g., Mikic´ et al., 1999; Riley et al., 2006). In this
thesis we are interested in the development of sheared and twisted structures in the coronal field
over a period of months, so we use a reduced form of the MHD equations that is computationally
practical for such a long-term evolution.
We make the following simplifications:
1. On the timescale of large-scale surface motions, the coronal field is in equilibrium.
2. The magnetic forces dominate over the plasma forces in the corona.
3. We consider the large-scale “mean” magnetic field rather than solving for the full magnetic
field at all scales.
The first assumption is justified because magnetic disturbances at the photosphere propagate up
into the corona at the Alfve´n speed. Although it varies in space, this is typically of the order
1000 kms−1 in the corona (Roberts, 1991), which is much higher than the speed of the surface
motions (maximum 200ms−1). The evolution of the coronal magnetic field may then be under-
stood as the continual distortion of an existing equilibrium with subsequent fast relaxation to a
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Figure 4.1: Cartoon of the coronal magnetic field evolution. Field-line footpoints of an initial
configuration (a) are gradually sheared by surface motions, and the coronal field relaxes rapidly to
a new equilibrium (b).
new neighbouring equilibrium (Seehafer, 1994). This is sketched in Figure 4.1. Each of the res-
ulting sequence of equilibria will be close to force-free, as the plasma β is typically low in the
corona; this is assumption 2 (see also Chapter 1). At any time step the coronal magnetic field will
therefore be determined by solving the force-free equation j ×B = 0, with the surface magnetic
field (Chapter 3) as the lower boundary condition.
In Section 4.1 we describe the technique used to solve for the sequence of force-free equilibria.
The mean field theory (assumption 3) is outlined in Section 4.2, and the numerical model we use
is outlined in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 explains how emerging flux is incorporated into the 3D
model, and the particular simulation runs to be discussed throughout this thesis are summarised
in Section 4.5. The global properties of the resulting magnetic fields are presented in Section 4.6,
and the evolution and distribution of current helicity in our simulations are described in Section
4.7.
4.1 The Magneto-frictional Method
A number of methods have been developed for computing nonlinear force-free fields from given
photospheric boundary conditions. The methods fall into four main classes (as summarised by
Schrijver et al., 2006):
1. Grad-Rubin like methods: these use a current-field iteration procedure to gradually inject
or redistribute currents to reach a force-free state (e.g., Amari et al., 1997; Re´gnier, Amari,
and Kersale´, 2002; Wheatland, 2004).
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2. Boundary integral methods: the field is explicitly integrated from the boundaries, then
iterated towards a best fit (e.g., Yan and Sakurai, 2000; Yan and Li, 2006).
3. Optimization methods: the boundary conditions, force-free condition, and divergence-free
condition are satisfied by minimizing some suitable function (e.g., Wheatland, Sturrock, and
Roumeliotis, 2000; Wiegelmann, 2004).
4. Magneto-frictional methods: the Lorentz force acts against artificial friction to cause re-
laxation (more details below).
The various methods are compared by Schrijver et al. (2006) for an analytical test problem, and
more recently by Metcalf et al. (2008) for a more realistic “solar-like” configuration. Typically
these methods are used to compute a single “extrapolation” from a photospheric vector magneto-
gram, over a limited region of the solar surface. Although they may also be used to consider a time
series of events through successive extrapolations, there is no relation between one extrapolation
and the next. The technique applied in this thesis is significantly different from these extrapolation
techniques; we model a continuous evolution of the Sun’s global magnetic field, using only the
radial component Br as the surface boundary condition. For this problem the magneto-frictional
technique is well suited.
The name “magneto-frictional method” was coined by Yang, Sturrock, and Antiochos (1986),
although the same idea was used previously in the “magneto-hydro-friction” model of Chodura
and Schlu¨ter (1981). An artificial frictional force is introduced to relax the system to equilibrium,
starting from some arbitrary initial state. The equation of motion during this relaxation takes the
modified form
ρ
Dv
Dt
= −∇p+ ρg + j×B− νv, (4.1)
where ν is a frictional coefficient. In situations leading to force-free fields, i.e., when the gas
pressure and density may be neglected, this reduces to
v =
j×B
ν
. (4.2)
Craig and Sneyd (1986) proposed a similar “dynamic relaxation technique”, using a “fictitious
fluid” obeying the equation
Dx
Dt
= j×B. (4.3)
They point out that this unphysical law of motion has two convenient properties: (1) it renders
the equations parabolic rather than hyperbolic, so that no shock waves form, and (2) it provides a
means of energy dissipation. We may readily demonstrate for the Yang, Sturrock, and Antiochos
(1986) formulation that the total magnetic energy W = ∫ B2/(2µ)d3x decreases monotonically
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until j×B = 0 everywhere. We have
dW
dt
=
1
2µ
∫
∂
∂t
(
B2
)
d3x
=
1
µ
∫
B · ∂B
∂t
d3x
=
1
µ
∫
B · [∇× (v ×B)] d3x (assuming infinite conductivity)
= −
∫
v · (j×B) d3x
= −
∫
ν−1 |j×B|2 d3x (4.4)
which gives the required result. Removing the assumption of infinite conductivity adds an addi-
tional joule dissipation term ∫ j2/σd3x which continues to reduce the energy even after a force-
free state has been reached. Finite conductivity also allows for magnetic reconnection, which is
sometimes important since the required nonlinear force-free field may not have the same topology
as the initial state (Valori, Kliem, and Keppens, 2005).
The choice of frictional coefficient ν is discussed by Valori, Kliem, and Fuhrmann (2007) who find
the form ν ∼ B2 to be optimal because it accelerates the relaxation in regions of low magnetic
field strength. Finally, note that an alternative to the frictional term in equation (4.1) is an artificial
viscosity of the form ν∇2v, as used by Amari et al. (1996) or McClymont, Jiao, and Mikic (1997).
4.2 Mean-field Theory
In this thesis we use the coupled flux transport and magneto-frictional model developed by van
Ballegooijen, Priest, and Mackay (2000). Rather than solving for the full magnetic field at all
scales in the corona, the model uses a mean-field approximation to consider the large-scale field,
similar to the approach used in dynamo theory (Steenbeck, Krause, and Ra¨dler, 1966; Moffatt,
1978, and Appendix D of this thesis). Writing B = B0+B1, the mean field B0 = 〈B〉 describes
the large-scale structure on length-scales of L ∼ 50Mm, while the fluctuating field B1 describes
the structure on small scales l ∼ 1Mm produced by interaction of the field with the granular
convection. Then van Ballegooijen, Priest, and Mackay (2000) derive the mean-field induction
equation
∂A0
∂t
= v0 ×B0 + E0, (4.5)
where B0 = ∇×A0, and E0 = 〈v1×B1〉 is the turbulent electromotive force, i.e., the influence
of the fluctuations on the large-scale mean field. Use of the vector potentialA0 ensures∇·B0 = 0
at all times. Note that the gauge of A0 has been chosen so that there is no additional gradient term
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on the right-hand side of equation (4.5). In this thesis we take the form
E0 = −ηj0 (4.6)
where j0 = ∇×B0. We do not include an “α-effect” term αB0 in (4.6), simply because the form
it should take for the corona is not known (van Ballegooijen, Priest, and Mackay, 2000). With the
form (4.6) the induction equation for the mean field becomes
∂A0
∂t
= v0 ×B0 − ηj0. (4.7)
Note that this is the same form as the full induction equation, except that the diffusivity η arises
from the effect of the small-scale turbulent motions.
As we will use the magneto-frictional method to solve for force-free equilibria, we need to check
that the mean-field B0 should be force-free. Seehafer (1994) simply assumes that B0 is force-
free and that the fluctuations B1 represent deviations from the force-free state. However, van
Ballegooijen, Priest, and Mackay (2000) allow B1 to represent any small-scale structures. They
show that for l/L¿ 1 the force-free equation j×B = 0 reduces at lowest order to
∇×B0 ≈ α0(x, t)B0. (4.8)
In other words the mean-field should also be approximately force-free.
4.3 Numerical Model
In this thesis we adapt a pre-existing numerical code developed originally by van Ballegooijen,
Priest, and Mackay (2000). The evolution of the 3D mean magnetic field in the global corona is
modelled using the magneto-frictional technique. The coronal field responds to continual shear-
ing by photospheric motions, and we simulate the latter with the surface flux transport model
described in Chapter 3. In this section we describe the coronal model equations and parameters,
which are those used in the more recent work by Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006). In Section
4.4 the technique for including emerging flux is described; this is the major alteration made to the
pre-existing code.
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4.3.1 Model Equations
The coronal evolution is modelled by the following two equations, which take the form used in
Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006):
∂A
∂t
= v ×B− η cj, (4.9)
v =
1
ν
j×B
B2
+ v0e−(2.5R¯−r)/rw rˆ. (4.10)
Note that from here on we drop the zero suffix and assume that we are discussing the mean
magnetic field B0. Equation (4.9) is the induction equation (for the mean-field), and equation
(4.10) is the magneto-frictional approximation to the MHD momentum equation. The second
term in (4.10) is a radial outflow velocity imposed to ensure the field lines remain radial at the
outer boundary, r = 2.5R¯, of the computational domain (Mackay and van Ballegooijen, 2006).
This simulates in a crude fashion the effect of the solar wind opening up coronal field lines,
and has no further effect on the magnetic field once it becomes radial. This term has a peak
value v0 = 100 kms−1 and falls off exponentially away from the top boundary (across width
rw ≈ 0.2R¯), so that there is only a small increase in the open magnetic flux compared to a
potential field, and not all field lines are blown open.
The coronal diffusivity is taken to have the form
ηc = η0
(
1 + 0.2
|j|
|B|
)
, (4.11)
as in Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006). As indicated above, this diffusion arises from the
effect of the small-scale fluctuations on the mean magnetic field. Actually, diffusion was not
included in the original model of van Ballegooijen, Priest, and Mackay (2000) but was introduced
later because the ideal-MHD simulations produced highly-twisted structures (Mackay and van
Ballegooijen, 2001), which are not observed. We include both a background diffusivity of strength
η0 = 0.1D, where D = 450 km2s−1 is the photospheric diffusivity (Chapters 2 and 3), and an
enhanced term which acts only in regions of strong current density.
4.3.2 Numerical Method
We solve equations (4.9) and (4.10) in a 3D domain representing the solar corona in both hemi-
spheres, where R¯ ≤ r ≤ 2.5R¯, 10◦ ≤ θ ≤ 170◦, and 0◦ ≤ φ ≤ 360◦. The computations are
carried out in transformed coordinates (x, y, z), where
x = φ/∆, y = − ln (tan (θ/2)) /∆, z = ln (r/R¯) /∆. (4.12)
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These are a 3D extension of the coordinates (3.6) in Chapter 3. In these coordinates, the sizes of
each grid cell are hx = hy = r∆sin θ and hz = r∆, and we use a grid resolution of ∆ = 1◦
so that the number of grid points is (361, 281, 53). As in Chapter 3, the variables are defined
on a staggered grid, with A and j defined on the cell ribs and B on the cell faces. This allows
second-order accuracy in the calculation of B = ∇×A and j = ∇×B by central differences.
Time integration is by Euler’s method (first-order accurate), and all runs presented in this thesis
use a fixed time-step of dt = 60 s, chosen to ensure that the CFL condition is satisfied everywhere.
A variable time-step and higher-order schemes had previously been found to be of little benefit.
For the frictional coefficient in equation (4.10) we set
1
ν
= 0.2
h2x
dt
, (4.13)
again to ensure numerical stability.
4.3.3 Boundary Conditions
The following boundary conditions are implemented:
1. The longitudinal boundaries are periodic for all variables.
2. At the latitudinal boundaries, θ = 10◦ and θ = 170◦, we set Bθ = 0 so that the field is
tangential to the boundary.
3. The top boundary r = 2.5R¯ is open (zero-gradient), and field lines are effectively opened
up by the radial outflow velocity.
4. On the bottom boundary r = R¯, corresponding to the photosphere, the evolution of Br is
specified by the surface flux transport model as described in Chapter 3. Here the velocity
components take their surface forms (3.3) and (3.5), rather than the coronal form (4.10).
Similarly the diffusivity is D = 450 km2s−1 rather than the coronal expression (4.11).
4.3.4 Initial Condition
Each simulation run starts from an initial potential field extrapolation, based on the observed
surface synoptic magnetogram for a particular Carrington rotation. The magnetogram is corrected
for differential rotation so as to represent a single day, following the process described in Section
3.3. We then use the numerical technique described by van Ballegooijen, Priest, and Mackay
(2000) to compute the unique 3D potential magnetic field that (1) is periodic in the longitudinal
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Figure 4.2: Potential field extrapolation for 1999 April 16. Grey shading shows Br on solar
surface for corrected observed magnetogram (white positive, black negative), and coloured lines
show selected coronal field lines.
direction, (2) hasBθ = 0 on the latitudinal boundaries, (3) hasBθ = Bφ = 0 at the outer boundary
r = 2.5R¯, and (4) matches the required distribution of Br on the solar surface. The technique
uses an eigenfunction expansion, similar to spherical harmonics, to find the vector potential in
(x, y, z) coordinates. An example extrapolation is shown in Figure 4.2 for 1999 April 16, mid-
way through Carrington rotation CR1948.
The initial potential field is then evolved forward in time according to equations (4.9) and (4.10),
without ever resetting either the photospheric or coronal magnetic fields. To maintain accuracy to
the observed photospheric field over this period, we have shown in Chapter 3 that it is necessary
to include newly-emerging flux in the surface simulation. In the next section we describe how this
emergence is extended to the 3D simulation.
4.4 Flux Emergence
The method for detecting newly emerging regions and measuring their properties was described
in Section 3.5. As discussed in Chapter 3 we insert new regions in the form of idealised magnetic
bipoles, which take the mathematical form used by Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2001) and
Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006). In our computational (x, y, z) coordinates this form is
Ax = βB0e0.5z exp (−2ξ) , (4.14)
Ay = B0e0.5ρ0 exp (−ξ) , (4.15)
Az = −βB0e0.5x exp (−2ξ) , (4.16)
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Figure 4.3: A magnetic bipole. Grey-scale shows strength of radial magnetic field (Br) on solar
surface (white positive, black negative), and coloured lines show selected coronal field lines. This
bipole has twist β = −0.2.
(4.17)
where
ξ =
(x2 + z2)/2 + y2
ρ20
. (4.18)
The parameters B0 (peak magnetic field strength) and ρ0 (half-separation distance between peaks
of opposite polarity) are chosen to match observations of each region, as is the tilt angle δ which
simply rotates the field in the (x, y) plane. In the 3D field there is another parameter β which
alters the twist of the 3D bipole field but does not change the bipole’s Br footprint on the solar
surface. Figure 4.3 shows a typical bipole in our simulation.
4.4.1 Bipole Twist
The effect of the twist parameter β is illustrated by Figure 4.4, which shows the magnetic field
structure for bipoles with four different values of β. When β = 0 (Figure 4.4b) the field lines
cross from one polarity to the other perpendicular to the polarity inversion line (PIL). A non-zero
value of β, however, alters the angle of field lines with respect to the PIL, as seen in panels (a), (c),
and (d) of Figure 4.4. This angle varies with height in the corona, and is greatest for the lowest
field lines, nearest to the bipole centre. The resulting twist corresponds to a non-zero magnetic
helicity.
The twist parameter β for each new bipole is an important source of helicity in the coronal mag-
netic field (see Section 4.7 for a comparison with other sources). Observations show that emerging
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Figure 4.4: Effect of the twist parameter β on a bipolar region: (a) β = −0.2, (b) β = 0.0, (c)
β = 0.2, and (d) β = 0.4. In each case the radial magnetic field on the photosphere is shown by
contours (solid for positive flux and dashed for negative flux), and the arrows display the strength
and direction of the horizontal components. The thick lines are coronal field lines traced from a
range of heights above the centre-point of the bipole.
magnetic flux may appear at the solar surface carrying electric current (Leka et al., 1996) and in
a twisted flux rope geometry (Lites, 2005). In principle the helicity of each active region should
come from detailed vector magnetograph data in 3D space, which is unfortunately not available.
As the available synoptic magnetograms give only the normal magnetic field component Br, we
are unable to determine the twist of each region. Due to this limitation, we have assumed for
simplicity that all regions in each hemisphere have the same β value. We do however choose the
opposite sign of β in each hemisphere, in accordance with observations (see Section 4.7). We have
run simulations with different magnitudes and signs of β, as summarised in Section 4.5 below.
4.4.2 Insertion and Sweeping
As described in Chapter 3 the bipoles are inserted 7 days before their date of central meridian
passage, with their properties evolved back in time. The bipole insertion is instantaneous, but
any pre-existing magnetic field in the insertion region is “swept” away before the insertion. This
models the expected distortion of pre-existing coronal field by a newly-emerging flux tube, as seen
in simulations of flux emergence (Yokoyama and Shibata, 1996; Krall et al., 1998). The insertion
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Figure 4.5: Components of the sweeping procedure: (a) size and orientation of testing region
around bipole centre (x0, y0), (b) artificial velocity, and (c) surface diffusion. The R coordinate in
(b) and (c) is the elliptical coordinate shown in (a).
process is summarised as follows:
1. Simulation time is frozen during the insertion process, and the ordinary flows and diffusion
are turned off in both the photosphere and the corona.
2. Pre-existing magnetic field is swept from the insertion region by an artificial flow (see be-
low).
3. The new bipole is inserted by adding the corresponding vector potential to the (weak) exist-
ing field within the insertion region.
4. The coronal field in the bipole region is then allowed to relax toward equilibrium for 50
time steps. The coronal diffusion is turned on again during this process so as to allow the
bipole to reconnect with its surroundings.
The sweeping procedure works by turning on an artificial diverging flow velocity, so as to advect
pre-existing magnetic field out of the insertion region. We set a maximum allowable valueBmax =
0.05B0 (determined by experiment), in a tilted rectangular “testing region” centred at the centre
(x0, y0) of the new bipole. This is shown by the red box in Figure 4.5(a) and the size is given by
Xmax = 2ρ0 and Ymax = 0.66Xmax.
The artificial “sweeping” velocity takes the form
vR =
vm
R
exp
(
−6 R
4Xmax
)
(4.19)
where R =
√
X2 + (Y/0.66)2 + z2 is an elliptical radial coordinate centred at the bipole centre.
We set the magnitude vm = 0.2∆/dt so as to ensure the CFL condition. This velocity is plotted
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in Figure 4.5(b). It is resolved into the components
vx(x, y, z) = vR (x− x0 + 0.5) , (4.20)
vy(x, y, z) = vR (y − y0) , (4.21)
vz(x, y, z) = vRz, (4.22)
The factor of 0.5 in (4.20) prevents the diverging velocity from being singular at the location of
a grid point. Experiment has shown that an enhanced surface diffusion in the insertion region is
beneficial. This smooths out any discontinuities that may develop as a result of the diverging flow
pattern. The functional form used is
η(R) = 100D
{
0.5− 0.5 erf
[
6
(
R
4Xmax
− 0.65
)]}
, (4.23)
as plotted in Figure 4.5(c). This diffusion extends to a distance 4 times the size of the testing
region, on the photospheric boundary only. We found that coronal diffusion had little effect during
the sweeping process, so it is turned off. The field is evolved for intervals of 20 time steps using
equation (4.9) with the artificial flow, until the maximumBz in the testing region is less thanBmax.
An example insertion is shown in Figure 4.6, where a new bipole is to be inserted in an existing
bipolar region. Figure 4.6(a) shows the pre-existing field, which consists of two bipoles. In the
(x, z) plane, at y = 17, we see a simple bipolar arcade of coronal field lines. The result of the
sweeping is shown in Figure 4.6(b), where a hole has been created in the positive polarity of the
southern bipole. Notice how this process is localised: the other bipole is undisturbed. Also, the
plot of coronal field lines shows how a twisted flux rope has been created above the PIL of the
bipole. This is because sweeping has enhanced the existing skew of the field lines at the bipole
centre. When the new bipole is inserted (Figure 4.6c) it reconnects to create a more complex
topology, with two new flux domains connected to the new bipole. The field at large distance is
little altered however.
4.5 Summary of Simulation Runs
Table 4.1 gives the properties of the six main simulation runs described in this thesis, for reference.
The majority of the analysis will concentrate on the five 177-day simulations: Am2, A0, A2, A4,
and Ano. The longer run L4 is considered only in the context of current helicity in Section 4.7.
For each run, Table 4.1 gives the start and end dates (with corresponding Carrington rotations),
the total number of inserted bipoles, and the values of bipole twist β in the northern and southern
hemispheres.
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Figure 4.6: Example of bipole insertion process: (a) pre-existing field, (b) after sweeping, and (c)
after final insertion and relaxation. The left column shows contours of radial magnetic field Bz
in the photosphere (red for positive, green for negative), and the right column shows coronal field
lines (black) in an xz-cut at y = 17 (colours show contours of By).
The numerical code is written in FORTRAN90 and parallelised using MPI (Message-Passing
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Run From To Number of β in β in
Bipoles N Hemi. S Hemi.
Am2 1999 April 16 1999 October 10 119 0.2 -0.2
(Day 106, CR1948) (Day 283, CR1954) (opposite sign to observed)
A0 1999 April 16 1999 October 10 119 0 0
(Day 106, CR1948) (Day 283, CR1954)
A2 1999 April 16 1999 October 10 119 -0.2 0.2
(Day 106, CR1948) (Day 283, CR1954)
A4 1999 April 16 1999 October 10 119 -0.4 0.4
(Day 106, CR1948) (Day 283, CR1954)
Ano 1999 April 16 1999 October 10 0 N/A N/A
(Day 106, CR1948) (Day 283, CR1954)
L4 1997 April 9 1999 October 10 396 -0.4 0.4
(Day 0, CR1921) (Day 914, CR1954)
Table 4.1: Summary of simulation runs analysed in this thesis.
Interface). The simulations were run on the UKMHD parallel computer cluster1 located in St
Andrews. Using 120 processors a typical running time for the 177-day simulation is about 4
hours.
4.6 Global Magnetic Field Properties
In this section we illustrate some of the key features of our 3D coronal magnetic field simulations,
using the 177-day runs (Table 4.1) as an example. Figure 4.7 shows snapshots of the surface and
coronal fields in run A4. The coronal field is seen to be divided between regions of open field
(orange field lines) and regions of closed field (blue/green field lines). In the open regions, the
field is mostly close to potential, i.e. the current density j is small. This will be further illus-
trated through the current helicity, α, in Section 4.7. The closed regions, however, often contain
concentrations of magnetic helicity in highly twisted and sheared structures. Such a structure is
visible in Figure 4.7(c) around the north polar crown. Eventually the build-up of helicity leads to
temporary, localised losses of equilibrium where twisted flux ropes are expelled through the top
of the computational box. These are the subject of Chapter 7.
Figure 4.8 shows several diagnostics of the global field structure as a function of time in the 177-
day simulations. These include a measure of how force-free the field is, the total magnetic energy,
the open magnetic flux, the photospheric magnetic flux, and the amount of flux emerging in bipole
insertions.
1The UKMHD cluster is funded jointly by SRIF and STFC.
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Figure 4.7: Snapshots of the global simulation run A4, on days (a) 110, (b) 164, and (c) 206. Grey
shading shows radial magnetic field Br on the photosphere (white positive, black negative), and
coloured lines show selected coronal field lines, traced from the plane φ = 90◦ and φ = 270◦.
See the movie hairyA4.mpg for an animated version of this figure.
To monitor how close the simulation is to a force-free field, we plot in Figure 4.8(a) the current-
weighted sine metric (Wheatland, Sturrock, and Roumeliotis, 2000), defined as
CWsin = Σijiσi
Σiji
, (4.24)
where the sum is over all grid points in the 3D domain, and
σi =
ji ×Bi
jiBi
(4.25)
is the sine of the angle between j and B at each grid point. The value of CWsin will lie between
0 and 1, equal to 0 for a force-free field, so that a lower value means more force-free. This
current-weighted metric emphasizes those volumes where the field differs most from a potential
state. For a potential field itself, this metric has the undesirable property that CWsin = 1, as seen
for the solid black curve in Figure 4.8(a), which represents the results of independent potential
field extrapolations at each day. For the other runs, CWsin settles to a steady value of about
0.2, which is acceptably low. It is not expected to be zero because we continually shear the
field from the lower boundary motions without allowing for full relaxation at each time step.
The convergence to a steady value indicates that a balance between shearing and relaxation has
been reached. Notice that run Ano (no bipole insertions, dashed line) settles to a slightly higher
value. This is presumably also due to the photospheric shearing and may reflect the transfer of
the majority of the remaining magnetic energy to low-wavenumber modes which fill much of the
volume.
Figure 4.8(b) shows the total magnetic energy ∫ B2/(2µ) d3x. For run Ano this decays exponen-
tially as expected, but each of the other runs show a time variation caused by the newly-emerging
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Figure 4.8: Global magnetic field properties over the 177-day simulations. In (a)-(c) colours
label different simulation runs, as in the legend in panel (a). The solid black line shows separate
potential field extrapolations at each day, and the dashed black line shows (non-potential) run Ano
with no bipole insertions. Panel (d) shows the total absolute radial flux through the photosphere,
for the runs with emergence (solid line) and run Ano (dashed line). Panel (e) shows the total
absolute emerging flux on each day.
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flux, which is plotted in Figure 4.8(e). Sudden increases in magnetic energy correspond to sig-
nificant new flux emergence, such as around day 170, day 230, or day 246. The actual amount
of magnetic energy differs in each run simply because our mathematical bipoles contain more
magnetic energy if they have higher twist. For a twist β = 0.4 the total magnetic energy is about
2 × 1033 ergs greater than for the potential field. These energies are consistent with observations
of solar flares; a large flare may release up to about 1032 ergs of free magnetic energy (Priest and
Forbes, 2000, p. 360).
Finally, we consider the magnetic fluxes through the bottom (photospheric) and top (source-
surface) boundaries. Note that all fluxes in Figure 4.8 give the integral of the unsigned field
component over the whole surface, which we refer to as the “absolute flux”. For runs with emer-
ging bipoles, the photospheric flux (solid line in Figure 4.8d) remains approximately constant at
about 5×1023Mx. It is sustained by the new flux emergence (Figure 4.8e) against the decay which
it would otherwise suffer (dashed line in Figure 4.8d). This decay is due to diffusive cancellation,
which is anisotropic owing to the large-scale surface motions, as demonstrated in Chapter 2. The
flux through the upper source-surface (Figure 4.8c)—the Sun’s “open magnetic flux”—differs for
each run. In all of our simulations it is significantly higher than for the potential field, at about
8 × 1022Mx by the end of the simulation although it varies over time. Interestingly this value is
close to that inferred from in situ measurements of the interplanetary magnetic field, such as from
the Ulysses spacecraft (Smith and Balogh, 2003, noting that 3.5 nT at 1 AU corresponds to a flux
of about 1× 1023Mx). A more detailed study of the open flux is not part of this thesis but will be
considered in future research.
4.7 Evolution of Current Helicity
In this section we consider the evolution of current helicity in our 3D simulations. Current helicity
describes the distribution of twist and shear in the magnetic field, and we define it by
α =
j ·B
B2
. (4.26)
In the case of a force-free field, j = αB and α describes the helical twist of field lines with respect
to a potential field (see Figure 1.4). In a nonlinear force-free field, as is approximately reached in
our simulation at each time, α is a function of position, although the solenoidal condition∇·B = 0
constrains it to be constant along any individual field line.
Current helicity is only one way to describe magnetic twist. A commonly-used integral quantity is
the magnetic helicityHm, which quantifies the topological properties of field lines such as linking,
twist, or kinking (Berger, 1998, 1999; Moffatt, 2002). For a closed magnetic system it is defined
by Hm =
∫
A · B d3x, and alternative definitions have been developed for systems where the
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magnetic field passes through the boundary (Berger and Field, 1984; Finn and Antonsen, 1985).
The advantage of current helicity α is that it is a locally defined quantity, and is more readily
determined from observational data than Hm which requires global information. Note that we
shall not consider the integral current helicity Hc =
∫
j · B d3x because unlike Hm it is not a
near-conserved quantity in MHD (De´moulin, 2007), and it does not even in general take the same
sign as Hm (except for linear force-free fields where α is constant in space and α, Hc, and Hm all
have the same sign, Hagyard and Pevtsov, 1999).
In Section 4.7.1 we describe published observations of current helicity. The sources of α in our
simulation are outlined in Section 4.7.2, and the global distribution of α is presented in 4.7.3.
4.7.1 Observations of Current Helicity
There are two main techniques for estimating α from observed vector magnetograms, which so
far only cover a small region of the solar surface such as a single active region:
1. Compute jz = ∂By/∂x−∂Bx/∂y and hence αz = jz/Bz (Abramenko, Wang, and Yurch-
ishin, 1996; Bao and Zhang, 1998), which would give α exactly in a theoretical force-free
field.
2. Compute a linear force-free extrapolation fromBz and choose the overall value, αbest, which
best reproduces the observed Bx, By distribution over the region (Pevtsov, Canfield, and
Metcalf, 1995; Longcope, Fisher, and Pevtsov, 1998; Zhang, 2006).
The studies by Hagino and Sakurai (2004) and Burnette, Canfield, and Pevtsov (2004) show that
both techniques are generally consistent. The key result of these observations is a robust hemi-
spheric rule whereby the average α value is negative in the northern hemisphere and positive in
the southern hemisphere, although there is significant scatter including a mixture of signs of α
within single active regions. Figure 4.9 shows the latitudinal dependence found in the studies of
Longcope, Fisher, and Pevtsov (1998) and Hagino and Sakurai (2004).
The hemispheric pattern in α was also found by Pevtsov, Canfield, and Latushko (2001) who
estimated the Br and Bφ components of the global magnetic field from the changing projec-
tion angle in longitudinal full-disk magnetograms. A trans-equatorial sign change in helicity is
supported by numerous proxy observations such as Hα images of active region structure (Hale,
1927), in situ heliospheric measurements (Smith and Bieber, 1993), differential rotation (Berger
and Ruzmaikin, 2000), and filament/prominence magnetic fields (Rust, 1967; Martin, Bilimoria,
and Tracadas, 1994). The filament hemispheric pattern is the subject of Chapter 5 of this thesis,
and forms a key comparison of our simulation results with observations. In this chapter we con-
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Figure 4.9: Observations of current helicity against latitude: (a) Figure 1a from Longcope, Fisher,
and Pevtsov (1998, reproduced by permission of the AAS), and (b) Figure 5 from Hagino and
Sakurai (2004). Both αPCM (their notation) and αbest are computed by optimal fitting of a linear
force-free field. In each case the solid line is a linear fit and the dashed lines indicate 2σ errors on
the slope.
Figure 4.10: Distribution of current helicity, α, in and around a single bipolar region, on (a) day
140 and (b) day 190. Contours of α at height z = 1 (12Mm) are shown in colour scale, and green
contours show strength of radial surface magnetic field (solid for positive, dashed for negative).
sider the global distribution of α, so as to quantify the global locations of magnetic twist in our
simulations.
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4.7.2 Sources of Helicity in Single Active Regions
To illustrate the sources of current helicity in our simulation, Figure 4.10 zooms in to a bipole in
the northern hemisphere which emerged on day 136 of run L4. The 3D magnetic field for this
same region was illustrated in Figure 4.3.
There are three main sources of coronal currents and helicity in our model:
1. The new bipoles emerge twisted. This twist is initially concentrated low down in the centre
of the bipole, as seen from the field lines in Figure 4.3 which are skewed as they cross the
bipole’s central polarity inversion line (PIL). The sigmoidal concentration of negative α at
the centre of the bipole is clearly seen on day 140 in Figure 4.10(a).
2. When the bipoles emerge they displace older fields and produce currents at the interface
between old and new flux systems (cf. Figure 4.6). In Figure 4.10(a) this is visible at the
NW edge of the new bipole where it adjoins a pre-existing bipole, and a layer of positive α
has developed. Note that this is opposite in sign to that from the twist of the new region, as
seen in Figure 4.3. This corresponds to field lines that are oppositely skewed at this edge
of the new bipole, as compared to those across the central PIL. This is just one example of
how both signs of α may naturally be produced within a single active region, as found in
observations.
3. Over time, surface motions shear the coronal field generating further currents. This is visible
in Figure 4.10(b), which shows the distribution of α for the same region on day 190, after
50 days evolution. There is a significant build-up of negative α, particularly at the North
and South ends of the bipole where helicity was initially low. This build-up is caused by
differential rotation and convergence (due to supergranular diffusion).
Note that the sub-surface origin of the emerging twist (item 1) in the convection zone is not
considered in our model, and is still uncertain. Theories include the interaction of rising flux
tubes with the large-scale poloidal field (Choudhuri, Chatterjee, and Nandy, 2004), with helical
turbulence (the Σ-effect, Longcope, Fisher, and Pevtsov, 1998), or with the Coriolis force (Holder
et al., 2004). Improving our understanding of current helicity in the coronal field, in particular its
variation over the solar cycle, will help to constrain the sub-surface models.
In addition to the three sources of current helicity, it may also be locally reduced by diffusive
cancellation and reconnection. Also, helicity is periodically removed through the top boundary of
the domain when excessive build-up of twist leads to localised temporary losses of equilibrium,
and the ejection of twisted flux ropes (the subject of Chapter 7). This ejection of helical fields
from the corona is thought to play an important role in maintaining the solar cycle (Blackman and
Brandenburg, 2003).
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Figure 4.11: Global distribution of α at height z = 1 (12Mm) on days 10, 100, and 910 of run
L4. Left column shows contours of α (white for positive and black for negative, saturation level
±20× 10−8m−1). Right column shows latitudinal profile, averaged over longitude in 2◦ latitude
bins. Vertical bars show one standard deviation. See the movie alphaL4.mpg for an animated
version of this figure. The movie alphaA4.mpg shows the corresponding movie for run A4.
4.7.3 Global Distribution of Current Helicity
The global distribution of α in latitude and longitude is shown in Figure 4.11 on days 10, 100,
and 910 of simulation run L4. From the initial potential field on day 0 (with α = 0), a pat-
tern of intermixed positive and negative α has developed by day 10, simply due to photospheric
shearing—this is before the first active region emergence. After about 100 days a clear latitudinal
trend in α emerges, although there is still significant local variation in both strength and sign, in
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Figure 4.12: Height distribution of α in a latitudinal plane at φ = 180◦, on days 10, 100, and 910
of run L4. Left column shows contours of α (white for positive and black for negative, saturation
level ±20 × 10−8m−1), with green lines showing selected coronal magnetic field lines. Right
column shows height profile of |α|, averaged over latitude in bins (of height 1 in z). Vertical bars
show one standard deviation.
accordance with observations. Comparing Figures 4.11(d), (e), and (f), it can be seen how the
mean α at low latitudes (0◦ to about 50◦) develops into the observed hemispheric trend, although
with considerable scatter as observed on the real Sun. However, at high latitudes the sign of α is
reversed. These polar reversals correspond to the East-West PILs at the polar crown boundaries,
and move steadily poleward through the simulation as the polar crowns reduce in size towards
polar field reversal (we are approaching solar maximum). This opposite sign of α is caused by
differential rotation of the predominantly North-South field lines at this latitude, and will be con-
sidered further in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.13: Global distribution of α on day 283 for (top) observed sign of emerging twist (run
A2), and (bottom) opposite sign of emerging twist (run Am2). Left column shows contours of
α at height z = 1 (white for positive and black for negative, saturation level ±20 × 10−8m−1).
Right column shows latitudinal profile, averaged over longitude in 2◦ latitude bins. Vertical bars
show one standard deviation.
Figure 4.12 shows how the distribution of α varies with height, in a latitudinal cut at φ = 180◦, for
the same sequence of three days in run L4 as Figure 4.11. This illustrates how non-zero values of
α are largely concentrated in closed field regions, and are not uniformly distributed in the corona.
On open field lines, helicity is free to be lost through the top boundary, so that such regions are
close to potential. In the right-hand column of Figure 4.12, we see how the mean α decreases with
height, owing to the concentration of closed field structures lower in the corona.
In simulation L4 we insert bipoles with the “correct” sign of twist β in each hemisphere, i.e.
matching the observed mean sign of α in each hemisphere (Figure 4.9). Does our coronal field
have the correct sign of current helicity at active latitudes simply as a direct result of this inserted
sign of twist? This is not the case. We have already described in Section 4.7.2 several sources of
helicity in the model which do not depend on the sign of β. In Figure 4.13, we compare the global
distribution of α on day 283 in runs A2 and Am2, i.e. with opposite signs of β. We see that in run
Am2, with the “wrong” sign of β in each hemisphere, the sign of α is indeed reversed between 0◦
and 30◦ latitude. This originates from newly-emerging bipoles with the opposite sign of β, such
as the bipole “B” in the green box in Figure 4.13. However, above 30◦ latitude, broadly the same
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distribution of α is obtained in both runs. This is because shearing by surface motions dominates
the helicity production here, independent of the sign of emerging twist. Furthermore, the mean
magnitude of the reversed-sign α at low latitudes in run Am2 is only about 5 × 10−8m−1, as
compared to 10 × 10−8m−1 in run A2. So emerging twist is not the only factor responsible for
production of α, even at active latitudes. This point will be further illustrated in Chapter 5 in
relation to the physical mechanism responsible for the hemispheric pattern in filament chirality.
Finally we consider the magnitude of α values in our simulation. Figure 4.11 shows mean values
of α at active latitudes of the order 10−7m−1. The actual maximum and minimum values recorded
on day 910 of the simulation were 2.24× 10−6m−1 and −1.84× 10−6m−1. A key result is that
these values are much higher than those estimated from linear force-free extrapolations. Such
solutions suffer a constraint on the maximum α in order to obtain a decay with height (Aulanier
and Demoulin, 1998), requiring that α < 2pi/Lx (the “first resonant value”), where Lx is the
horizontal length of the periodic box. The linear force-free model of an observed filament by
Aulanier, Srivastava, and Martin (2000) has α = 2.3×10−8m−1, and for the solutions of Mackay,
Longbottom, and Priest (1999) this first resonant value was at α = 4.24×10−8m−1. By contrast,
studies using nonlinear force-free extrapolations from vector magnetograms using the Grad-Rubin
type method (Amari et al., 1997) find locally higher values of α (e.g., Bleybel et al., 2002). They
are also more realistic because they allow variable α within a single region, as in our simulations.
For a particular active region, Re´gnier, Amari, and Kersale´ (2002) found maximum values of the
order 10−6m−1, consistent with the results of our simulations.
In summary, we have demonstrated the development of current helicity, α, in non-potential simu-
lations over many solar rotations of the coronal magnetic field. We find a clear latitudinal pattern
of α that persists throughout the simulation, although locally there is significant scatter and inter-
mixing of both signs of α, even within individual bipoles. The remaining chapters of this thesis
will apply the model to study filaments and magnetic flux ropes, both of which depend crucially
on twisted and sheared magnetic structures.
Chapter 5
The Hemispheric Pattern of Filaments
In this chapter we model the large-scale magnetic field structure of solar filaments (also known as
prominences). Filaments provide an ideal method to directly observe the non-potential magnetic
field structure in the low corona, because they are cool, dense structures suspended in the hotter,
rarified corona. There are two complementary aims: firstly to test our global non-potential coronal
simulations (Chapter 4) against observations of real filaments, and secondly to explain a large-
scale organisation in filament magnetic chirality. This hemispheric pattern, which underlies the
long-term evolution of solar magnetic fields and of the solar dynamo, has been well observed but
not yet satisfactorily explained by theory.
The layout of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.1 presents a summary of observations of filament
magnetic fields, and of the hemispheric chirality pattern. Then in Section 5.2 we review previous
theoretical work on the origin of filament chirality and the hemispheric pattern. For this study
we have used an observed data set of 255 filaments, and this is described in Section 5.3 along
with the technique for determining the chirality of our observed filaments. Section 5.4 presents
the key results of this chapter, where we compare the skew of the simulated magnetic field with
the observed chiralities of 109 filaments, for four simulation runs with different emerging bipole
twist. When the sign of bipole twist matches the observed hemispheric sign of active region
helicity, the simulations perform exceptionally well, producing the correct chirality type for up to
96% of filaments, including both filaments with the dominant chirality and minority cases. We
then go on to consider the explanation for this performance. In Section 5.5 we describe eight
physical mechanisms identified to be responsible for producing skew in our simulations. Section
5.6 looks at the relative importance of each mechanism, and formulates an explanation for why
the hemispheric pattern occurs in our simulation.
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5.1 Observational Background
It has been known since the earliest magnetograph observations that filaments lie above polarity
inversion lines (PILs) in the photospheric magnetic field (Babcock and Babcock, 1955). In this
thesis we consider only “quiescent” filaments—i.e. those which are long-lived and stable—which
occur at a wide range of latitudes on the Sun, including within active regions. Tandberg-Hanssen
(1974, p.117) suggests the subdivision of low-latitude filaments into “Type A” and “Type B”,
according to whether they overlie a PIL within a single bipolar magnetic region or a PIL between
two neighbouring regions. Tang (1987) studied the magnetic location of 330 quiescent filaments
from two periods (the declining phase of Cycle 20 and the maximum of Cycle 21), and found 55%
to be Type B in the first period and 66% in the second. By extending the classification scheme,
Mackay, Gaizauskas, and Yeates (2008, see also Section 3.7) show that actually many of the “Type
A” filaments form between flux regions originating from multiple bipole emergences. Less than
8% of filaments in their sample form wholly within a single bipolar region. In this chapter we will
demonstrate how the chirality of a filament depends on the location where it forms. This chirality
property is considered next.
5.1.1 Filament Chirality
The line-of-sight magnetic field in a limb prominence was first measured successfully by Zirin
and Severny (1961) using Zeeman splitting. Subsequent measurements using both the Zeeman
and Hanle effects (see Leroy, 1989) show that the magnetic field in prominences is about 3 to
30G (strongest in active prominences), is approximately horizontal, and makes a small angle
with the long axis (. 25◦). In other words, the magnetic field in a filament lies parallel to the
photospheric PIL beneath. This may also be seen from Hα images of the chromospheric fine
structure. Foukal (1971) inferred the direction of the magnetic field from the orientation of Hα
fibrils, which emanate from plagettes highlighting concentrations of opposite polarity magnetic
flux on either side of the PIL. He found that the fibrils point in opposite directions on either
side of the PIL, and indicate a magnetic field along the filament axis. Later, Martin, Bilimoria,
and Tracadas (1994) found that filaments always form within these so-called “filament channels”
where the horizontal magnetic field—as outlined by the fibrils—is aligned with the PIL axis, and
there is no Hα structure crossing the PIL.
We define the chirality of a filament as either “dextral” or “sinistral” (Martin, Bilimoria, and Traca-
das, 1994), according to whether the axial magnetic field in the filament points to the right or left
respectively, when viewed from the side with positive polarity in the photosphere. This definition
is illustrated in the left column of Figure 5.1. The middle column shows the corresponding dir-
ection of Hα fibrils that would be expected for each chirality type, and the right column shows
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Figure 5.1: Filaments with dextral and sinistral chirality (after Figure 10 of Martin, 1998). Left
column shows definition of chirality by the direction of the axial magnetic field B relative to the
underlying photospheric polarities (red). Thick field lines show the corresponding skew of low- to
mid-latitude coronal arcades. Middle column shows corresponding Hα fibril patterns originating
from plagettes on either side of the PIL, and right column shows examples of each filament type
in BBSO Hα images.
examples of each type. The examples are taken from the data set of BBSO Hα images used in
this chapter (Section 5.3). While the resolution of these images makes the fibril directions difficult
to trace, the chirality may be more easily determined from the structure of the filament “barbs”,
appendages which break off to the side of the main filament body and reach down to the photo-
sphere. Martin, Bilimoria, and Tracadas (1994) showed that for any given filament most of these
barbs are in the same direction, either left-bearing or right-bearing. Further, they found a tight
one-to-one correspondence between this structural type and the magnetic chirality: dextral fila-
ments have dominantly right-bearing barbs and sinistral filaments have dominantly left-bearing
barbs. This is shown in Figure 5.1. Note that some filaments are observed to have some barbs
of the minority type, either due to short-lived perturbations in the filament structure, or because
of the observer’s viewing angle as the filament rotates with the Sun (Gaizauskas, Mackay, and
Harvey, 2001). However, Martin, Bilimoria, and Tracadas (1994) demonstrate that each filament
is of either dextral or sinistral magnetic type, and filaments of different types may not share the
same filament channel. The majority direction of barbs may therefore be used to determine the
chirality of a filament from the Hα images. This technique is used in Section 5.3. Notice that
the chirality of a filament may be determined in this way even without knowing the photospheric
polarities on either side of the PIL, because of the asymmetry of the barb structure. If the filament
is thought of as a highway with travel in the direction of B (Martin, 1998), then a dextral filament
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Figure 5.2: Schematic view of filaments observed on the Sun on 1980 July 15, showing the mag-
netic field vector measured in the high latitude filaments and the underlying photospheric polar-
ities (Figure 5 from Leroy, Bommier, and Sahal-Brechot, 1983, reproduced with kind permission
of Springer Science and Business Media).
has exits to the right and a sinistral filament has exits to the left.
In a comparison between filaments and their overlying X-ray coronal arcades observed in Yohkoh
SXT, Martin and McAllister (1996) found a one-to-one correspondence between the skew direc-
tion of the arcades and the chirality of the filaments beneath. Their results show that for a low-
to mid-latitude filament the coronal field has the same sense of chirality as the filament itself, as
shown in the left column of Figure 5.1. Note however that McAllister et al. (1998) found the ma-
jority of coronal arcades on the polar crown to have opposite skew to their underlying filaments.
These arcades were oriented as would be expected from driving by differential rotation (Martens
and Zwaan, 2001); this behaviour is also found in our simulations and will be considered later in
this chapter.
5.1.2 The Hemispheric Pattern
A large-scale pattern in filament chirality was first observed by Rust (1967) in his Zeeman-effect
measurements of 100 prominences at the limb, where he observed oppositely-directed magnetic
fields in the northern and southern hemispheres. He also pointed out that the field direction was
opposite to that expected from differential rotation of frozen-in magnetic field from the current
cycle. Using the Hanle effect, Leroy, Bommier, and Sahal-Brechot (1983) determined the mag-
netic orientation of 120 high-latitude prominences in the rising phase of the next cycle (Cycle 21).
Their results demonstrate a statistical organisation of dextral filaments in the northern hemisphere
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and sinistral in the southern hemisphere. Figure 5.2 shows one of their plots, illustrating this hemi-
spheric pattern. The work of Martin, Bilimoria, and Tracadas (1994), using Hα images to infer the
magnetic structure of 154 filaments, showed the same global pattern independent of solar cycle,
i.e. the chiralities in each hemisphere do not reverse along with the magnetic polarities every 11
years. They found that the pattern held in a statistical sense, i.e. with exceptions, and held for qui-
escent filaments but not “active region filaments” (by which they appear to mean filaments inside
or bordering on regions of high magnetic flux density, rather than the “active filaments” referred
to above).
Pevtsov, Balasubramaniam, and Rogers (2003) have more recently studied 2310 filaments in the
years 2000 and 2001, also using Hα images from BBSO. They measure the fractional chirality for
each filament, defined as
Cf =
Nright −Nleft
Nright +Nleft
, (5.1)
where Nright and Nleft are the number of apparently right-bearing and left-bearing barbs respect-
ively. A dextral filament would thus score close to Cf = 1, while a sinistral filament would have
Cf ∼ −1. They find that 80.2% of quiescent filaments follow the pattern in the northern hemi-
sphere and 85.5% in the southern hemisphere. Unlike Martin, Bilimoria, and Tracadas (1994)
they find that the pattern still holds for filaments in active regions, but more weakly (74.9% and
76.7% in the two hemispheres). Note that polar crown filaments were excluded entirely from this
study, owing presumably to the difficulty in determining their chirality at the necessary viewing
angle.
5.2 Previous Theoretical Models
In this section we review the theories which have been suggested to account for the observed
hemispheric pattern in filament chirality. For space reasons we do not describe all models for
the formation of filaments; for a recent summary see Mackay, Gaizauskas, and Yeates (2008).
Those models, as in this thesis, consider primarily the formation of the magnetic structure. The
thermodynamics of prominence plasma are discussed in Tandberg-Hanssen (1974) or Heinzel and
Anzer (2005).
An influential model for the production of helical magnetic fields by photospheric flux cancellation
was proposed by van Ballegooijen and Martens (1989). The idea, reproduced here in Figure 5.3,
is a fundamental process which occurs in the simulations described in this thesis. Starting with
an initial arcade of potential loops across a photospheric PIL (Figure 5.3a), surface motions shear
the loops along the PIL (Figure 5.3b) and the loop footpoints converge toward the PIL under
supergranular diffusion (Figure 5.3c). Reconnection between the two loops (at the point * in
Figure 5.3d) leads to the formation of a long loop along the PIL, and a short loop perpendicular to
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Figure 5.3: Formation of helical magnetic fields by flux cancellation and reconnection (Figure
1 of van Ballegooijen and Martens, 1989, reproduced by permission of the AAS). The rectangle
represents the solar photosphere and the dashed line is the PIL.
it. The short loop has sufficient curvature to overcome magnetic buoyancy and submerges beneath
the photosphere, while the long loop does not. Subsequent loops (Figure 5.3e) then reconnect
beneath the long loop and form a helical field structure along the PIL (Figure 5.3f). As more flux
reconnects and submerges, the flux in the helical field increases and the axis moves higher.
A following paper (van Ballegooijen and Martens, 1990) tried to apply the model to explain the
hemispheric chirality pattern. They pointed out that shearing by differential rotation would pro-
duce the correct chirality only for a PIL that makes a large angle with the east-west direction, and
then only for a short time. In particular the wrong chirality would form on the east-west directed
high-latitude PILs. They suggested instead that differential rotation acting on subsurface fields
would produce the correct sign of chirality, if such fields could emerge along the PIL as smaller
magnetic bipoles with opposite polarity to the main region. Then reconnection of these bipoles
with the overlying field would produce a helical field of the observed chirality. The same idea of
differential rotation acting on a subsurface field which then emerges and reconnects was used in
the model of Priest, van Ballegooijen, and Mackay (1996). In contrast to advective motions, Rust
and Kumar (1994) invoke the emergence of already helical fields from the convection zone.
However, Zirker et al. (1997) argue that we should “resist the temptation to ascribe patterns to
unobservable subsurface phenomena”. They disagree with Rust and Kumar (1994) because no
Hα fine structure is seen to cross the PIL, and with the emerging bipole theory of Priest, van
Ballegooijen, and Mackay (1996) because the emergence of systematically aligned small bipoles
along the PIL is not observed either. Instead they suggest that the hemispheric pattern can be
explained purely by the observable surface motions. In particular:
1. For a PIL inclined with respect to the east-west direction, differential rotation produces an
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Figure 5.4: The head-to-tail linkage model of Martens and Zwaan (2001) for filament formation
between two bipoles: (a) configuration leading to dextral chirality, and (b) configuration leading
to sinistral chirality (in the northern hemisphere). The dashed lines show the photospheric PILs
and thick lines show coronal field lines.
arcade of loops with the correct skew.
2. Diffusion of lower loops towards the PIL and the tilt angle of bipolar regions leads to the
formation of helical fields of the correct chirality, by the van Ballegooijen and Martens
(1989) mechanism.
3. Polar crown filaments do not form in situ, but migrate slowly poleward under the meridional
flow and grow in size through linking.
The third point is argued also by Martens and Zwaan (2001) in their “head-to-tail linkage” scen-
ario. Unlike the above models this assumes that the flux concentrations on either side of the
PIL are not part of the same bipolar region, so are not connected above the photosphere prior to
the diffusive cancellation and reconnection. The basic mechanism is shown in Figure 5.4, which
shows their two suggested configurations of two bipoles. The two configurations produce oppos-
ite chirality along the PIL between them when loops from the two bipoles reconnect. Martens
and Zwaan (2001) suggest that configuration (a), producing the correct chirality, dominates for
higher-latitude filaments, supported by observations that filaments tend to go from a leading spot
to poleward faculae (i.e. remnants of an older region). They suggest that configuration (b) would
be unlikely above the sunspot belts because older regions would have lost their initial tilt due to
differential rotation. Thus the hemispheric pattern for mid- to high-latitude filaments is caused
by a combination of Hale’s Law (sunspot polarities), Joy’s Law (tilt angles), and differential rota-
tion. In this chapter we test the theory for a large sample of filaments, and find there to be other
important factors. In particular, filaments do not always occur in the two-bipole configurations of
Martens and Zwaan (2001).
The 3D coronal model in this thesis owes its origins to van Ballegooijen, Cartledge, and Priest
(1998), who extended the surface flux transport model to the coronal field to study the chirality
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Figure 5.5: Magnetic field structure for two bipoles interacting in the northern hemisphere (Figure
2 of Mackay and van Ballegooijen, 2005, reproduced by permission of the AAS): (a) on day 2
after the bipoles have made cross connections, and (b) after 46 days of evolution, when dextral
skew has formed between the two bipoles. The initial bipoles here have β = −0.2 and tilt angle
10◦. Solid lines represent positive flux, dashed lines negative flux, and dotted lines the PIL. Thick
lines are coronal field lines.
produced by the surface motions of differential rotation, meridional flow, and supergranular diffu-
sion. However, although the correct chirality was produced on north-south PILs, the opposite chir-
ality was produced on east-west PILs, in conflict with observations of polar crown filaments. The
magneto-frictional model used in this thesis was developed originally by van Ballegooijen, Priest,
and Mackay (2000) and applied by Mackay, Gaizauskas, and van Ballegooijen (2000) to model
the formation of filaments in an observed activity complex. They found that continuous shearing
over several solar rotations was required to develop the correct chirality, although the photospheric
field lost accuracy in their longer runs. The new photospheric simulations developed in Chapter 3
of this thesis have enabled us to overcome this difficulty. Mackay, Gaizauskas, and van Ballegoo-
ijen (2000) also found that developing skew quickly enough to match observed filaments required
additional axial flux emergence (the small bipoles of van Ballegooijen and Martens, 1990 again),
for which there is no observational evidence. A more satisfactory alternative was developed by
Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2001) who studied the interaction of two idealised bipoles which
were given an initial helicity/twist, as used in this thesis (Chapter 4). This study however had a
background polar field which led to the wrong chirality being produced in the declining phase of
the solar cycle.
By removing the dominant polar field, Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2005) demonstrated the
dominant hemispheric pattern for their idealised two-bipolar configurations, in a parameter study
varying the twist and tilt angle of the bipoles. Their results demonstrate the hemispheric pat-
tern, and show how exceptions would occur for highly tilted bipoles with either weak twist or the
minority sign for their hemisphere. One of their runs is reproduced here in Figure 5.5, showing
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the production of dextral skew for a reasonable tilt angle and observed sign of active region twist.
In this chapter we describe an extensive test of these results in the global corona, using simula-
tions of the real surface evolution to drive the same coronal field model used by Mackay and van
Ballegooijen (2005).
5.3 Filament Observations
To test our simulations, we have obtained a data set of 255 filaments identified in Hα images
from Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO), over a period from CR1949 to CR1954 inclusive (i.e.
May to October 1999).1 The filaments are generally large, stable, quiescent filaments, and include
some forming within active regions as well as at higher latitudes. Figure 5.6(a) shows a typical
daily full-disk Hα image from BBSO. A number of filaments may be seen across the visible disk.
The yellow box highlights the location of a particular filament (ID number 439). A sequence of
four images of this filament on consecutive days are shown in Figure 5.6(b), enlarged from four
consecutive full-disk images including that in Figure 5.6(a). For each of the 255 filaments the data
set contains a minimum of four daily images and a maximum of seven, as they move across the
visible disk.
The white squares in Figure 5.6(b) show the locations of barbs identified visually in the images.
As described in Section 5.1 the orientation of these barbs is used to identify the chirality of the
filament. For each filament, the number Nright of right-bearing barbs and the number Nleft of left-
bearing barbs was determined visually, over all available Hα images of each filament (this work
was done by D.H. Mackay, not the author). To minimise subjectivity in the overall classification
of each filament, a statistical t-test was then used. This represents a more sophisticated approach
than the simple fractional chirality of Pevtsov, Balasubramaniam, and Rogers (2003).
The t-test works as follows (P.E. Jupp, private communication). Suppose a single filament has
N classifiable barbs, giving N observations x1, x2, . . . , xN , where xi = +1 or −1 according to
whether the barb is right-bearing or left-bearing, respectively. Then the number of right-bearing
barbs is Nright =
∑
xi=1
xi, and the number of left-bearing barbs is Nleft = N − Nright. It is
reasonable to assume that Nright follows a binomial distribution with parameters (N, p), and we
assume p = 0.5. The test is based on the statistic
t =
Nright −Np√
Np(1− p) , (5.2)
1We thank S.F. Martin for supplying the original filament data set, based on data from BBSO/NJIT. We have used a
code developed initially by C. Stone to help determine filament locations and chirality.
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Figure 5.6: Example Hα observations from BBSO: (a) full-disk image for 1999 August 11, and
(b) sequence of four daily observations of a particular filament taken from full-disk images for
August 9 to June 12. The yellow rectangle in (a) shows the location of this filament on June 11.
White squares in (b) label filament barbs, from which this filament is clearly seen to be sinistral.
See also the movie bbso.mpg , which shows all of the full-disk Hα images from the 6-month
simulation period.
which should be near to 0 if neither chirality is significant. The classification scheme is then
t > T, dextral,
t < −T, sinistral,
|t| ≤ T, not classified,
where T is some chosen threshold. For large enough N , t should approximate a normal dis-
tribution with mean N and unit variance. As our sample sizes are relatively small we choose
T = 1.5. From equation (5.2) we find that this value of T corresponds to a threshold ratio
Nright/N = 3/(4
√
N) + 1/2. For a filament with nine barbs, for example, the ratio is 0.75.
With a critical value of T = 1.5 in the statistical test, 99 of the 255 observed filaments could be
classified as either dextral or sinistral from the available observations. Of these, 64 were dextral
and 35 sinistral. Investigation revealed a further 24 filaments to have clearly identifiable chirality,
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Figure 5.7: Chirality of the 255 observed filaments on a time-latitude plot. Squares are dextral
filaments and asterisks are sinistral filaments. Small dots denote filaments where the chirality
could not be unambiguously determined from the available Hα data.
but too few barbs to pass the t-test at this level. Thus the full data set contains 123 filaments
of known chirality and 132 of unknown chirality. The classification of each observed filament
is summarised in Figure 5.7 along with its latitude and date of observation. The location of each
filament relative to the underlying magnetic field on the photosphere is shown in Figure 5.8, where
red filaments are dextral and blue are sinistral. The 132 filaments with undetermined chirality are
shown here in green. This class includes a disproportionate number of high-latitude polar crown
filaments, owing to projection effects making barb observations difficult. Notice that there are
a number of exceptions to the dominant hemispheric pattern of dextral in the north and sinistral
in the south. Among the filaments of known chirality, 88.7% follow the pattern in the northern
hemisphere, and 73.1% in the southern hemisphere. This result is in line with those of Martin,
Bilimoria, and Tracadas (1994) and Pevtsov, Balasubramaniam, and Rogers (2003). We move in
the next section to a comparison of the magnetic structure in our simulations with the chiralities
of these observed filaments.
5.4 Comparison of Simulated Skew
In this section we measure the skew of the coronal field over photospheric PILs in the 177-day
simulations (Table 4.1). This is compared with the chiralities of the observed filaments at their
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Figure 5.8: Observed filament locations overlayed on Kitt Peak synoptic magnetograms for the six
Carrington rotations of our simulation period. On the magnetograms white represents positive flux
and black negative. Colours of filaments denote their chirality: red for dextral, blue for sinistral,
and green for unknown. Numbers on the 123 filaments with definite chirality are ID numbers
assigned during the data collection process (ID numbers of the filaments with unknown chirality
are omitted for clarity).
observed locations.
A visual comparison between the simulated coronal field structure and the observed filament 544
is shown in Figure 5.9, on day of year 257. The simulated structure (see the enlargement in
panel b) is strongly dextral, in agreement with the observed filament, which matches the flux rope
structure well. In Section 5.4.2 we will present the results of the comparison for 109 filaments.
Firstly we describe how the skew of the coronal magnetic field is defined and measured.
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Figure 5.9: Simulated coronal field structure at the location of observed filament 544. Panel (a)
shows the location (red box) on a global snapshot of the simulation on day 257 (1999 September
14). Panel (b) shows a close-up image of the simulated magnetic structure, and panel (c) shows the
Hα observation of the filament on the same day. In (a) grey shading shows radial magnetic field
on the solar surface (white positive, black negative) and coloured lines show selected coronal field
lines. In (b) the background shows radial magnetic field on the photosphere (white/solid contours
for positive, grey/dashed contours for negative). Again the blue lines show selected coronal field
lines.
Figure 5.10: Skew of the coronal magnetic field above a photospheric PIL: (a) definition of the
skew angle γ, and examples of (b) dextral skew, (c) sinistral skew, and (d) weak skew. In each
case the thick dashed line is the PIL, and the thick solid line is the horizontal component of the
magnetic field at the height of interest.
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Figure 5.11: Simulated skew at height 12Mm along all photospheric PILs in run A4, shown at
the end of each Carrington rotation from CR1949 to CR1954. The background shows the radial
magnetic field on the photosphere (white/solid contours for positive, grey/dashed contours for
negative). Colours give the skew type at this height (red for dextral, blue for sinistral, and green
for weak). See the movie skewA4.mpg for an animated version of this figure.
5.4.1 Measurement of Skew
At each location along a photospheric PIL, we can define the skew angle γ of the coronal magnetic
field at some height z = zs. The definition of γ is illustrated in Figure 5.10(a), and found by
cos γ =
Bhor · (−∇Bz)
|Bhor| |∇Bz| . (5.3)
Here Bhor is the horizontal magnetic field component at height zs, and −∇Bz at height z = 0
gives the normal direction to the photospheric PIL, pointing from positive to negative polarity. We
then label each length of PIL as “dextral” if γ > 30◦, “sinistral” if γ < −30◦, or “weak skew” if
|γ| < 30◦. These three cases are shown in Figures 5.10(b), (c), and (d).
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Figure 5.12: Simulated skew at observed filament locations during CR1952, for simulation run
A4. The background shows the radial magnetic field on the photosphere (white/solid contours for
positive, grey/dashed contours for negative). Colours give the skew type at height z = 12Mm
(red for dextral, blue for sinistral, and green for weak). Numbers show the ID of each filament.
This skew angle will vary at different heights, and also with distance along the PIL. In Figure
5.11 we show the spatial distribution of skew type at height z = 1, at 27-day intervals through
the 177-day simulation A4. This height corresponds to 12Mm above the photosphere, appropri-
ate for filaments which typically lie in the low corona up to around 50Mm height. The overall
hemispheric pattern of dextral in the northern hemisphere and sinistral in the southern hemisphere
is apparent in this figure.
For the more detailed comparison we restrict our attention to those lengths of PIL where filaments
were observed in Hα (Section 5.3). Of the 123 observed filaments with known chirality, 109 of the
PIL structures are reproduced accurately in our surface simulation. As an example, Figure 5.12
shows the simulated skew type at the filament locations during CR1952. The numbers identifying
each filament correspond to those in the plot of observed filament locations (Figure 5.8). In order
to compare with the chirality of each observed filament, the overall skew type of each of the 109
sections of PIL is determined as follows:
1. Compute the fractional lengths of dextral, sinistral, and weak skew at the three heights z =
1, 2, and 3, corresponding to heights of 12Mm, 25Mm, and 38Mm above the photosphere.
2. Average each of the fractional lengths over the three heights.
3. The overall skew type is then dextral or sinistral according to which average length is
greater.
4. If the fractional length of weak skew is greater than 0.8 at all heights then the overall skew
type is weak.
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Run Number of Simulated filaments Percentage Correct
dextral sinistral weak
Am2 37 / 26 24 / 16 2 / 4 61.5%
A0 45 / 17 13 / 22 5 / 7 70.6%
A2 49 / 12 12 / 32 2 / 2 83.5%
A4 51 / 9 11 / 34 1 / 3 86.2%
Table 5.1: Number of filament locations with each skew type, in each simulation run. For each
type the table gives the number in the northern hemisphere / number in the southern hemisphere.
The right column gives the percentage of locations which match the observed chirality.
5.4.2 Comparison Results
Here we present the results of the chirality comparison for the 109 filaments where the PIL was
accurately simulated. Table 5.1 shows the numbers of filament locations with each simulated
skew type, and the final column gives the percentage with correctly reproduced chirality for each
simulation run. There is a clear improvement in the simulations with the correct sign of bipole
twist in each hemisphere, namely runs A2 and A4 where bipoles with negative twist are added in
the northern hemisphere and positive twist in the southern hemisphere. Moreover, the simulation
with stronger twist, run A4, performs better than run A2, correctly classifying 86.2% of filaments.
The percentages in Table 5.1 are overall results for the whole sample, but we have been able to
explain many of the disagreements in this classification by more careful analysis of the individual
filaments.
From Figure 5.13 we can see the distribution of wrongly classified filaments over both latitude and
time. The figures show individual filament results on time-latitude plots for the four simulations.
For each filament, the observed chirality is shown by the shape, with squares for dextral and
asterisks for sinistral. The colour shows whether the simulated skew at that location matches the
observed filament chirality. Blue means the simulation is correct, and red means it is wrong. In
addition, the filaments with wrong skew have their ID number printed on the plot next to the red
symbol.
In runs A2 and A4, with the correct hemispheric pattern of bipole twist (Figures 5.13c and d), we
see a general distribution of wrongly classified filaments across all latitudes, but an improvement in
the classification over time. In Section 5.4.3 the individual circumstances of the wrongly classified
filaments are examined, and in most cases the disagreement can be explained. Figures 5.13(a) and
(b), corresponding to runs with either the wrong sign of bipole twist (run Am2) or no bipole twist
(run A0), show poorer results throughout the simulation, as expected.
An important result concerns those filaments which are exceptions to the hemispheric chirality
pattern. In the simulations with correct sign of bipole twist, we see from Figure 5.13 that the
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Figure 5.13: Results of the chirality comparison for each simulation run. Shapes denote chirality
of the 109 observed filaments, with squares for dextral and asterisks for sinistral. Colours show
whether the simulated skew matches the observed chirality, blue meaning correct and red incorrect
(with filament ID numbers).
minority type of skew is correctly produced for the majority of such filaments. The model is able
to reproduce not just the general hemispheric pattern, but also the variations in individual circum-
stances which lead to exceptions. The physical reasons for this will be considered in Section 5.5
below.
5.4.3 Wrongly-Classified Filaments
In this section we look at why the model fails to produce the correct chirality in all cases, and
find that there are certain filaments which we could not expect to match correctly in the present
simulation. If these filaments are removed from the comparison then the results are considerably
improved, up to 96.9% correct for simulation run A4.
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Run Polar
Crown
Early Internal
PIL
Weak
Skew
Other Total
Am2 3 7 17 4 11 42
A0 3 7 4 10 8 32
A2 3 7 2 2 4 18
A4 3 7 2 2 1 15
Table 5.2: Classification of filaments with wrongly simulated chirality, for each simulation run.
Figures 5.13(c) and (d) show that a large number of disagreements occur near the beginning of the
simulation, in the first two weeks of Carrington rotation CR1949. This may readily be explained
by the initial condition used in the coronal model: a potential field. This initial field has no
magnetic shear, and so the skew is initially weak over all PILs. Furthermore, over the 8 day
“ramp-up” time before the first bipole insertion, the action of differential rotation tends to produce
the wrong direction of skew in each hemisphere, as noted in Section 5.2. This explains why the
wrong skew is developed for 7 of the lower-latitude filaments early in the simulation (numbers
100, 103, 106, 160, 166, 175, and 240). They all form above PILs bounded by magnetic flux from
the initial potential field. There are also filaments early in the simulation with the correct skew,
but these are associated with newly emerged bipolar regions. Once a significant amount of new
flux has emerged and the field has systematically evolved away from the initial configuration, a
much better agreement is found. This indicates that the long-term development of the coronal field
is important and should be included in simulations, rather than taking separate extrapolations at
different times.
Shearing of the initial field also accounts for the three higher-latitude filaments included in the
comparison, numbers 157, 162, and 448. These are all wrongly classified as having the minority
chirality for their hemisphere. In Section 5.5.1 we will demonstrate how this arises as a con-
sequence of differential rotation. Although filament 448 is observed almost 4 months into the
simulation, the surrounding field is still a relic of the initial potential field. This is because the
relatively slow poleward meridional flow (peak speed 16ms−1) takes about two years to transport
magnetic flux from the active belts to the polar regions, so the twist from emerging regions has not
had time to be transported there. Accordingly, in Figure 5.11 we see that the wrong hemispheric
sign of skew is found at the northern polar crown until at least the end of our 177-day simulation.
Table 5.2 summarises the numbers of wrongly classified filaments for each simulation run, broken
down into five different classes. The first two classes, “polar crown” and “early”, correspond to
the filaments described above. These classes have the same number of filaments for each run,
as they are caused by the initial conditions and are not affected by the twist of newly emerging
regions. The other three classes show different numbers for different runs, and account for the
improved totals in simulations with the correct sign of bipole twist.
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The class “internal PIL” contains those filaments which form above PILs lying within a single
bipolar region, often known as Type A (Section 5.1). The simulated skew at these locations
is directly affected by the twist β of the emerged bipolar region (at least initially; see Section
5.5.2 below), which in each of our simulations has the same value for all bipoles in a single
hemisphere. As was illustrated by Figure 4.4, negative β produces dextral skew and positive β
produces sinistral skew. This direct effect of the bipole twist explains the wrong skew of filaments
265 and 410 in the simulations with the correct hemispheric signs of β (runs A2 and A4). These are
both Type A filaments which do not follow the chirality pattern, implying that the active regions
concerned probably had the opposite sign of helicity to the majority in their hemisphere. When
we change the sign of bipole twist in the simulation (run Am2), we find 17 Type A filaments with
the wrong skew, but filaments 265 and 410 now have the correct skew.
In each simulation run there were a small number of filament locations without significant dextral
or sinistral skew. These are labelled “weak skew” in Table 5.2. Unsurprisingly they are most
numerous in the simulation with zero bipole twist.
The final class of wrongly simulated filaments, labelled “other” in Table 5.2, consists only of
filaments forming between flux from different bipolar regions, as Type A filaments have already
been accounted for. The number of filaments in this category shows a marked decrease from one
simulation run to the next, moving down the table. This illustrates the influence of the emerging
bipole twist, even for filaments not internal to a single bipole, and supports the earlier findings of
Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2005) that redistribution of twist from emerging bipoles to their
surroundings is important for the hemispheric pattern. For the simulations with the correct sign
of twist (runs A2 and A4), there is an improvement when the strength of the twist is increased
from |β| = 0.2 to |β| = 0.4. In the earlier simulations with a pair of bipoles, Mackay and van
Ballegooijen (2006) demonstrated how flux ropes above the PIL between the two bipoles formed
more quickly when the twist strength was increased, although they did form eventually even if
the bipoles were untwisted. Our present simulations indicate that the correct sign of bipole twist
assists the development of magnetic skew on a fast enough timescale to explain the chirality of
observed filaments.
5.4.4 Summary of Simulation Performance
The overall performance of the model, in the simulations with correct sign of bipole twist, is
very good. Given the limitations of the present simulation, as described above, it would seem
reasonable to omit filaments in the first three columns of Table 5.2 from the comparison. In that
case the percentage of filament locations with correct skew is 93.8% for run A2 (6 mistakes), and
increases to 96.9% for run A4 (3 mistakes) when the strength of twist is increased.
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Figure 5.14: Mechanisms which always produce the same type of skew (i.e. dextral or sinistral)
in each hemisphere. In each example, shading shows the sign of radial magnetic field on the solar
surface (white for positive, grey for negative), thin lines show contours of the same field (solid for
positivem dashed for negative), and thick blue lines show coronal field lines.
We have still not addressed the question of why the hemispheric pattern emerges in the simulation,
or why particular exceptions occur. In Section 5.5 we consider how skew is produced in the
simulation, and in Section 5.6 our explanation for the resulting pattern is presented.
5.5 Physical Mechanisms Producing Skew
Among our 109 filaments we identify eight different mechanisms which produce skewed coronal
magnetic fields above PILs. Three of these mechanisms always produce the same type of skew
(i.e. dextral or sinistral) in each hemisphere, and are summarised in Figure 5.14. The other five
mechanisms may produce skew of either type depending on individual circumstances, and are
summarised in Figure 5.15. Note that changing the polarity of the magnetic field in each example
does not alter the skew type. We now proceed to discuss each of the mechanisms in more detail.
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Figure 5.15: Mechanisms which can produce either dextral or sinistral skew depending on indi-
vidual circumstances. In each example, shading shows the sign of radial magnetic field on the
solar surface (white for positive, grey for negative), thin lines show contours of the same field
(solid for positivem dashed for negative), and thick blue lines show coronal field lines.
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5.5.1 Differential Rotation
The most conceptually simple way to produce a skewed coronal field is by differential rotation
of a pre-existing arcade. This has been invoked by many previous theories, but as discussed in
Section 5.2 the skew type produced depends on the orientation of the initial coronal arcade and
the PIL. Consider first a coronal field oriented in the east-west direction, over a north-south PIL.
This is mechanism 1, illustrated by a cartoon in Figure 5.14 (for the northern hemisphere). Here
differential rotation has little effect on the higher coronal field lines, as both footpoints are at the
same latitude. However, the photospheric PIL itself is rotated, resulting in a relative shear of the
coronal field with respect to the PIL. Because the equator rotates faster than the poles, this skew
will always be dextral in the northern hemisphere and sinistral in the southern hemisphere, in
accordance with the hemispheric pattern. This effect of differential rotation of a north-south PIL
was noted by Zirker et al. (1997).
As described in Section 5.2, previous authors had dismissed differential rotation as a potential
source of the hemispheric pattern because they had considered a north-south field across an east-
west PIL. This alternative orientation of field and PIL is mechanism 2 in Figure 5.14. In this
case the PIL is unaffected by differential rotation, but the footpoints of the coronal field lines are
shifted, resulting in the wrong type of skew in each hemisphere. Thus mechanism 2 always acts
to produce exceptions to the hemispheric pattern.
By way of example, we now study a particular filament where mechanism 2 dominates in the
simulation. Filament 448 is a large filament on the north polar crown (Figure 5.16a), crossing
central meridian on day 220 with observed dextral chirality. However, all four simulation runs
produce strong sinistral chirality at this location (Figure 5.13). We can follow the development
of the mean skew angle over time in Figure 5.16(b), at three coronal heights corresponding to
12Mm (solid line), 38Mm (dashed line), and 105Mm (dot-dashed line). We see a steady build-
up of sinistral skew at all three heights until about day 200, when the skew suddenly reduces,
particularly at higher heights. The cause of this reduction is the ejection of a large magnetic flux
rope (see Chapter 7). Following this event the skew builds up again until a second ejection at
about day 280. The structure of the magnetic field is illustrated on three days in Figure 5.16(c).
This shows the initial weak skew (day 110), the high skew just before the flux rope lift-off (day
200), and the resulting skew after the ejection (day 220). At the third time, the skew is stronger at
lower heights because the flux rope lift-off removed skewed field lines at higher heights. We see
in this example how flux rope ejections may reduce the skew above a PIL, but our main concern
here is the initial cause of the skew.
For filament 448 the initial cause of skew is clearly connected with differential rotation of the
initial north-south coronal arcade. If this were the only effect then we would expect a particular
field line to rotate at the characteristic rate Ω(θ) (equation (3.4)) according to the latitudes of its
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Figure 5.16: Simulated skew for filament 448, on the north polar crown. Panel (a) shows an
Hα observation of the (dextral) filament on 1999 August 10. Panel (b) shows the mean skew
angle along the corresponding PIL section at three coronal heights, in simulation run A4 (thin
curves give the standard deviation of skew angles along the PIL section). Panel (c) shows the
simulated magnetic field structure at three stages during run A4: thin lines are contours of the
radial magnetic field on the solar surface (solid for positive, dashed for negative), and thick lines
are selected coronal field lines.
footpoints. Define the tilt angle ψ of a field line with respect to the north-south direction by
tanψ =
xS − xN
yN − yS , (5.4)
as shown in Figure 5.17(a), where (xN, yN) and (xS, yS) are its footpoint locations. Then we
would expect the tilt angle to evolve under differential rotation alone by
tanψ(t) =
x0S +Ω(θS)t/∆− x0N − Ω(θN)t/∆
y0N − y0S
, (5.5)
where (x0N, y0N) and (x0S, y0S) are the initial footpoint locations. Figure 5.17(b) shows the difference
between this expected tilt angle and that measured for a sample of 83 field lines across the north
polar crown. We see that, on average field, lines rotate more than we would expect from differential
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Figure 5.17: Tilt angle of field lines across a polar crown PIL: (a) definition of tilt angle ψ for
field line traced from northern footpoint (xN, yN) to southern footpoint (xS, yS), and (b) mean
difference between simulated and expected tilt angles over time, for 83 field lines. Error bars
show one standard deviation.
rotation alone.
What other process could be acting? The answer lies in the van Ballegooijen and Martens (1989)
scenario for formation of helical fields above PILs, which was shown in Figure 5.3. We clearly
see a helical field forming for filament 448, and a key component of the van Ballegooijen and
Martens (1989) scenario is convergence of field line footpoints toward the PIL. The only way this
convergence can occur in our simulation is through surface diffusion, as we do not include any
extra converging flow. Such flows have been invoked in some models of filament formation (e.g.,
Kuijpers, 1997), but are yet to be observed (Hindman, Haber, and Toomre, 2006). To demonstrate
that surface diffusion is responsible for making field lines more parallel to the PIL, we have run
a series of simple 2.5D test simulations using the same numerical code as the global simulations.
The term “2.5D” means that the magnetic field has three components but depends only on two
coordinates, which we choose to be y and z. The initial surface distribution is a bipolar arcade
Bz(y, z = 0) = B0 e1/2
(y − 73)
ρ0
exp
(
−(y − 73)
2
2ρ20
)
, (5.6)
shown in Figures 5.18(a) and (b), with B0 = 1 and ρ0 = 6. From this we numerically calculate
an initial potential field B(y, z). The simulations run for 60 days and include differential rotation
and diffusion, but no meridional flow (which will not influence the skew significantly). As before
we determine the difference between the tilt angle of field lines and that expected from differential
rotation alone (equation 5.5). The mean difference for 100 field lines is shown in Figure 5.19 for
a number of different runs where we vary the strength of the surface and coronal diffusivities. The
results confirm our suspicions that the extra field line tilt arises from surface diffusion. Figure
5.19 shows that when D is increased (different colours), the tilt increases. The effect of changing
the coronal diffusion (different line styles) is merely to delay the skewing process, presumably by
reducing the reconnection rate above the PIL. It does not change the maximum tilt angle reached.
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Figure 5.18: A 2.5D test simulation to study the development of skew in a bipolar arcade: (a) initial
field in (x, y) projection on day 0, (b) initial Bz profile on photosphere (z = 0), (c) resulting field
in (x, y) projection on day 60, and (d) field lines on day 60 in (y, z) projection. In (a) and (c) thin
lines show contours of Bz on the photosphere (solid for positive, dashed for negative), and thick
lines show selected coronal field lines. Note that the configuration is symmetric in the x direction.
Thus convergence owing to surface diffusion is a key process responsible for enhancing skew
in our simulation, which it does by decreasing the separation of field line footpoints and hence
increasing the skew angle. Note however that it cannot produce skew from scratch, but can only
enhance it. The skew must originate in some other mechanism; for the case of filament 448 this is
differential rotation.
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Figure 5.19: Difference between simulated field line tilt and that expected from differential ro-
tation alone, averaged over 100 field lines in the 2.5D test simulations. Each curve represents a
different simulation run, with colours denoting surface diffusivity D (purple 100 km2s−1, black
450 km2s−1, green 650 km2s−1, and red 800 km2s−1), and line styles denoting ratio of back-
ground coronal diffusivity (η0) to D (dotted 0.05, solid 0.1, and dashed 0.2).
5.5.2 Filaments Internal to a Bipole
Thirty-two of our 109 filaments form internal to a single active region (Type A filaments). Their
skew shows a characteristic behaviour which we label mechanism 3 in Figure 5.14. This behaviour
is well illustrated by two particular filaments, 188 and 280b, appearing at the same location in the
northern hemisphere on successive Carrington rotations. Both observed filaments are dextral.
Observations are shown in Figure 5.20(b) and (c), and Figure 5.20(a) shows the mean skew angle
at this location in simulation runs A4 (red) and Am2 (black) as a function of time. The active
region emerges on day 132 and filament 188, observed on day 139, has different simulated skew
type depending on the sign of twist β of the emerging region. By day 170, when filament 280b
is observed at central meridian, the skew on this PIL section is dextral, independent of β. Figure
5.20(a) shows the mean skew angle increasing (i.e. becoming more dextral) at a similar rate for
both simulation runs, due to differential rotation and convergence. This is essentially mechanism
1 in action, but assisted by the tilt angle of the bipole which enhances latitudinal shearing. Thus
the sign of skew at this location reverses for run Am2 on about day 144. Notice that in run A4 the
skew becomes too strong and there is a flux rope eruption around day 148.
Overall, of the 32 internal filaments in the comparison, 19 have different skew type depending on
the sign of emerging bipole twist β. These filaments are observed on average 18.1 ± 13.7 days
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Figure 5.20: Simulated skew (a) at the location of internal filaments 188 and 280b, at three differ-
ent heights (shown by linestyles). Red curves are for simulation run A4 and black curves for run
Am2. Panels (b) and (c) show example Hα observations of the filaments, on successive rotations.
after emergence of their parent active region. The other 13 filaments have the same skew type in
all simulation runs, and are found in older active regions, with ages 48.8 ± 18.0 days. So for the
observed hemispheric sign of β internal filaments in our simulation always follow the hemispheric
pattern, and even for the minority sign of β the pattern is recovered after 1 to 2 Carrington rotations
(30-60 days).
To summarise, this mechanism produces filaments with opposite chirality to the hemispheric pat-
tern only for young regions with minority sign of twist. We hypothesised in Section 5.4.3 that
this would explain the exceptional chirality of filaments 265 and 410 in our sample. Otherwise
internal filaments favour the hemispheric pattern.
5.5.3 Shape of a Twisted Bipole
Many filaments occur not above the internal PIL of a bipolar region, but along the outer periphery.
The skew of these filaments is directly affected by the shape of field lines in the bipole (mechanism
4 in Figure 5.15). This idea is supported by the recent observations of filament formation by Wang
and Muglach (2007). They show an example where Hα fibrils on the outside edge of a newly-
emerged active region become rapidly aligned with the horizontal field component of the bipole,
which lies primarily along the bipole’s external PIL (see their Figure 5).
The skew of such a filament depends primarily on where along the bipole boundary the filament
lies, and on the polarity of the background field relative to the bipole. The field lines on the
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Figure 5.21: Shape of the field lines around the PIL of a bipole in a background field. Colours
show the skew angle along the PIL for each possible sign combination of bipole twist and back-
ground field polarity. The colour table runs from red (dextral skew) through green (weak skew)
to blue (sinistral skew). In panels a and d (left column) the bipole has negative twist β, in panels
b and e (centre column) the bipole is untwisted (β = 0), and in panels c and f (right column)
the bipole has positive twist. In panels a, b, and c (top row) the following polarity of the bipole
matches that of the background field, and in panels d, e, and f (bottom row) the leading polarity
matches the background. The shading shows polarity of radial magnetic field on the photosphere
(white positive, grey negative), and thin lines show contours of the same field. Thick lines are
selected coronal magnetic field lines crossing the PIL.
boundary are most strongly skewed at the north and south ends of the bipole, with weaker skew on
the middle part of the external PIL (at least until twist has diffused out from the bipole centre). This
is seen in Figure 5.21, which shows the shape of the bipole for the six possible sign combinations
of background field and bipole twist β. The type of skew (dextral, sinistral, or weak) is indicated
by the colouring along the PIL in each case. Notice that changing the sign of β for the bipole does
not change the type of skew on the external PIL, but merely the strength of skew.
How does this mechanism favour the hemispheric pattern? In the northern hemisphere, the ob-
served hemispheric pattern of helicity gives β < 0. If the background field has the following
polarity then Figure 5.21(c) shows that a filament occuring at the north end of the external PIL
will have weak or slightly sinistral skew, whereas one occuring at the south end will have dextral
skew. If the background field has the leading polarity, then Figure 5.21(f) shows that a filament
at the north end will be dextral, whereas at the south end the field is weakly or slightly sinistrally
skewed. Overall, then, there will be more dextral skew produced by this mechanism than sinis-
tral skew in the northern hemisphere. A similar argument shows that in the southern hemisphere,
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Figure 5.22: Example filament on the external PIL of a bipole (filament 278): (a) Hα image on
1999 June 15, (b) simulated magnetic field on day 166 in run A4, and (c) simulated magnetic
field in run Am2. In (b) and (c) shading shows the sign of surface radial magnetic field (white
for positive, grey for negative), and thin lines show contours of the same field (solid for positive,
dashed for negative). Thick blue lines show projections of selected coronal field lines over the
PIL at the filament location. Red letters identify the active region around which the filament forms
(region A), and another nearby region (B). The green arrow in (a) identifies the filament.
where β > 0, there will be more sinistral skew produced. Thus filaments on the external PIL of a
bipole will tend to favour the hemispheric pattern. Importantly, however, the bipole shape can pro-
duce exceptions to the hemispheric pattern for filaments occuring at either the north or south end
of a bipole, depending on the relative polarity of the background field. This is illustrated by the
example of filament 278 (Figure 5.22), a sinistral filament observed in the northern hemisphere.
The filament is located at the south end of the following polarity of region A, so the relevant com-
binations in Figure 5.21 are (d), (e), and (f). From the coronal field lines, we see that this location
has weak sinistral skew in run A4 and strong sinistral skew in run Am2. As we are in the northern
hemisphere the bipole in run A4 has β < 0, and in run Am2 β > 0. Thus the simulated skew
agrees with that expected from Figures 5.21(f) and (d) respectively. The shape of a bipolar region
therefore explains why this filament is correctly simulated to be an exception to the hemispheric
pattern.
In fact, for run A4 there are 6 correctly simulated exceptions to the pattern which may be ex-
plained by the bipole shape (filaments 154, 245, 259, 218, 296b, and 278). However, there are two
more exceptions produced in accordance with Figure 5.21 where the observed filament actually
followed the pattern (filaments 160 and 166). The explanation for this is not clear. It could be the
result of earlier interactions with older flux regions that we have not picked up in our simulation;
these two filaments are observed near the start of the simulation, on days 128 and 129. Figure 5.8
shows older flux nearby which could have influenced the skew.
In total there are 31 filaments in our simulation located on the northern or southern boundary of a
bipole, and of these 24 have the skew type expected from Figure 5.21. The remaining 7 filaments
(261b, 266b, 330, 341, 371, 459, and 620) are all expected from Figure 5.21 to be exceptions to
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Figure 5.23: Example where bipole emergence in a complex background field creates the opposite
sign of skew to that expected (filament 266b). Shown on (a) day 124 before emergence, (b) day
125 when bipole has emerged, and (c) day 150 when differential rotation and convergence have
enhanced the skew. This is for run A4. As usual contours show the radial magnetic field on the
photosphere (white/solid contours for positive, grey/dashed contours for negative), and thick blue
lines are projections of coronal field lines.
the hemispheric pattern, but are found actually to (correctly) follow the pattern in the simulation.
Examination has revealed the cause in all 7 cases to be the structure of pre-existing field before
the bipole emerges, as was hypothesized in the previous paragraph to explain filaments 160 and
166. This is considered next.
5.5.4 Multiple-Region Interactions
We have noted, in Section 5.5.3 above, that in a minority of cases a non-uniform background
field modifies how the bipole connects to other nearby bipoles or regions of strong flux. This is
mechanism 5 in Figure 5.15, where the example shows a bipole which has emerged to the north
of a strong negative region. Rather than connecting directly across the PIL, the field lines from
the positive leading polarity have been diverted southward to connect with the stronger region.
Thus a part of the PIL which would normally be expected from Figure 5.21 to have weak skew
actually has strong dextral skew - in fact this was the location of an observed dextral filament
(filament 478). A non-uniform background field may also reverse the sign of skew, as illustrated
by filament 266b (Figure 5.23). Here a bipole (labelled A) emerges on day 125 in the northern
hemisphere, with negative twist in run A4. At the north end of the leading polarity we would
expect weak sinistral skew from Figure 5.21(c), but instead dextral skew develops owing to the
nearby negative flux region in the pre-existing field. By day 150 (Figure 5.23c) differential rotation
and convergence have led to strong dextral skew, in accordance with observations of filament 266b
on day 162. Note that mechanism 5 may produce skew of either type depending on individual
circumstances, as illustrated by these two examples.
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Figure 5.24: Development of skew at location of filament 341 in the southern hemisphere in run
A4 on (a) day 132, (b) day 133, (c) day 185, and (d) day 191. As usual contours show the radial
magnetic field on the photosphere (white/solid contours for positive, grey/dashed contours for
negative), and thick blue lines are projections of coronal field lines.
The insertion of a new bipole can not only create a new PIL, but may also modify the skew
on a nearby pre-existing PIL, through the dynamic effect of sweeping (mechanism 6 in Figure
5.15). The technique of sweeping before the insertion of a new bipole was described in Section
4.4, and results in a more realistic end configuration for newly-emerged regions. In the example
shown in Figure 5.15, a new region emerges to the left of a pre-existing PIL with slight dextral
skew. The pre-existing positive field has been swept out of the insertion region, resulting in (1)
convergence of footpoints towards the pre-existing PIL, and (2) lengthening of field lines across
this PIL because the positive footpoints are displaced northward. The result is a highly skewed
dextral flux rope structure along the PIL. Again, this mechanism could also produce the opposite
sign of skew, and is also capable of introducing skew at a PIL where there was previously none.
The development of skew often results from interaction between a number of flux regions over
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time. This is illustrated by the development of the skew of filament 341, observed on day 197
in the southern hemisphere. The PIL concerned originates in the initial condition at the start of
the simulation on day 106. Overlying coronal field lines are rooted in stronger flux regions to
the east and west of the PIL, so naturally develop a sinistral skew as the PIL shears beneath them
under differential rotation. This is seen on day 132 in Figure 5.24(a), and in fact is mechanism 8
in Figure 5.15 (see below). Lower field lines cross the PIL unskewed, as expected for a potential
arcade. On day 133 (Figure 5.24b) a new bipole emerges to the west of the PIL (labelled A).
Sweeping for the insertion of this region enhances the skew of the higher field lines which reach
to the location of bipole A. Over the ensuing weeks differential rotation and convergence at the
PIL create strong sinistral skew at all heights, as seen on day 185 in Figure 5.24(c). Then, a new
bipole emerges on day 191 (labelled B in Figure 5.24d), this time directly to the east of the PIL.
On this occasion sweeping reduces the skew, again particularly for higher field lines. However, on
day 197 there is still enough skew remaining to classify filament 341 as sinistral in all 4 simulation
runs. Later in the simulation, on day 224, filament 439 is observed at the same location. By this
time, the shape of region B has influenced the skew at the PIL (due to diffusive expansion of the
twisted bipole), so that the skew is sinistral in runs A4 and A2, but dextral in runs A0 and Am2.
We see from this example that the development of skew at a particular location may be rather
complicated and involve multiple mechanisms.
5.5.5 Other Mechanisms
We now consider the final two mechanisms in Figure 5.15: mechanisms 7 and 8.
It was described in Section 5.5.1 how differential rotation is the primary surface transport effect
that develops skewed coronal fields from scratch, and that surface diffusion acts primarily to en-
hance existing skew. In fact, in a small number of cases, diffusion does cause skew to develop
from scratch, and this is mechanism 7 of Figure 5.15. The necessary ingredients are a PIL with
initially complex shape. Diffusion inevitably smooths out the PIL, but the coronal field is not ne-
cessarily smoothed to the same extent. Thus the final PIL shape may end up sheared with respect
to the overlying coronal field lines.
Finally, mechanism 8 in Figure 5.15 relates to the initial condition of the simulation, which is
a potential field extrapolation. Although this field has the minimum energy for the boundary
conditions, and so the majority of field lines are unsheared and pass over PILs at 90◦, this is not
necessarily always the case. The example in Figure 5.15 shows an example of how skew may arise
in such a potential field. Although the lower field lines are not skewed, higher coronal field lines
must link regions of strong flux, so in this case are skewed with respect to the PIL because of the
relative locations of the two strong-flux regions. A similar situation created the initial skew at the
location of filament 341 (Figure 5.24a).
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Mechanism Number of
Filaments
% of Filaments
Following
Hemispheric
Pattern
% of Filaments
Matching
Observed
Chirality
% of Filaments
where Skew
Changes with
β
Mean Number
of Associated
Bipoles
(1) 32 100.0 96.9 12.5 2.06
(2) 12 16.7 58.3 8.3 0.58
(3) 37 100.0 94.6 51.4 1.30
(4) 55 72.7 89.1 32.7 2.24
(5) 23 82.6 91.3 26.1 2.70
(6) 19 78.9 94.7 31.6 3.89
(7) 8 87.5 87.5 0.0 1.38
(8) 20 85.0 95.0 15.0 1.85
Overall 109 78.0 86.2 32.1 1.58
Table 5.3: Classification of filaments by skew mechanism (as defined in Figures 5.14 and 5.15).
Simulation results presented here are for run A4.
5.6 Explanation for the Hemispheric Pattern
In this concluding section we draw together the threads of this chapter to present an explanation
for why we obtain the observed hemispheric pattern of filament chirality in our simulation. In
Section 5.6.1 we compare the relative importance of the mechanisms described in Section 5.5,
before summarising our findings in Section 5.6.2.
5.6.1 Relative Importance of Different Mechanisms
To assess the role of each of the eight mechanisms in the hemispheric pattern, we present here the
results of a detailed analysis of the 109 filaments in our comparison. Table 5.3 shows the number
of filaments in relation to each mechanism. Note that the mechanisms are not mutually exclusive;
there are 56 filaments with two or more mechanisms associated, and 12 with four or more. The
table also breaks various statistics down by mechanism, and these are described in this section.
The bottom row shows the same statistics for the full sample of 109 filaments.
The most common mechanism found is mechanism 4 (bipole shape), followed by mechanisms
3 (internal filaments) and 1 (differential rotation at a north-south PIL). By contrast, differential
rotation at an east-west PIL (mechanism 2) is relatively rare, as is the creation of skew by surface
diffusion of a complex PIL (mechanism 7). Mechanism 2 may be slightly more common on the
real Sun since our sample of 109 filaments is biased against those on the polar crown (Section
5.3).
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The third column of Table 5.3 shows the percentage of simulated filaments following the hemi-
spheric pattern. This is for simulation run A4, which was the run agreeing best with the observed
filament chiralities. As indicated in Section 5.5, mechanisms 1 and 3 always produce skew fol-
lowing the hemispheric pattern, and mechanism 2 produces exceptions. The percentage for mech-
anism 2 is above zero because it was not the dominant mechanism in all cases where there were
multiple factors at play. As expected, mechanisms 4 to 8 produce some filaments following the
hemispheric pattern and some not. However, we see that the percentages of filaments following
the pattern are in the range 70%-88%, which explains the overall result. The lowest percentage for
these mechanisms is mechanism 4 (bipole shape), and it was shown in Section 5.5.3 how this can
naturally be responsible for exceptions to the hemispheric pattern. The question arises as to how
mechanisms 5, 6, and 7 preferentially give the correct pattern, even though they can produce both
types of skew. The answer is that they are usually not the only mechanism acting. They tend to
enhance existing skew rather than generate completely new skew from scratch. Thus mechanisms
1, 3, and 4 (differential rotation and bipole shape) are more fundamental.
Column 4 shows how the simulated filaments involving each mechanism match with the observed
chirality at those locations. The agreement is generally good (above 85%). Filaments with mech-
anism 2 (east-west PIL) are least likely to be correct, supporting the idea that this mechanism is
not responsible for the chirality of filaments on the Sun. In the simulation this mechanism is as-
sociated primarily with high-latitude filaments forming from the initial potential field, whereas in
real-life we expect that the correct hemispheric sign of skew will be transported polewards from
lower latitudes over longer periods of time, beyond the length of the present simulations.
The fifth column of Table 5.3 shows the relative importance of emerging active-region helicity
for the filament hemispheric pattern. A higher percentage means that there are more filaments
where changing the bipole twist β has an effect on the resulting chirality. From the column we
see that β has the most influence on internal filaments (mechanism 3), and on filaments formed by
mechanisms 4, 5, and 6. These mechanisms are all associated with the emergence of new bipolar
regions. However, even for mechanism 3 the percentage is only 51.4%, because the effect of
emerging twist is over-ridden after 1 to 2 Carrington rotations by differential rotation (as described
in Section 5.5.2). This shows the importance of carrying out continuous long-term simulations
rather than individual extrapolations. For mechanisms 2, 7, and 8 the emerging twist has less
influence, as these are largely associated with the initial potential field. Overall only 32% of
filaments change their skew type when the hemispheric sign of emerging bipole twist is reversed,
and even if filaments related to the initial field are discounted, the percentage will still be below
fifty. Thus the emergence of twisted magnetic fields is not the most important factor in producing
the hemispheric pattern, especially for the majority of filaments which form between multiple
bipolar regions. This explains why our simulation with the wrong sign of β (run Am2) still
produced the correct chirality for over 60% of filaments.
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Each filament in the sample was associated with a subset of the 119 emerging bipoles in the simu-
lation. These were selected as being those which influenced the skew above the PIL in some way,
rather than simply being located nearby. The final column of Table 5.3 gives the mean number
of bipoles associated with each filament, again broken down by mechanism. Not surprisingly,
mechanisms 5 (relative positions of flux) and 6 (sweeping) are associated with the most bipoles,
while mechanisms 2 and 3 have the fewest. In the case of mechanism 2 (east-west PIL) this is
because such locations are at high latitudes and created from the initial potential field only. The
overall mean is 1.58 regions, demonstrating that most filaments are associated with more than one
active region. This supports the result of Mackay, Gaizauskas, and Yeates (2008).
5.6.2 Cause of the Hemispheric Pattern
In this chapter we have presented the results of a detailed analysis of how skew is formed at
the filament locations in our 3D simulation of the global solar coronal evolution over 6 months.
Simulation run A4, with the observed hemispheric sign of active region twist, produced the correct
chirality for up to 96% of the 109 filaments compared with observations, an unprecedented result.
We have identified eight key mechanisms that produce skewed coronal fields above PILs, and
these are summarised in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. The relative importance of these mechanisms has
been assessed and we are now in a position to explain why the simulation produces the correct
hemispheric pattern.
There is not one single factor responsible for the pattern, but rather a number of factors depending
on the location of each individual filament and the nature of the PIL. The pattern arises as a
statistical result because of the relative frequency of these mechanisms. The most important single
influence is the bipolar shape of active regions, which is a well-observed feature, except for some
activity complexes. The location where a filament forms around or inside such a bipole has a key
influence on its skew type. We have shown that on average the hemispheric pattern is upheld for
filaments forming either on the internal PIL of a bipole, or around its external edge. The second
key mechanism is differential rotation, but acting on a north-south PIL rather than an east-west
PIL, as the latter would tend to produce exceptions to the hemispheric pattern. For a north-south
PIL, differential rotation leads naturally to dextral skew in the northern hemisphere and sinistral in
the southern hemisphere. Such north-south PILs occur frequently both within individual bipoles
and between neighbouring active regions, the locations where many filaments are observed to
form.
Once an initial skew is produced by one of the fundamental mechanisms described above, it is
often enhanced by the action of surface (supergranular) diffusion, which converges the footpoints
of coronal field lines towards the PIL, increasing the skew angle via the van Ballegooijen and
Martens (1989) mechanism. Depending on individual circumstances, the skew may also be either
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enhanced or weakened by one of the remaining mechanisms in our list, such as the distribution
of strong flux regions in the background field, or nearby bipole insertions. In some cases the
lift-off of a twisted flux rope (Chapter 7) also removes skew, though typically mainly from higher
field lines. It was found that the original source of skew at each filament location could develop
many days before the filament’s date of observation (over 100 days for many filaments in this
simulation). Over this time a number of emerging active regions could affect the skew of the
field through the various mechanisms described. This highlights the importance of simulating the
long-term coronal evolution, rather than doing single-time extrapolations.
A fundamental problem which must be addressed by any theory hoping to explain the hemispheric
pattern is how exceptions to the pattern may be formed. The results of our study demonstrate that
in our model the pattern holds in a statistical sense, and that exceptions are a natural feature.
Out of the 109 filaments in our sample, there were 16 with observed chirality opposite to the
hemispheric pattern. The majority of these formed on the outside edge of a bipolar region, and
six are simply explained by the shape of the bipolar field, as explained in Section 5.5.3. Three
others involve both the shape of the bipole and its relation to the surrounding field (mechanisms 4,
5, and 6 in Figure 5.15), giving examples of how such interactions can produce exceptions to the
hemispheric pattern in some circumstances. Of the remaining filaments, four involve flux from
the initial potential field, where our simulation is not expected to be realistic, and two are internal
to individual bipoles. We assume here that on the real Sun these two active regions must have
had the minority sign of helicity for their hemisphere; in the simulation run with opposite sign of
bipole twist we reproduce the observed chiralities for these filaments.
In summary, we have demonstrated how the hemispheric pattern of filament chirality on the Sun
may be explained by surface flux transport and the emergence of twisted active regions. The key
elements are (1) differential rotation at north-south PILs and (2) the shape of bipolar active re-
gions, along with an evolution over periods of many days. However, there were many complex
examples where interactions between a number of active regions became important. These in-
teractions involved multiple bipoles of different sizes, relative locations, and dates of emergence,
including but not limited to the particular two-bipole configurations suggested by Martens and
Zwaan (2001). Our simulations support their view (and that of Zirker et al., 1997) that the skew
above PILs on the Sun develops over a period of months, through interaction and merging of
multiple active regions. Interestingly, the sign of emerging bipole helicity affects the chirality of
only about one third of filaments, conflicting with simple emerging flux rope explanations for the
hemispheric pattern (Rust and Kumar, 1994).
Finally, we note that our 6-month simulation does not produce the correct chirality for high-
latitude filaments, including those on the polar crown. In the present simulation, differential ro-
tation of the initially potential field produces the opposite skew across these primarily east-west
PILs. This opposite skew at high latitudes was also reflected in the sign-reversal of current heli-
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city at high latitudes found in Section 4.7. This feature persisted until the end of the 914-day run
L4. Future simulations will need to consider whether poleward helicity transport over the full
solar cycle is enough to counteract the effect of differential rotation, so as to produce the observed
filament chirality on the polar crowns. We noted in Section 5.1 that observations of coronal ar-
cades over the polar crowns by McAllister et al. (1998) found them to have skew agreeing with
our present simulations, and disagreeing with the observed filament chiralities. How this situation
could come about is a subject for future research.
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Chapter 6
Analytical Models for the Evolution of
Magnetic Flux Ropes
In this chapter we develop simple 2D analytical models for the formation of magnetic flux ropes
in a background coronal field. Magnetic flux ropes are a key feature of our 3D magneto-frictional
simulations; Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006) described their formation and evolution in a
simple two-bipole configuration. The basic mechanism for flux rope formation is that of van
Ballegooijen and Martens (1989), described in Section 5.2. A key feature is that after formation
the flux ropes eventually lose equilibrium and lift off. These lift-offs play the important role of
removing helicity from the corona (e.g., Chapter 5), but even more importantly are among the
leading candidates to account for the sudden eruption of coronal mass ejections (CMEs). It is
the CME application that motivates our study. In this chapter we demonstrate the physical basis
for such losses of equilibrium using simple models, before studying the flux ropes forming in our
global simulations in Chapter 7.
The layout of this chapter is straightforward. We begin in Section 6.1 with a review of theories
for the initiation of CMEs. We then discuss two analytical “catastrophe” models that explain the
loss of equilibrium. The first model (Section 6.2) is very idealised, with magnetic point sources
and a line current to represent the flux rope. However, the simplicity allows us to classify the
possible magnetic topologies with a quadrupolar background field, and to demonstrate that only
one topology can be in stable equilibrium. These basic results carry through to the more realistic
second model, described in Section 6.3. Also analytical, this model incorporates a realistic surface
field with distributed sources, and couples this to the evolution of the flux rope. For this model
we describe solutions with both bipolar and quadrupolar surface fields, demonstrating robust fold-
catastrophe behaviour. The findings from the models in this chapter are discussed in Section 6.4.
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6.1 Theories for CME Initiation
There is an extensive literature on this topic, which is only summarised here; for more details
see the recent reviews by Forbes (2000), Klimchuk (2001), Lin, Soon, and Baliunas (2003), or
Forbes et al. (2006). Although a concensus as to the exact origin of CMEs is yet to be reached,
all agree that the energy driving CMEs originates in the magnetic field, because the forces from
gravity and gas pressure are too weak. Indeed, in this thesis we model only the magnetic field
and neglect plasma effects, although some authors have considered mass loading as a mechanism
to aid the build-up of free magnetic energy (e.g., Low and Smith, 1993; Chou and Charbonneau,
1996; Wolfson and Dlamini, 1999; Guo and Wu, 1998).
Klimchuk (2001) groups CME models into two major divisions. In “storage-and-release” models,
free magnetic energy is built up gradually over time in a quasi-static evolution, before sudden
release in a highly dynamic eruption phase. By contrast, in “directly-driven” models, energy is
rapidly pumped in during the eruption by external drivers, with no intermediate stressed state. The
latter category includes the early models where CMEs are initiated by the sudden thermal energy
release from a flare (e.g., Dryer et al., 1979). This is now largely discounted, not least because
CMEs often occur before the associated flare, or have no associated flare at all. Another directly-
driven model is the “flux injection” model of Chen (1989, 1996), where the flux in a magnetic flux
rope is rapidly increased to cause an eruption. For this case the most plausible external driver is
flux emergence (Krall, Chen, and Santoro, 2000), but the observed rate of flux emergence is only
fast enough to explain some very slow CMEs (Forbes et al., 2006).
The storage-and-release type of models represent the majority of recent theoretical work on CME
initiation (Klimchuk, 2001). There are essentially two pre-eruption configurations invoked to store
the free energy: sheared arcades or magnetic flux ropes. Either is sufficient to allow an eruption;
what matters is that sufficient magnetic pressure builds up in the structure that it overcomes the
inward, stabilising magnetic tension from the overlying field. In fact a sheared arcade is the same
as a very weakly twisted flux rope. Observational evidence for flux ropes (Klimchuk, 2001) in-
cludes (1) circular edges to dark cavities in 3-part CMEs, (2) bright prominence material believed
to be trapped in field-line dips, and (3) in situ observations of rotating magnetic field patterns in a
third of interplanetary magnetic clouds. However, there need not be a flux rope in the pre-eruption
configuration, as one may form by reconnection during the dynamic eruption (as in the simulation
of MacNeice et al., 2004).
Models differ in how the energy is gradually built up. Many use an artificial photospheric shear
flow (e.g., Antiochos, DeVore, and Klimchuk, 1999; Mikic and Linker, 1994; Linker and Mikic,
1995; Choe and Lee, 1996; Amari et al., 1996; Wu et al., 2000). Others use converging motion
towards a polarity inversion, leading to reconnection and flux cancellation (Amari et al., 2003;
Forbes and Isenberg, 1991). Both shearing and convergence/cancellation are involved in the van
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Ballegooijen and Martens (1989) model (described in Section 5.2). The process has been simu-
lated in 3D (van Ballegooijen, Cartledge, and Priest, 1998; van Ballegooijen, Priest, and Mackay,
2000; Amari et al., 2000; Mackay and van Ballegooijen, 2006), and in Chapter 7 we demonstrate
the process in action—for realistic surface motions in the context of our global simulations.
A physical explanation for the sudden loss of equilibrium is given by the so-called “catastrophe”
models (see the review by Lin, Soon, and Baliunas, 2003). This class of analytical models, gen-
erally 2D, allow one to compute the equilibrium curve of the system as some control parameter
is slowly varied. Eventually a nose-point in the equilibrium curve may be reached beyond which
equilibrium is no longer possible, initiating a dynamic eruption, or catastrophe. In the earlier mod-
els the control parameter was non-physical: either a parameter in the mathematical solution (e.g.,
Low, 1977; Birn, Goldstein, and Schindler, 1978; Priest and Milne, 1980), or the flux rope current
(van Tend and Kuperus, 1978; Priest and Forbes, 1990). Forbes and Isenberg (1991) demonstrated
that such a catastrophe was possible in a physically consistent system, generated by motions on
the photospheric boundary. The basic model has been developed further (e.g., Isenberg, Forbes,
and Demoulin, 1993; Forbes and Priest, 1995; Lin et al., 1998; Lin and Forbes, 2000; Lin, Forbes,
and Isenberg, 2001; Isenberg and Forbes, 2007), and similar behaviour demonstrated in full MHD
simulations (Amari et al., 2000; Linker et al., 2003).
In this chapter we study two analytical catastrophe models of a flux rope in a quadrupolar back-
ground field, i.e. generated by 4 photospheric source regions. Such a background field would
occur between two neighbouring active regions, and is a common location for filaments to form
(Chapter 5). It is also the key to a recently popular model for CME initiation, known as “mag-
netic breakout” (Antiochos, DeVore, and Klimchuk, 1999; MacNeice et al., 2004). In that model
shearing increases the outward magnetic pressure of the inner field, eventually leading to “break-
out” reconnection with the overlying field, and eruption. Forbes et al. (2006) points out that the
mechanism works equally well whether the pre-eruption field is a sheared arcade (as in the ori-
ginal simulation) or a flux rope. The requirement for a quadrupolar field is to enable opening of
the inner-most field, without opening the whole field, so as to make the eruption energetically
possible.1 There is observational evidence that CMEs are often associated with complex magnetic
configurations (Antiochos, DeVore, and Klimchuk, 1999).
6.2 Line Current in a Quadrupolar Field with Point Sources
In this section we investigate a simple 2D analytical model for the evolution of a coronal flux rope,
in a quadrupolar background field generated by magnetic point sources. Our goal is to identify
1This is one way around the Aly-Sturrock constraint that, for a simply-connected field, the fully-open configuration
has a higher magnetic energy than the corresponding force-free field (Aly, 1984, 1991; Sturrock, 1991).
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the possible magnetic topologies of the coronal field, and to study the equilibrium behaviour. The
basic setup has been studied previously by Lin and van Ballegooijen (2005); the new results here
are a full description of the possible topologies, calculation of the bifurcation diagram, and the
rigorous identification of which topologies correspond to stable or unstable equilibria.
Such a “non-simply connected” background field (meaning that not all field lines cross the sym-
metry axis) was originally considered by Isenberg, Forbes, and Demoulin (1993). They found
that a submerged point quadrupole led to catastrophic behaviour for a realistically large filament
radius, unlike a point dipole. Forbes, Priest, and Isenberg (1994) then showed that a higher pro-
portion of the stored energy can be released in a quadrupolar field than in a bipolar field. As
already indicated in Section 6.1, the quadrupolar configuration is fundamental to the “breakout”
model. The similarity between breakout and the model we consider here was pointed out by Lin
and van Ballegooijen (2005). The main difference is that this model always contains a flux rope,
whereas the upward magnetic pressure in the breakout model may come either from a flux rope or
a sheared arcade (Forbes et al., 2006).
6.2.1 Model Setup
The setup is illustrated in Figure 6.1, with y denoting height in the corona and x distance along
the solar surface y = 0. We model the background field by a quartet of magnetic point sources
located on the solar surface at x = −1 (strength +1), x = −λ (strength -1), x = λ (strength
+1) and x = 1 (strength -1). We choose 0 < λ < 1 so that the inner sources move while the
outer sources remain fixed. The point source model is an idealisation allowing us to investigate
the magnetic topology (as in Magnetic Charge Topology models; Longcope, 2005); in Section 6.3
we describe a more realistic model with distributed sources. For simplicity in this thesis we have
assumed that all four sources have the same strength, and that their positions are symmetric about
the origin.
In addition to the four magnetic sources on the solar surface, we also introduce a line current
in the corona at x = 0, y = h to represent the flux rope. In the present model we disregard
the structure of the flux rope and treat it as an infinitesimally thin line current, of constant total
current I . Lin and van Ballegooijen (2005) considered the internal structure of the flux rope and
coupled this to the global behaviour via the frozen-flux condition on the rope surface. We have
found however that qualitatively similar results for the equilibrium properties of the system are
obtained without this added complication. As our aim in this section is purely to demonstrate the
possible topologies and generic equilibrium properties of the system, we simply assume the “flux
rope” current I to be constant. Our improved model in Section 6.3 does include a treatment for
the internal equilibrium of the flux rope, and couples it to the surface evolution. We complete our
prescription of the field with an “image” line current −I at a depth h beneath the solar surface.
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Figure 6.1: Basic set-up of the quadrupolar point source model, showing positive and negative
magnetic sources (red and blue circles), coronal line current (representing the flux rope, filled
green circle), and sub-photospheric “image” line current (dotted green circle).
This image current ensures that there is no vertical magnetic field on the solar surface due to the
flux rope (because the surface should be a line-tying boundary; Priest and Forbes, 1990).
We assume zero current outside the line current (and its image), so that Ampe`re’s Law and the
solenoidal constraint give ∇×B = 0 and ∇ ·B = 0. In 2D these two equations are equivalent to
the Cauchy-Riemann equations for an analytic functionB(z) = By+iBx of the complex variable
z = x + iy (Priest and Forbes, 2000, p. 52). Any analytic function then gives a magnetic field
solution. We may write down the magnetic field due to our 4 point sources and 2 line currents
(e.g., Priest and Forbes, 1990) as
By+ iBx =
i
pi(z − λ) −
i
pi(z + λ)
− i
pi(z − 1) +
i
pi(z + 1)
+
µI
2pi(z − ih) −
µI
2pi(z + ih)
. (6.1)
In this description a flux function A(x, y), satisfying Bx = −∂A/∂y and By = ∂A/∂x, is given
as the real part of a complex function A, where dA/dz = −(By + iBx). Thus integrating each
term in (6.1) with respect to z gives
A(x, y) = Re
{
i
pi
log
(
z + λ
z − λ
)
+
i
pi
log
(
z − 1
z + 1
)
− iµI
pi
tan−1
( z
h
)}
. (6.2)
Contours of this function are magnetic field lines.
6.2.2 Magnetic Topology
In this section we derive the bifurcation diagram showing how the topological structure of the
coronal field depends on the parameters λ and h.
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Firstly we consider the locations of null points, where B = 0. Writing the right-hand side of (6.1)
over a common denominator, the condition for a null point is
az4 + bz2 + c = 0, (6.3)
where the coefficients are given by
a = λ− 1+ I
2
h, b = (λ− 1)h2+ λ(λ− 1)− I
2
(1+ λ2)h, c =
I
2
λ2h− λ(1− λ)h2. (6.4)
Here and for the rest of this section we have absorbed the constant µ into the current I . We can
deduce much information about the topology from the following properties:
1. The null points occur in two pairs in the complex plane, corresponding to the two solu-
tions z2+ and z2− of (6.3). These are given by
z2± =
−b±√b2 − 4ac
2a
. (6.5)
where z2+ gives the inner pair of null points (closer to the origin), and z2− gives the outer
pair.
2. For I > 0 the null points always lie on either the x or y coordinate axes. To prove this
statement we show that z2+ and z2− are both real, i.e. that b2 − 4ac > 0. We may write
b2 − 4ac = (λ− 1)2(h2 − λ)2 + Ih(1− λ)(λ+ 1)2(h2 + λ) + I
2
4
h2(λ2 − 1)2. (6.6)
The first and third terms are always positive. For I > 0 the second term is also positive, so
that b2− 4ac > 0 as required. For the later work in this section we shall assume that I > 0,
but if I < 0 then the configuration can have null points away from the coordinate axes for a
certain range of I .
3. The topology changes when the signs of the roots z2± change. If z2+ > 0 then it corres-
ponds to a pair of null points on the x-axis (the solar surface), while z2+ < 0 corresponds to
a pair of nulls on the y-axis (of which one will be in the image domain beneath the surface).
The pair of nulls corresponding to the other root z2− will move similarly. Each of these
situations represents a different magnetic topology.
We now calculate the “bifurcation diagram” describing the transition between different topologies
in parameter space. In our version of the model there are three parameters: λ (the location of the
inner sources), h (the height of the flux rope), and I (the constant flux rope current). There are
three curves representing transitions between topologies, as shown in Figure 6.2 which shows the
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Figure 6.2: Bifurcation diagram in (λ, h) space for quadrupolar point source model, and examples
of the 5 topologies. Here I = 0.5. The example plots show selected field lines, with separatrices
highlighted in red. The plots are at A2 (0.3, 1.5), A1 (0.4, 0.4), D (0.75, 0.5), C (0.95, 1), and B
(0.7, 3).
bifurcation diagram in (λ, h) space for I = 0.5. The topology for each region in the diagram is
shown in the surrounding field line plots.
The red curve in the bifurcation diagram denotes the locations in parameter space where the inner
pair of null points (z2+) change from the x-axis to the y-axis. Above the red curve, i.e. topologies
A1/A2/B, we have z2+ < 0 so that the inner null points lie on the y-axis (with one above the
photosphere and one in the image domain below). Below the red curve, in topologies C/D, we
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have z2+ > 0 and the inner nulls are on the x-axis. The red curve is given by z2+ = 0, which from
equation (6.5) occurs when c = 0. Substituting from (6.4) gives
h =
Iλ
2(1− λ) . (6.7)
The black curve corresponds to z2− changing sign, i.e. the outer pair of null points move between
the x and y axes. This occurs when z2− →∞, i.e. as a→ 0, giving the straight line
h =
2
I
(1− λ). (6.8)
Above this line, in topologies B/C, the outer null points lie on the x-axis, whereas in topologies
A1/A2/D the outer nulls lie on the y-axis (with one above the flux rope and the other in the image
domain).
Now consider the blue curve. This arises because there are two different topologies A1 and A2
which both have all null points on the y-axis. The boundary between them is rather trickier to
calculate than the black and red curves. To calculate the boundary between topologies A1 and A2,
we consider the magnetic flux across the y-axis between the two null points. For A1 this flux is
negative, but for A2 it is positive. The transition between topologies therefore corresponds to this
flux being zero. The flux is given by∫ n
m
Bx(0, y)dy = A(0, n)−A(0,m), (6.9)
where m = |z+|, n = |z−|, and A(x, y) is the flux function given by equation (6.2). Substituting
for A(0, n) and A(0,m) from equation (6.2), tidying up, and taking the real part, we obtain
A(0, n)−A(0,m) = 2
pi
tan−1
[
(1− λ) m(n
2 + λ)− n(m2 + λ)
(m2 + λ)(n2 + λ) +mn(λ− 1)2
]
+
I
2pi
log
[
(h+ n)(h−m)
(n− h)(h+m)
]
. (6.10)
Here we have used the identity
tan−1 z =
i
2
log
(
1− iz
1 + iz
)
and the result that Re (log z) = log |z| when z is a complex variable. Note also that n > h > m.
The transition between topologies A1 and A2 is given by setting the right-hand side of (6.10) to
zero. At this point we may be tempted to abandon an analytic solution for h(λ), since n and m
are themselves complicated functions of (λ, h, I). However, it is possible to show that h =
√
λ is
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a solution to this equation! To prove this, let h =
√
mn. Then expanding brackets shows that
(h+ n)(h−m)
(n− h)(h+m) = 1,
and hence that the second term on the right-hand side of (6.10) vanishes. Now suppose that
λ = mn. Then
m(n2 + λ)− n(m2 + λ) = 0,
so that the first term on the right-hand side of (6.10) also vanishes. So a solution is given by
h =
√
mn and λ = mn, in other words
h =
√
λ. (6.11)
Numerical solution confirms this to be correct.
Notice that in the bifurcation diagram all three curves (red/black/blue) intersect at a single point.
This may be verified by calculation, but must be the case since it is impossible to move directly
from topology A2 to D, or from A1 to B.
To summarise this section, we have identified 5 possible magnetic topologies for our model with
4 point sources and 2 line currents, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. We have found explicit equations
for the boundaries between these topologies in our (λ, h, I) parameter space. Note that if the
system lies precisely on the boundary between two or more regions, there will be a non-generic
“transitional” topology, but these are not of physical importance. Lin and van Ballegooijen (2005)
describe only two topologies for this model (see their Figure 3), corresponding to our D and A1.
In the next section we will demonstrate that these are the only two possible topologies in which
the system can be in equilibrium, and further will prove the claim of Lin and van Ballegooijen
(2005) that topology A1 is unstable.
6.2.3 Equilibrium Curve
The flux rope, represented in this model by the line current I , is in equilibrium when the force on
it due to all external sources vanishes. The external magnetic field Bext is given by subtracting the
field due to the (real) line current from the full magnetic field (6.1) including the 4 sources and
both line currents. On the y-axis this gives a purely imaginary field,
Bextx (0, y) =
1
pi
[
2
y2 + 1
− 2λ
y2 + λ2
+
I
2(y + h)
]
, (6.12)
Bexty (0, y) = 0. (6.13)
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So the only force on the flux rope at y = h is vertical, given by
Fy = IBextx (0, h)
= I
(
8h(h2 − λ)(1− λ) + I(h2 + 1)(h2 + λ2)
4h(h2 + 1)(h2 + λ2)
)
. (6.14)
Assuming I 6= 0, setting the numerator to zero gives the equilibrium condition
Ih4 + 8(1− λ)h3 + I(1 + λ2)h2 − 8λ(1− λ)h+ Iλ2 = 0. (6.15)
This equation describes a curve in (λ, h, I) space. Treating it as a quartic equation in h, Descartes’
rule of signs shows that there can be up to 2 roots for positive h, corresponding to 2 equilibrium
branches in the (λ, h) plane. Note also that equilibrium is only possible for small enough I . We
can see this by re-writing (6.15) as a quadratic in λ,
(Ih2 + 8h+ I)λ2 − 8h(h2 + 1)λ+ Ih4 + 8h3 + Ih2 = 0. (6.16)
The discriminant of this quadratic may be written
4h2
[
(16− I2)(h4 + 1)− 2(16 + I2)h2 − 16Ih(h2 + 1)] ,
which is negative definite if I ≥ 4. Thus we see that equilibrium is not possible for I ≥ 4
(although this is not necessarily a strict upper bound).
The equilibrium curve is shown in Figure 6.3(a) for the case I = 0.5, overlayed on the bifurcation
diagram from Figure 6.2. The curve has been computed numerically (using Maple). We find a
two-branch structure in accordance with Lin and van Ballegooijen (2005, Figure 5 bottom). As the
constant current I is increased, the equilibrium curve becomes smaller and restricted to smaller λ,
eventually disappearing altogether at around I = 3.5 (in accordance with our above estimate). To
determine the stability of equilibria on the two branches, we consider the vertical force Fy given
by equation (6.14). This is plotted in Figure 6.3(b) as a function of h for three different λ, for the
case I = 0.5. For λ = 0.25 or λ = 0.5, there are two zeros of this force, corresponding to the
two branches of the equilibrium curve in Figure 6.3(a). The lower equilibrium is stable, because
∂Fy/∂h < 0 there, while the upper equilibrium is unstable, since ∂Fy/∂h > 0. For λ = 0.9
(dashed curve), the force is always positive and there are no equilibria, as seen from Figure 6.3(a).
This force structure always holds for this model: from equation (6.14) we see that Fy → ∞ as
h → 0, Fy > 0 for large h, and Fy → 0 as h → ∞. In fact such a two-branch equilibrium
structure with a stable lower equilibrium and an unstable upper equilibrium is typical of the “fold
catastrophe” described by the mathematical catastrophe theory of R. Thom (Poston and Stewart,
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Figure 6.3: Equilibrium curve (a) and vertical force profile (b) for the quadrupolar point source
model with I = 0.5. The equilibrium curve given by equation (6.15) is shown in blue on the
bifurcation diagram in (λ, h) space. The vertical force Fy is shown as a function of h, at λ = 0.25
(solid curve), λ = 0.5 (dotted curve), and λ = 0.9 (dashed curve).
1978; Saunders, 1980). This is the elementary catastrophe appropriate for a single variable (h) and
a single parameter (λ). Physically, changing λ leads to a quasi-static evolution of the equilibrium
configuration along the lower, stable, branch of the equilibrium curve. As λ is increased beyond
a critical value (the fold point), equilibrium is no longer possible, and dynamic evolution ensues
in a sudden “catastrophe”. In this model the loss of equilibrium occurs as λ is increased, i.e. as
the inner sources move nearer to the outer sources. This is because the effective strength of the
background field at the flux rope decreases (Lin and van Ballegooijen, 2005), making equilibrium
more precarious.
The example in Figure 6.3 shows that the equilibrium curve lies only in topologies A1 and D (as
defined in Figure 6.2), and that equilibrium in topology A1 is always unstable (and hence unlikely
to exist in practice). We now prove that these are general properties for any value of I > 0.
To show that no equilibrium is possible in topologies A2 or B, note that the equilibrium condition
(6.15) may be re-written in the form
h2 = λ− I
[
h4 + (1 + λ2)h2 + λ2
]
8h(1− λ) . (6.17)
Since the second term is always negative for I > 0, this shows that h2 < λ at any point on the
equilibrium curve. Thus equilibrium is impossible in topologies A2 or B.
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We may also show that equilibrium is impossible in topology C as follows. Equation (6.17) may
be rearranged to give
2
I
(1− λ)− h = 4h
4 + (λ− h2)2 + h2(λ− 1)2
4h(λ− h2) . (6.18)
Since h2 < λ on the equilibrium curve (previous paragraph), we see that the right-hand side is
positive, so that on the equilibrium curve h < (2/I)(1− λ). So the equilibrium curve always lies
below the straight line in the bifurcation diagram (Figure 6.2), and hence topology C cannot be in
equilibrium.
We have established that equilibrium is possible only in topologies A1 or D. The example in Figure
6.3 demonstrates that stable equilibrium is possible in topology D; our final step is to prove that
only unstable equilibrium is possible in topology A1. To prove this, it is sufficient to show that
∂Fy/∂h > 0 everywhere in region A1 of the bifurcation diagram. Differentiating (6.14) and
substituting for I from the equilibrium condition (6.15) gives
∂Fy
∂h
=
2I(1− λ)
h
[
(λ− h2)(3h4 + λ2h2 + h2 − λ2) + 2h2(h2 + 1)(h2 + λ2)
(h2 + 1)2(h2 + λ2)2
]
. (6.19)
In the case that h ≥ 1 the result follows easily since λ < 1 implies that h2 − λ2 > 0. In region
A1, λ > h2, so all terms on the right-hand side are positive and ∂Fy/∂h > 0 as required. The
alternative, that h < 1, is harder to deal with. We need to use the fact that we are in topology
A1 and not topology D, namely that h > Iλ/(2(1− λ)). Substituting for I from the equilibrium
condition gives the constraint
4λ(λ− h2) < (h2 + 1)(h2 + λ2). (6.20)
We use this inequality twice. Firstly it implies that
2h2(h2 + 1)(h2 + λ2) > 8λh2(λ− h2) (6.21)
so that
∂Fy
∂h
>
2I(1− λ)
h
[
(λ− h2)(3h4 + λ2h2 + h2 + 8λh2 − λ2)
(h2 + 1)2(h2 + λ2)2
]
. (6.22)
Secondly, inequality (6.20) implies that
4λ2 < (h2 + 1)(h2 + λ2) + 4λh2
< 2(h2 + λ2) + 4λh2, (6.23)
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using our assumption that h < 1. Rearranging this inequality gives
−λ2 > −h2 − 2λh2, (6.24)
and substituting into (6.22) gives
∂Fy
∂h
>
2I(1− λ)
h
[
(λ− h2)(3h4 + λ2h2 + 6λh2)
(h2 + 1)2(h2 + λ2)2
]
, (6.25)
which is clearly positive.
To sum up, we have proved mathematically that equilibria of our system are possible only in
topologies A1 and D, and further that stable equilibrium is only possible in topology D. This
latter result confirms the claim of Lin and van Ballegooijen (2005), who further suggested that
topology A1 would not exist in reality because a current sheet would rapidly form at the lower
X-point. Physically our results are unsurprising, since A and D are the only configurations with
field lines overlying the flux rope and rooted in the photosphere. The downward magnetic tension
from this overlying field is vital to balance the outward magnetic pressure force from the flux rope
(Klimchuk, 2001).
6.2.4 Limitations
We have obtained rigorous mathematical results for the model described in this section thanks to
its simplicity. However, there are a number of limitations to the model. Firstly, although point
sources are useful for studying the fundamental behaviour, the real large-scale surface field on the
Sun is distributed over space. Secondly, the representation of the flux rope by a line current is
unrealistic. The first 2D catastrophe model with a finite radius flux rope was developed by For-
bes and Isenberg (1991), and models for the field within the flux rope are discussed by Isenberg,
Forbes, and Demoulin (1993) and Forbes and Priest (1995). Note, however, that even in these
papers with a finite flux rope, it is treated as a line current for the purpose of calculating the global
equilibrium. And in this section we have demonstrated qualitatively similar results to Lin and van
Ballegooijen (2005), even without a model for the interior of the flux rope. The principal advant-
age of a finite radius flux rope is that the current in it may then be fixed by the frozen-flux condition
at the rope surface (as in, e.g., Forbes and Isenberg, 1991; Lin and van Ballegooijen, 2005). The
current is then determined self-consistently from the external field and the photospheric boundary
conditions, rather than being a free parameter as in our model. In reality the flux rope current is
not a physical governing parameter of the system (Isenberg, Forbes, and Demoulin, 1993).
In Section 6.3 we develop a new catastrophe model that aims to overcome the limitations described
in this section. In particular we will consider a finite flux rope, and will determine its current by
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coupling to the photospheric boundary conditions. Limitations that apply to both of the models in
this chapter are discussed in Section 6.4.
6.3 Model with Distributed Sources
In this section we describe an improved 2D analytical model for the evolution of a coronal flux
rope in response to surface motions. The model has two important new features:
1. The photospheric sources are distributed over space, and evolve in time as a result of surface
motions (supergranular diffusion).
2. The axial magnetic flux in the flux rope is coupled to that cancelling at the underlying PIL
in the photosphere.
These represent significant improvements over previous models such as our point source model
of Section 6.2. As in the earlier models, the aim is to determine the equilibrium curve for the flux
rope as a function of time, and hence to determine whether or when equilibrium is lost. However,
in this model the evolution of the flux rope will be constrained by its coupling to realistic surface
motions. This is a simple 2D version of the 3D simulations; flux ropes in the 3D simulations will
be described in Chapter 7.
6.3.1 Model Outline
We consider a sequence of coronal equilibria in the vertical (x, y) plane, in response to boundary
motions on the photosphere y = 0. The corona (y > 0) contains a twisted magnetic flux rope
at height h with axis in the z-direction. Assuming invariance in the z-direction, we write the
magnetic field as
B(x, y, t) =
(
∂Az
∂y
,−∂Az
∂x
,Bz
)
(6.26)
whereAz andBz are functions of x, y, and t only. This form ensures that∇·B = 0 automatically.
The general scheme is to prescribe (1) the current density j in the corona and (2) the vertical
magnetic field By on the photospheric boundary, and hence to compute the equilibrium magnetic
field in the corona. We shall assume that Bz is non-zero only within the flux rope of radius R0,
and further that the only non-zero currents are within the flux rope and on the photosphere.
To simplify the problem, we assume that the radius R0 of the flux rope remains small. This means
two things: firstly, the magnetic field produced by the current within the flux rope is equivalent to
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that produced by a wire at (x, y) = (0, h) carrying the net flux rope current I , and, secondly, the
magnetic field due to sources other than the flux rope is effectively uniform within the flux rope
(Forbes and Isenberg, 1991). The equilibrium may therefore be separated into a condition inside
the flux rope and a global condition outside. Inside the flux rope we adopt the Gold and Hoyle
(1960) solution for a uniformly-twisted force-free flux tube, and hence determine the current I
(Section 6.3.4). For the global equilibrium, we assume the flux rope to be infinitesimally thin.
This simplifying assumption is clearly not fully consistent with our treatment of the flux rope
interior, but it is a reasonable approximation made by previous authors (Lin and van Ballegooijen,
2005). The z-component of µj = ∇×B then gives the equation
∇2Az = −µjz, (6.27)
where the current jz(x, y, t) is prescribed and is non-zero only within the infinitessimal flux rope.
Equation (6.27) is solved for Az in Section 6.3.3, given the time-dependent boundary condition
for Az(x, y = 0, t) to be derived in Section 6.3.2.
The final step in the model is to couple the magnetic flux cancelling in the photosphere with that
appearing in the flux rope, and hence to determine the equilibrium curve h(t). This is considered
in Section 6.3.5.
6.3.2 Surface Evolution
In this section we derive the time evolution of the vertical magnetic field By(x, t) on the photo-
spheric boundary y = 0, for the initial condition of a magnetic bipole. The case of a quadrupolar
field will be considered in Section 6.3.6. We take the x-axis in the direction of solar longitude.
We adopt the standard surface flux transport model (Chapter 2), where By evolves according to
prescribed surface flows and surface diffusion, through the MHD induction equation. Working in
terms of the vector potential A, we have Ax = Ay = 0 and Az = Az(x, t) on the photosphere, so
the induction equation reduces to the single component
∂Az
∂t
= vxBy −Djz. (6.28)
Here vx represents the differential rotation, and since this is (to a good approximation) a function
of latitude (z) only, we may set vx = 0 in this 2D model. The coefficient D represents super-
granular diffusion, and since jz = ∂By/∂x, equation (6.28) reduces to the diffusion equation
∂Az
∂t
= D
∂2Az
∂x2
. (6.29)
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Figure 6.4: Evolution of By(x, t) on the solar surface, for the initial condition of a single bipole
(solid line). The later times are t = 1 (dotted), 2 (dashed), 3 (dot-dashed), and 4 (dot-dot-dot-
dashed). Here D = B0 = ρ0 = 1.
The initial condition
Az(x, t = 0) = A0 exp
{
− x
2
2ρ20
}
, (6.30)
represents a single magnetic bipole with By > 0 for x > 0 and By < 0 for x < 0. The parameter
ρ0 is the distance of the peak of either polarity from the polarity inversion line (PIL) at x = 0.
We may readily solve equation (6.29), with this initial condition, using a Fourier transform. The
solution is
Az(x, t) =
A0ρ0
q(t)
exp
{
− x
2
2q2(t)
}
, (6.31)
where time enters through the factor q(t) =
√
ρ20 + 2Dt. The corresponding vertical magnetic
field may be found simply by differentiating to be
By(x, y = 0, t) =
B0e
1/2ρ20x
q3(t)
exp
{
− x
2
2q2(t)
}
, (6.32)
where B0 = A0/(e1/2ρ0) is the peak value of By at t = 0, located at x = ρ0. This solution is
shown at a sequence of times in Figure 6.4. The peak value at time t is B0/q2(t).
6.3.3 Coronal Magnetic Field
For the coronal magnetic field we solve equation (6.27) for Az(x, y, t), where the current density
jz is specified by
jz(x, y, t) = I(t)δ(x)δ(y − h), (6.33)
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and the lower boundary condition is given by the bipole solution (6.31). This δ-function form for
the current leads to a potential magnetic field everywhere except in the flux rope itself, which is
infinitessimally thin.
At a given time t this constitutes a Dirichlet boundary-value problem for Az(x, y, t) satisfying
the Poisson equation (6.27) in the upper half-plane. This may be solved using a standard Green’s
function technique (Forbes and Isenberg, 1991), where the solution takes the form
Az(x, y, t) = µ
∫ ∞
−∞
du
∫ ∞
0
dv G(x, y;u, v)jz(u, v, t) +
+
∫ ∞
−∞
duAz(u, 0, t)
∂G
∂v
∣∣∣∣
v=0
(6.34)
for a Green’s function satisfying
∇2x,yG(x, y;u, v) = δ(x, y;u, v) (6.35)
and G(x, 0;u, v) = 0. The first term in the solution (6.34) represents the contribution of the
flux rope current, and the second term the contribution from the photospheric boundary. For this
problem the Green’s function may be shown (e.g., Harrell and Herod, 2000) to be
G(x, y;u, v) =
1
4pi
ln
{
(x− u)2 + (y + v)2
(x− u)2 + (y − v)2
}
. (6.36)
Differentiating (6.36) gives
∂G
∂v
∣∣∣∣
v=0
=
1
pi
y
(x− u)2 + y2 (6.37)
so for our current density (6.33) we have the solution
Az(x, y, t) =
µI(t)
4pi
ln
{
x2 + (y + h)2
x2 + (y − h)2
}
+
1
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
du
yAz(u, 0, t)
(x− u)2 + y2 . (6.38)
It remains to substitute the lower boundary condition Az(u, 0, t), and to determine the time vari-
ation of the current I(t). The latter will be considered in Section 6.3.4 so we now consider the
two boundary condition for a single bipole. For this configuration the second term in the solution
(6.38) will give an integral of the form
A0ρ0
piq(t)
∫ ∞
−∞
du
y exp
{
− u2/(2q2(t))
}
(x− u)2 + y2 (6.39)
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which takes the form of the Voigt function
H(X,Y ) =
1
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dw
Y exp(−w2)
(X − w)2 + Y 2 (6.40)
for X = x/(
√
2q(t)) and Y = y/(
√
2q(t)). This function is well-studied in the context of atomic
absorption line profiles (Heinzel, 1978), so efficient methods have been developed to evaluate the
function H(X,Y ) and its derivatives (Wells, 1999). The solution (6.38) is now complete, except
for the form of I(t), to be derived in the next section, and also the equilibrium height h(t) which
will be determined in Section 6.3.5.
6.3.4 Flux Rope Coupling
Our main objective is to calculate the global equilibrium, in which the flux rope is treated as
an infinitessimally thin line current I(t). However, in order to find the functional form I(t) we
must consider the internal structure of the flux rope itself. The current will then be determined
by coupling the amount of magnetic flux in the rope with that cancelling at the photospheric PIL
below the rope.
Flux Rope Model
In the interior of the flux rope, where Bz and jz may be non-zero, a magnetic field of the form
(6.26) in force-free equilibrium, j × B = 0, satisfies the Grad-Shafranov equation. We use the
well-known solution for a uniformly twisted and cylindrically symmetric flux tube given by Gold
and Hoyle (1960). In cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z), with origin at (x, y) = (0, h) and z-axis
aligned with our z-axis, this solution may be written (Forbes and Priest, 1995, Appendix B) in the
form
Bz =
R20Bi
R20 + n2r2
, (6.41)
Bθ =
nR0rBi
R20 + n2r2
. (6.42)
Here Bi is the peak axial field Bz at the rope centre, and the twist parameter n is the number of
turns per length R0 along the rope. We set R0 to be the radius of the flux rope, which is assumed
small. This solution is shown in Figure 6.5 for several values of n. Notice that increasing the twist
causes less Bz flux and more Bθ flux inside the tube (r/R0 < 1). Also, for n larger than about 1,
Bz is mostly localised inside the tube, while Bθ is non-zero out to large radial distances.
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Figure 6.5: The Bz (a) and Bθ (b) components of the Gold-Hoyle solution as a function of r/R0,
for different values of the twist parameter n as given in the legend. Here Bi = 1.
Flux Rope Current
Note that our external solution derived in Section 6.3.3 required us to strictly set Bz = 0 for r >
R0, so that there will be a discontinuity in Bz at the surface of the tube. This discontinuity causes
a surface current (Forbes and Priest, 1995), which we need to take into account in determining the
total current. There will also be a corresponding discontinuity in Bθ, so that inside the tube
Bθ =
nR0rBi
R20 + n2r2
, Bz =
R20Bi
R20 + n2r2
for r < R0, (6.43)
and outside the tube
Bθ =
nR0rBo
R20 + n2r2
, Bz = 0 for r > R0. (6.44)
The total current will then be given by
I =
∫
A
j · dA = 1
µ
∮
r=R+0
B · dl = 2pinR0Bo
µ(1 + n2)
. (6.45)
To determine Bo in terms of Bi we impose magnetic pressure balance at the tube surface r = R0,
namely
B2θ (R0 + ²) → B2θ (R0 − ²) +B2z (R0 − ²) as ²→ 0. (6.46)
Expanding to leading order in ² gives
B2θ (R0 + ²) =
n2B2o
(1 + n2)2
+ O(²), (6.47)
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B2θ (R0 − ²) =
n2B2i
(1 + n2)2
+ O(²), (6.48)
B2z (R0 − ²) =
B2i
(1 + n2)2
+ O(²). (6.49)
Substituting into equation (6.46) gives
Bo =
√
1 + n2
n
Bi (6.50)
so that the total current is
I =
2piR0Bi
µ
√
1 + n2
. (6.51)
We need to know how I depends on the axial magnetic flux Φz in the tube. This flux is given by
Φz = 2pi
∫ R0
0
dr rBz(r) =
piR20 ln(1 + n
2)Bi
n2
(6.52)
and hence substituting for Bi from (6.51) gives
I(t) =
2n2
µR0
√
1 + n2 ln(1 + n2)
Φz(t). (6.53)
This is the important relation which determines the current I(t) in the flux rope, as a function of its
axial flux. Notice that the current also depends inversely on the flux rope radius R0, and increases
with increased twist n, as expected.
Axial Magnetic Flux
The axial magnetic flux Φz(t) will be coupled to the flux cancelling in the photosphere by setting
Φz(t) = Φ0 + δΦc(t), (6.54)
where Φ0 is the initial magnetic flux in the rope at t = 0, Φc(t) is the amount of magnetic flux that
has cancelled at the PIL, and δ is a constant of proportionality. The choice of δ is arbitrary in our
model, but should be between 0 and 1. In the van Ballegooijen and Martens (1989) scenario for
creation of flux ropes by cancellation (Section 5.2), a sensible choice for δ is taken to be around
0.5, since the flux from two reconnecting loops is divided between two new field lines: one along
the PIL which corresponds to our flux rope, and one transverse to the PIL which submerges.
The amount of magnetic flux Φc(t) cancelled at the underlying photospheric PIL is fixed by our
lower boundary condition (6.31). For the single bipole, the total flux at time t per unit length in
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the z direction is ∫ ∞
x0
By(x, t)dx = Az(0, t)−Az(∞, t) = B0e
1/2ρ20
q(t)
, (6.55)
so the required cancelled flux is
Φc(t) = B0e1/2ρ20
(
1
ρ0
− 1
q(t)
)
lz, (6.56)
since cancellation can occur only at the central PIL. Here lz is the length of the flux rope in the
z-direction where cancellation occurs. This is another undetermined parameter in our model. It
should really be a function of time as differential rotation tends to lengthen PILs, although it will
be assumed constant for simplicity.
6.3.5 Equilibrium Height
We have thus far found the magnetic field solution (6.38) in the corona, where the flux rope current
I(t) has been determined in Section 6.3.4. In this section we complete the model by fixing the
remaining free parameter in the model: the flux rope height h(t). This will be determined by
requiring that the flux rope be in static equilibrium.
Since we are assuming the flux rope radius R0 to be small, the vertical component of the Lorentz
force on the flux rope is Fy = I(t)Bextx (0, h, t), where Bextx is the magnetic field due to all sources
outside the flux rope. It is given by subtracting the self-field of the flux rope from our solution for
the total magnetic field Bx. We find
Bextx (0, h, t) =
[
Bx(x, y, t)−Bselfx (x, y, t)
]
x=0, y=h
=
[
∂Az
∂y
+
µI(t)(y − h)
2pi(x2 + (y − h)2)
]
x=0, y=h
=
µI(t)
4pih
+
B0e
1/2ρ20
q(t)
∂
∂y
{
H(X,Y )
}∣∣∣∣
x=0, y=h
=
µI(t)
4pih
+
B0e
1/2ρ20√
2q2(t)
HY
(
0,
h√
2q(t)
)
, (6.57)
where HY = ∂H/∂Y . This derivative is evaluated using the numerical method of Wells (1999).
The condition for equilibrium is given by Fy = 0, or
µI(t)
4pih(t)
+
B0e
1/2ρ20√
2q2(t)
HY
(
0,
h(t)√
2q(t)
)
= 0, (6.58)
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where from above we have
I(t) = f(n) {Φ0 + δΦc(t)} , (6.59)
with
f(n) =
2n2
µR0
√
1 + n2 ln(1 + n2)
(6.60)
and Φc(t) given by equation (6.56).
Assuming R0 and n to be constant in time, we may solve (6.58) for the equilibrium curve h(t) by
introducing the parametric variable λ = h/q, so that
h(λ) =
B0e
1/2ρ20λ√
2µf
{√
2µδflz − 4piλHY (0, λ/
√
2)
Φ0 + δB0e1/2ρ0lz
}
, (6.61)
t(λ) =
h2 − ρ20λ2
2Dλ2
. (6.62)
As a particular example we shall consider a medium-sized active region, with ρ0 = 0.05R¯ =
3.48× 107m and strength B0 = 2.826× 10−3 T. This would correspond to a total magnetic flux
of 1013 Wb (1021Mx) if the bipole were to be extended in two dimensions over the solar surface.
For the supergranular diffusivity we takeD = 450 km2s−1, while the magnetic permeability takes
its free-space value of µ = 4pi × 10−7 henry m−1 (Huba, 2006, p. 20).
We illustrate the solution here for a flux tube of radius R0 = 2 × 106m, with n = 1, δ = 0.5,
lz = 2ρ0, and Φ0 = 0Wb at t = 0. The equilibrium curve is plotted in Figure 6.6(a), and is seen
to have two branches. Example magnetic field lines at four points on the equilibrium curve are
shown in panels (c) to (f) of Figure 6.6. Consideration of the direction of the vertical force (Figure
6.6b) shows that the lower branch is stable and the upper branch is unstable. We would thus expect
a physical evolution to proceed along the lower branch, until equilibrium is lost at about t = 3.2
days. For larger t the photospheric field has sufficiently weakened that the confining force is no
longer sufficient to hold down the flux rope, indicating the possible onset of a dynamic eruption.
Parameter Dependence
To study the robustness of the equilibrium curve result, we consider varying the parameters n, R0,
δ, Φ0, and ρ0. Figure 6.7 shows how the time at which loss of equilibrium occurs varies as these
parameters are varied within reasonable ranges. In each case all other parameters are fixed at their
original value. The equilibrium curve is found always to have a similar shape to that illustrated in
Figure 6.6(a).
We may readily understand the directions of slope in Figure 6.7. Increasing either n or Φ0 while
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Figure 6.6: The single bipole solution. Top row shows (a) equilibrium curve and (b) vertical
force profile. Lower four panels show example field-line snapshots at different locations along
the equilibrium curve: (c) the initial condition, (d) stable equilibrium, (e) at the non-equilibrium
point, and (f) unstable equilibrium. Asterisks on the equilibrium curve (a) denote the location of
each snapshot.
keeping the other parameters fixed means a greater current I in the flux rope. Similarly, increasing
δ or lz means that I increases more quickly. On the other hand, a larger flux rope radius R0 for
the same flux means lower I , and increasing the bipole separation ρ0 means that surface flux
takes longer to cancel and I increases more slowly. This behaviour of I(t) directly influences the
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Figure 6.7: Time until loss of equilibrium, as a function of different parameters in the single
bipole model: (a) twist parameter, (b) flux rope radius, (c) proportion of cancelling flux entering
flux rope, (d) initial magnetic flux of flux rope, (e) half-separation between bipole peaks, and (f)
z-length of flux rope. In each case only one parameter is varied and the others are held at their
original values, given by n = 1, R0 = 2Mm, δ = 0.5, Φ0 = 0Wb, ρ0 = 34.8Mm, and lz = 2ρ0.
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stability of the flux rope, as if the current is too large it can not be held down by the background
magnetic field. Note that in reality the radius R0 is not arbitrary, but should also be determined
from the 3D field configuration. In our 2D model it remains a free parameter. Although the flux
rope radius varies as a function of I in some earlier 2D models (Isenberg, Forbes, and Demoulin,
1993; Forbes and Priest, 1995; Lin and van Ballegooijen, 2005), it is fixed only relative to an
arbitrary value R0 at some particular current.
One final remark concerns the strengthB0 of the bipole. This is not an independent variable; from
equation (6.61) we see that the equilibrium height h(t) depends only on the ratio B0/Φ0. In the
case where Φ0 = 0, the factors of B0 in (6.61) cancel so that it has no effect on the shape of the
equilibrium curve (although it will change the actual magnitude of the vertical force).
6.3.6 Quadrupolar Configuration
Thus far we have considered a flux rope located above the internal PIL of a single bipolar region.
We now consider the alternative situation of a flux rope between two neighbouring bipolar regions,
and compare with the simple point source model of Section 6.2. Since the diffusion equation
(6.29) for Az(x, t) on the photospheric boundary is linear, we may superimpose two solutions
of the form (6.31) to give two adjacent bipoles. For simplicity we assume that they have equal
strength −B0 (the minus sign gives us the same signs as the point source model) and size ρ0, and
that they are located at equal distances ±x1 either side of the origin. Then
Az(x, t) =
−B0e1/2ρ20
q(t)
[
exp
{
−(x− x1)
2
2q2(t)
}
+ exp
{
−(x+ x1)
2
2q2(t)
}]
. (6.63)
The corresponding vertical magnetic field on the photospheric boundary is illustrated at a sequence
of times in Figure 6.8(a).
For the quadrupolar boundary condition the equilibrium condition is found to be
µI(t)
4pih(t)
−
√
2B0e1/2ρ20
q2(t)
HY
(
x1√
2q(t)
,
h(t)√
2q(t)
)
= 0, (6.64)
where we have used the fact that HY (X,Y ) is an even function in X . As in the single bipole
solution the current I(t) is given by (6.59). However, the amount of flux Φc(t) cancelled at
the photospheric PIL beneath the flux rope is now different, and some care is necessary in its
calculation from the flux function Az . This is because there are two phases to the evolution, as
shown in Figure 6.9. Initially there are 4 polarities, as shown in Figure 6.9(a). At time tcrit the
inner polarities disappear completely to leave a bipolar configuration (Figure 6.9b). Now consider
the net flux in x < 0. For t < tcrit this is increasing, since negative flux is cancelling at both x = 0
and at P1, whereas positive flux is cancelling only at P1. However, for t > tcrit, all the flux in
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Figure 6.8: The quadrupolar solution, for parameter values given in the text. Panel (a) shows
the evolution of By(x, t) on the solar surface, at times t = 0 (solid), 37 days (dotted), 75 days
(dashed), 112 days (dot-dashed), and 150 days (dot-dot-dot-dashed). Panel (b) shows the equi-
librium curve, and the lower four panels show example field line snapshots, where (c) shows the
initial condition, (d) is in stable equilibrium, (e) is at the non-equilibrium point, and (f) is in
unstable equilibrium. Asterisks on the equilibrium curve (b) denote the location of each snapshot.
x < 0 is positive, and it is cancelling at x = 0 so that the net flux decreases. To determine tcrit,
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Figure 6.9: The two phases of the quadrupolar boundary condition for By(x, y = 0, t), at (a)
t = 0 and (b) t = tcrit. The points P1 and P2 label the internal PILs of the two bipoles, which are
initially located at ±x1. At t = tcrit the PILs P1 and P2 merge as the inner polarities cancel out
completely. Parameter values for this solution are given in the text.
we therefore consider the net flux in x < 0, which is given by
Az(0, t) =
2B0e1/2ρ20
q(t)
exp
{
− x
2
1
2q2(t)
}
. (6.65)
The time tcrit corresponds to the maximum net flux in x < 0, i.e. when ∂Az(0, t)/∂t = 0, which
gives
tcrit =
x21 − ρ20
2D
. (6.66)
For the example in Figure 6.8 we have tcrit = 533 days, which we will see is in fact long after the
loss of equilibrium.
Taking into account the change in sign of ∂Az(0, t)/∂t, the cancelled magnetic flux for the quad-
rupolar configuration is given by
Φc(t)/lz =
Az(0, t)−Az(0, 0) for t < tcrit,Φc(tcrit) +Az(0, tcrit)−Az(0, t) for t > tcrit. (6.67)
where from (6.65) we have
Az(0, 0) = 2B0e1/2ρ0 exp
{
− x
2
1
2ρ20
}
, Az(0, tcrit) =
2B0ρ20
x1
. (6.68)
This fixes all the terms in the equation (6.64) for the equilibrium curve. A parametric solution
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to this equation for h(t) is no longer possible in the same way as for the single bipole, so the
equation has been solved numerically (using Ridder’s method; Press et al., 1992, p. 351). As
a specific example we consider a simplified model of the two-bipole configuration studied in
3D simulations by Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006). We approximate this configuration by
assuming that the bipoles have no tilt with respect to a line of constant latitude, which we take as
the x-axis in our model. Following the original paper we takeB0 = 2×10−2 T,D = 600 km2s−1,
and ρ0 = 5◦ heliographic, giving ρ0 = 0.607× 108m. We take x1 = 4ρ0.
The resulting equilibrium curve, from equation (6.64), is plotted in Figure 6.8(b), again for the
standard choices of n = 1, R0 = 2Mm, δ = 0.5, lz = 2ρ0, and Φ0 = 0Wb. As in the
single bipole case there are two branches, with the lower branch stable and the upper branch
unstable. Snapshots of the field lines are given in panels (c) to (f) of Figure 6.8. Comparing
to the quadrupolar point source model (Section 6.2), we find the results from the simpler model
to essentially carry over to this more realistic case, at least for the example considered here. In
particular the shape of the equilibrium curve is similar, the stable equilibrium has topology D
(with no null point beneath the flux rope), and the unstable equilibrium has topology A1 (with an
X-point beneath the flux rope, and unlikely to be found in reality).
For these parameter values, the loss of equilibrium occurs on day 28. This agrees in order of
magnitude with the 3D simulation of Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006), where the flux rope
between the two bipoles lost equilibrium and “lifted off” 60 days after the start of the simulation.
In addition, the height of the flux rope in stable equilibrium (up to 75Mm) agrees with both
the Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006) simulation and with observations of real prominences.
However, we should point out that the parameters R0, n, and δ are rather arbitrary at present,
and will alter the timing of the loss of equilibrium in a similar way to the single bipole case.
Improved estimates for these parameters would require detailed parametrisation of the results
from 3D numerical simulations. The timing also depends strongly on x1, with equilibrium lost
earlier if the bipoles are closer together.
6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have used two 2D analytical models to explain the loss of equilibrium of a
coronal magnetic flux rope in response to surface motions. In Section 6.2 we modelled the flux
rope by a line current in a quadrupolar magnetic field from four photospheric point sources, and
found 5 possible topologies. We proved that only one topology, with no coronal null point below
the flux rope, could be in stable equilibrium. Moreover, as the photospheric sources are moved
apart, equilibrium is lost. These key results agree with Lin and van Ballegooijen (2005), and the
magnetic topology and structure of the equilibrium curve were found to hold in the improved
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model developed in Section 6.3. Here we included a realistic time-evolution of the surface field
(for both bipolar and quadrupolar cases), coupled to a more realistic force-free flux rope model.
For the quadrupolar case, with reasonable parameter values, we predict a timescale for loss of
equilibrium which agrees in order of magnitude with the magnetofrictional simulations of Mackay
and van Ballegooijen (2006).
The quadrupolar configurations described in this chapter are restricted to a flux rope current in
the positive z-direction, and a + − +− arrangement of photospheric magnetic sources. This is
the relevant sign of flux rope current for the flux ropes forming between the two bipoles in the
simulations of Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006), and also those which form in our global
simulations with the correct hemispheric sign of bipole twist β (see Chapter 7). We have also
computed solutions to our distributed source model with a−+−+ arrangement of sources (i.e. the
opposite direction of current in the flux rope, not illustrated). In that case the topology resembles
that found in the point dipole model of Lin and van Ballegooijen (2005) (right-hand panel of their
Figure 2), with two off-axis coronal nulls below the flux rope. Configurations with this direction
of flux rope current were investigated by Lin, Forbes, and Isenberg (2001) for non-symmetric
sources, but they found that the flux rope formed first above one of the bipolar regions, and did
not fundamentally require the quadrupolar geometry.
A limitation of both models described in this chapter is that they allow reconnection to occur
freely at coronal X-points: in other words the magnetic field is not frozen to the plasma. At the
opposite extreme, purely ideal-MHD versions of the model have been studied (e.g., Forbes and
Priest, 1995). In these models a vertical current sheet develops from the X-point beneath the
flux rope as the boundary motions are applied. This current sheet exerts a downward magnetic
tension on the flux rope, so that the equilibrium curve has a “cusp” structure with an additional
upper, stable equilibrium. After the initial catastrophe, the system settles to this upper equilibrium
with a current sheet. In such an ideal-MHD system, the lack of reconnection prevents a realistic
eruption (Lin, Soon, and Baliunas, 2003). Lin and Forbes (2000) modified the model to allow
for reconnection after the initial catastrophe, and found that only a modest rate of reconnection is
required for a plausible eruption.2 We note that reconnection has also been invoked in the sheared
arcade model of Mikic and Linker (1994). In order to produce a rapid eruption, they needed a
sudden onset of rapid reconnection, after a slow ideal shearing phase. This could occur due to a
tearing-mode instability as the current sheet lengthens or due to a micro-instability as the current
density increases (Forbes, 2000).
In a quadrupolar background field, 2D simulations of magnetic breakout find that a horizontal
current sheet forms at the overlying X-point, as the stressed field pushes out against it (Antiochos,
DeVore, and Klimchuk, 1999; MacNeice et al., 2004). When the current sheet gets as thin as the
2An inflow Alfve´n Mach number of MA > 0.013 is sufficient, in the more realistic atmosphere considered by Lin
(2002).
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numerical grid scale, numerical diffusion becomes significant and “breakout reconnection” sets in,
allowing an eruption to take place. The formation of this overlying current sheet and the breakout
reconnection, however, are a consequence of the loss of equilibrium of the inner arcade, or in our
case the flux rope. Thus, even without including the formation of current sheets, we might still
expect our simple model to give a valid prediction of a loss of equilibrium on the real Sun.
To finish this chapter, we note that our analytical models, and indeed most published models for
CME initiation, are 2D in nature and symmetric. Lin, Forbes, and Isenberg (2001) have demon-
strated that catastrophe behaviour is still likely if the symmetry assumption is relaxed, although
it is more complex owing to the larger number of parameters of the system. Recent authors have
also developed analytical models in 3D geometry (Lin, van Ballegooijen, and Forbes, 2002; Am-
ari et al., 2003; Isenberg and Forbes, 2007), but the full catastrophe behaviour of these models
remains to be investigated. In Chapter 7, we investigate the development of flux ropes in the 3D
global simulations developed in this thesis. We find numerous examples where flux ropes sud-
denly lose equilibrium as a result of gradual shearing by surface motions. The simple analytical
models of this chapter highlight the basic physical mechanism responsible.
Chapter 7
Identification and Lift-off of Flux Ropes
in Global Simulations
In this chapter we study the magnetic flux ropes occuring in our global simulations (specifically
the 177-day runs), and determine how many of these flux ropes lose equilibrium and lift off. The
basic physical mechanism behind these losses of equilibrium was demonstrated in Chapter 6. This
work represents the first stage of a long term project to test the feasibility of our global model for
the prediction of coronal mass ejections (CMEs).
The structure and evolution of a typical flux rope in our simulation are summarised in Section 7.1.
In Section 7.2 we develop and test an automated technique for detecting flux ropes, and present
statistics on the number of flux ropes in the different 177-day simulation runs. In Section 7.3 we
develop a further automated technique to detect lift-offs of the flux ropes. Finally, Section 7.4 de-
scribes a preliminary comparison with observations of real CMEs from the LASCO coronagraphs
on the SOHO satellite.
7.1 Example Flux Rope
The snapshots in Figure 7.1 show the evolution of a twisted flux rope in simulation run A2. This
structure is located above the internal PIL of a bipolar region which emerges on day 191. Shearing
and convergence due to surface motions lead to reconnection and formation of an axial coronal
field above the PIL, via the van Ballegooijen and Martens (1989) mechanism, as described in
Section 5.2. Eventually, around day 224, the flux rope loses equilibrium and lifts off, to be expelled
through the top of the computational box. A similar flux rope evolution was described in detail by
Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006) in their simulation with a pair of bipoles.
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Figure 7.1: Formation and lift-off of an example flux rope over the internal PIL of a bipole. Shown
on days 191, 213, 220, 223, 224, and 226 of simulation run A2. Grey shading shows radial field
component on the solar surface (white positive, black negative), and coloured lines show selected
coronal field lines. Blue field lines are closed and orange/yellow field lines are open. See the
movie rope42.mpg for an animated version of this figure.
The magnetic structure of the flux rope is shown in Figure 7.2, where the left column shows an
(x, z) cross-section through the centre of the rope. From its initial development around day 213,
the helical flux rope grows, and from around day 224 it rises rapidly. The magnetic structure is
characterised by the Lorentz force, which may be decomposed as
j×B = (B · ∇)B−∇
(
1
2
B2
)
, (7.1)
where the first term is the magnetic tension (linked to curvature of field lines) and the second term
is the magnetic pressure gradient. In a flux rope, the helical structure is such that the vertical
component of the tension force acts inward toward the rope axis. By contrast the vertical pressure
gradient acts outward, because the field is stronger inside the rope than outside. This pattern of
Lorentz force components was demonstrated by Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006, see their
Figure 13), and may be seen here in the right column of Figure 7.2. At the height of the flux rope
axis, indicated by the blue dashed line, there is a sign reversal in both the pressure and tension
components on both day 213 and day 224. Below the axis the tension force is seen to be positive,
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Figure 7.2: Magnetic field structure of the flux rope shown in Figure 7.1, on days 191, 213, and
224 of run A2. Left column shows a section through centre of the flux rope, where colour contours
show normal field component By (red positive, green negative), and black lines show projections
of field lines in the (x, z) plane. Right column shows pressure (solid line) and tension (dotted line)
components of the Lorentz force as a function of height at a central point in the flux rope. Blue
dashed lines indicate the height of the flux rope axis.
while above it is negative. The converse is true for the pressure force. In Section 7.2 we make use
of this characteristic pattern of pressure and tension forces to detect flux ropes automatically in
our simulated magnetic field.
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7.2 Automated Flux Rope Detection
In this section we describe the automated technique developed to locate magnetic flux ropes in our
global simulations. The 3-stage algorithm is outlined in Section 7.2.1. Results are compared to
manual identification for a 13-day test period in Section 7.2.2, before presenting flux rope statistics
for the full simulation in Section 7.2.3.
7.2.1 Algorithm
To detect flux ropes in a sequence of daily snapshots from our global simulation, we have de-
veloped the following 3-stage procedure:
1. Point Testing
Test individual points on the numerical grid for the characteristic “flux rope” structure of
sign changes in the vertical magnetic pressure and tension forces, as described in Section
7.1.
2. Clustering
Use a hierarchical clustering algorithm (Johnson, 1967) to associate neighbouring points
which form part of the same flux rope structure.
3. Time Correlation
Identify which ropes are new, and which were present on the previous day. This is done
by (1) finding pairs of ropes which overlap on consecutive days, then (2) merging chains of
ropes which overlap over multiple days.
Writing the vertical components of the Lorentz force as
P = −zˆ · ∇
(
1
2
B2
)
, T = zˆ · (B · ∇)B, (7.2)
the condition for a “flux rope” structure at a point (x, y, z) is
P (x, y, z − 1) < 0, P (x, y, z + 1) > 0, T (x, y, z − 1) > 0, T (x, y, z + 1) < 0. (7.3)
In practice it has been found necessary to restrict the selection with a threshold value of ±5 (in
code units of force). An example of the points selected by this procedure is shown in Figure 7.3(a),
for day 202. The selected points are shown by blue asterisks, projected on the solar surface. The
grid of points tested extends over all x and y, and from z = 1 to z = 21 in height, the latter
to save computational effort. In addition, the resolution of this grid is 3 times coarser than the
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Figure 7.3: Automatic detection of flux rope “points” and clustering into separate ropes, illustrated
for day 202 of run A2. Panel (a) shows points selected from their Lorentz force structure, projected
on the solar surface where white shading denotes positive radial field and grey shading negative.
Panel (b) shows 3D field lines traced using the flux rope points as startpoints (as usual grey shading
shows radial surface field and coloured lines are field lines: yellow/orange for open field and blue
for closed). The image is centred at longitude 220◦. Panel (c) shows the flux rope structures
found by the clustering algorithm; each flux rope is colour-coded and numbered. The clustering
algorithm itself is illustrated in panel (d).
computational grid, again to reduce computational effort, particularly in the clustering and time
correlation stages. Using the selected points as start-points for field line tracing, we obtain the field
lines shown in Figure 7.3(b). A number of flux ropes are visible, including a large one around the
north polar crown1. We also see that some spurious structures have been selected, such as single
field lines or unsheared arcades. In order to concentrate the sample on twisted flux ropes, we
1In fact this is the location of filament 448: see Section 5.5.1 for a discussion of the formation of this structure.
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have implemented the extra condition of a sufficiently strong parallel current at each point tested,
requiring that
j‖ ≡
|j ·B|
B2
> 5. (7.4)
The basic clustering idea is simple, and is sketched in Figure 7.3(d). Starting with each point as an
individual entity, the closest two points are grouped together, and the process is repeated until the
shortest inter-group distance is above some threshold dmin. The value of this parameter is set to 6,
after experiment and visual comparison with the field line structure. The clustering algorithm is
described in detail in Appendix C, Section C.1. After running the clustering algorithm, any groups
with fewer than nmin points are removed, as these tend to be spurious structures. Experiment has
given an optimum value of nmin = 8. The results of clustering for day 202 of run A2 are shown in
Figure 7.3(c), where each final group has been colour coded. After excluding groups with fewer
than 8 points we find 31 flux ropes, of varying sizes.
Finally we consider the time correlation procedure. The algorithm is described in Appendix C,
Section C.2. Since flux ropes can merge or fragment there will always be an arbitrariness to this
tracking process. We assume that two flux ropes on consecutive days are the same structure if they
have at least one overlapping point in the x and y directions. We do not require overlap in the z
direction so as to allow for vertical motion (lift-off). The results of time correlation over a 2-day
correlation period are shown in Figure 7.4 for days 202 and 203 of simulation run A2. Panels
(a) and (b) show the flux ropes identified by the clustering algorithm on each day independently,
with independent numbering on each day. Panels (c) and (d) show the merged structures and new
numbering resulting from the time correlation algorithm. The 29 resulting flux ropes are mostly
present over both days; only rope 24 vanishes on day 203 and ropes 28 and 29 appear. We can see
several cases where multiple initial flux ropes have been merged into a single structure by the time
correlation procedure. For example, rope 16 on day 202 (Figure 7.4a) has split into two sections
on day 203, labelled 21 and 22 in Figure 7.4(b). Because both ropes 21 and 22 overlap the earlier
rope 16, they are all merged together by the time correlation to give a single rope 15 in Figures
7.4(c) and (d).
7.2.2 Results for 13-day Test Period
To test the automated three-stage procedure for flux rope detection we have run the code on the 13-
day period from day 202 to day 214, in simulation run A2. After time-correlation the code finds
a total of 46 flux ropes over this period, with a mean lifetime of 7.33 days and a mean 25.9 ropes
present on any individual day. The ropes are shown on a selection of 6 days in Figure 7.5. We
have studied the magnetic structures around these ropes in detail manually, to assess the automatic
procedure.
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Figure 7.4: The time correlation procedure in action, for a 2-day correlation period of days 202
and 203. The flux ropes determined independently on each day are shown in (a) and (b); there are
31 on day 202 and 36 on day 203. The flux ropes resulting from the time correlation procedure
are shown on each day in (c) and (d), along with their new numbers. There are now 29 flux ropes
in total over the 2-day period.
The identification of individual flux ropes is sometimes arbitrary, as there is a continuous variation
in the magnetic field, and flux ropes may merge and interact over time. For example, Figure 7.6(a)
shows rope 5, which consists of several flux ropes. Two of these sections—labelled A and B on
day 202 and both sinistral—are seen to merge, connecting at their north ends by day 212. This
occurs as the positive polarity region they enclose is squeezed and cancelled by the surrounding
negative polarity regions. Eventually this cancellation triggers an eruption of the flux rope on
about day 216. Merging of two flux ropes with like chirality is supported by filament observations
(Martin, Bilimoria, and Tracadas, 1994; Schmieder et al., 2004; van Ballegooijen, 2004), and also
by theoretical simulations (DeVore, Antiochos, and Aulanier, 2005).
In the 13-day test period we find that 6 of the 46 flux ropes have a complex, multi-sectioned
structure (ropes 2, 5, 12, 17, 18, and 30). Three of these are shown in Figure 7.6. In the case of rope
30 (Figure 7.6c) the complex simply consists of two independent flux ropes which are grouped
together by the clustering algorithm due to their close proximity. The automatic procedure is
inaccurate here, but most flux ropes in the other 5 complexes appear to be inter-connected and to
interact, justifying their grouping together.
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Figure 7.5: Flux ropes determined by the three-stage automated procedure over the 13-day cor-
relation period from day 202 to day 214, shown on selected days. This test uses simulation run
A2. Each flux rope is colour-coded and labelled with its final ID number. All ropes are shown
projected on the solar surface, where grey shading shows the surface radial magnetic field (white
positive, grey negative).
There are also 15 flux ropes out of the 46 detected by the automated procedure that are not in-
dependent, according to the manual inspection, but rather are part of one of the other flux ropes.
Although we have optimised the automatic procedure, there will always be errors due to the sub-
jective nature of the flux rope selection. Thus the overall number of flux ropes detected by this
procedure is perhaps 20% higher than that really present. In Section 7.2.3 we use the automated
procedure to study flux ropes in the full 177-day simulations.
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Figure 7.6: Examples of complex flux rope structures during the 13-day test period: (a) rope
5, (b) rope 12, and (c) rope 30, where numbers correspond to those in Figure 7.5. As usual
contours show the surface radial magnetic field (white/solid lines for positive, grey/dashed lines
for negative). Coloured lines show coronal field lines projected on the surface (yellow open, blue
closed), traced from the flux rope points. Rope 12 is shown on day 202 and rope 30 on day 212.
See also the movies rope5.mpg and rope12.mpg showing the evolution of the rope 5 and rope
12 complexes.
7.2.3 Flux Ropes over the Full Simulation
In this section we use the automated detection code developed in Section 7.2.1 to study the flux
ropes over the 177-day simulation runs introduced in Chapter 4.
The first statistics, shown in Figure 7.7, do not use the third stage of our automated procedure
(time correlation), being calculated independently on each of the 177 days. Figure 7.7(a) shows
the mean latitude over all flux rope points, as a function of time. This follows a similar pattern
in all five runs, settling to a mean latitude of approximately 55◦ to 60◦ after the initial ramp-up
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Figure 7.7: Flux rope statistics calculated on each day independently (i.e. with point testing
and clustering stages only), over the 177-day simulations. Panel (a) shows the mean latitude of
flux rope points for each run, with colours given in the legend. Vertical bars show one standard
deviation for run A4. Panel (b) shows the mean number of points in each flux rope on each day,
with runs given by the same colours as (a).
phase, although there is considerable latitudinal spread as evidenced by the standard deviation
shown for run A4. As for the small differences between runs, we see that, later in the simulation,
higher bipole twist leads to a slightly lower average flux rope latitude. This is because the extra
twist helps flux ropes to form more quickly amongst newly-emerged bipoles, before the field has
been transported to higher latitude. The dip in average latitude between about day 200 and day
220 is caused by the lift-off of a large flux rope located at high latitude (rope 18 in Figure 7.5, also
shown in Figure 7.3b).
There is a similar dip at around day 200 in the average size of flux ropes, as shown in Figure 7.7(b),
where the mean number of points in each flux rope (after clustering but before time correlation) is
plotted on each day. Note that the spacing of these points is 3 times that of the numerical grid. Flux
ropes gradually grow—more rapidly than the number of flux ropes grows—over the simulation,
as more shear is built up. This again shows the importance of long-term evolution of the coronal
field. There is no overall difference between the size of flux ropes in the different runs, although
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Figure 7.8: Number of flux ropes present in each 177-day simulation run, as given by colours in
the legend. The number of ropes is calculated using the three-stage automated procedure with 10-
day correlation periods. For each run we show the mean over two sets of staggered, overlapping
correlation periods. Error bars show the standard deviation between the two sets.
there are short-term fluctuations.
We now turn to the question of how many flux ropes are present in the simulation, after the time
correlation procedure has been applied to track them over multiple time frames. The number of
ropes found depends on the length of the correlation period used for the time correlation algorithm.
Too long a correlation period leads to larger overlapping chains and too few flux ropes being
reported. Too short a period results in too many flux ropes being reported. We tried dividing the
177 days into various sub-periods, including 10 days, 27 days, and 55 days. Comparison with flux
ropes identified manually during the 13-day test period (Section 7.2.2) showed that the shorter
correlation period of 10 days was best. The flux ropes found on any specific day will then depend
on which surrounding 10-day interval is chosen. To estimate the error here we choose two sets of
10-day periods, one at a 5-day offset from the other. For each day we then average the numbers
found using each set of periods, to give the results shown in Figure 7.8 for each run.
Figure 7.8 shows an increase in the number of flux ropes, from zero initially, saturating after about
45 days of simulation at around 25 flux ropes. In this initial ramp-up phase the same number of
flux ropes are found in each of the four runs with bipole emergence. Slightly fewer are found
in run Ano, because some of the flux ropes in the other runs are directly caused by emerging
magnetic fields. Over the rest of the simulation, run Ano shows a decline in the number of flux
ropes, as they disappear due to lift-off or flux cancellation. These processes occur in the other runs
too, but in these a steady number of flux ropes is sustained by flux emergence which creates new
ropes. Finally, we see no overall difference in the number of ropes between the four runs with
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bipole emergence, although they fluctuate at different times, between about 18 and 30 ropes.
Having developed an automated technique for detecting the presence of flux ropes, in Section 7.3
we consider which of these ropes lose equilibrium and lift off.
7.3 Flux Rope Lift-offs
In this section we develop an automated technique to determine which flux ropes in our simulation
lift off. An example lift-off was illustrated in Section 7.1. In Section 7.3.1 we compare possible
techniques for automatic detection of lift-offs, and we present results for our 177-day simulations
in Section 7.3.2.
7.3.1 Automated Detection of Lift-offs
We consider two basic indicators of flux rope lift-off:
1. A dip in magnetic pressure beneath the flux rope, signifying a converging magnetic pressure
force and possible reconnection.
2. A mean upward acceleration of the flux rope.
Signature (1) was described by Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006), for a flux rope forming in
their two-bipole experiment. Surface diffusion converges flux at the PIL, initially causing a higher
magnetic pressure there. However, as the flux rope begins to rise, it creates a region of low field
strength beneath, i.e. a dip in magnetic pressure. This dip in pressure drives reconnection at a QSL
(quasi-separatrix layer, the 3D analogue of a 2D X-point, Priest and Forbes, 2000, p. 278) which
forms beneath the flux rope. In Figure 7.9 we see this magnetic structure in a flux rope taken from
our simulation run A2 (the same flux rope as Figure 7.2). Figure 7.9(a) shows a section through
the flux rope on day 224, with field lines projected in the (x, z) plane. Figure 7.9(b) shows the
magnetic pressure B2/(2µ) along two horizontal lines: at height z = 8 (through the QSL beneath
the flux rope) and at height z = 12 (through the flux rope). There is a clear dip in the magnetic
pressure at the height of the QSL, compared to the peak in magnetic pressure in the flux rope
itself. The red arrows in Figure 7.9(a) indicate the inward pressure gradient which drives the field
in toward the QSL to reconnect. The upward tension force from the reconnected field lines then
helps the flux rope to rise.
The second method for detecting lift-offs is based on the self-evident observation that a flux rope
lifting off will have an upward velocity. We find that a typical lift-off starts gradually then acceler-
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Figure 7.9: Dip in magnetic pressure beneath a rising flux rope: (a) end view of rope on day 224
(same rope as Figure 7.2), and (b) magnetic pressure along two horizontal x-sections at heights
z = 8 (underneath flux rope, solid line) and z = 12 (through flux rope, dashed line). In (a) colour
contours show normal field component By (red positive, green negative), and black lines show
projections of field lines in the (x, z) plane.
ates rapidly (see Figure 9 of Mackay and van Ballegooijen, 2006). A successful method to detect
eruptions is to look for an increase in the mean upward velocity of points in the flux rope.
Table 7.1 lists the eight criteria that we have tried for automated detection of lift-offs. Those
labelled (D1) to (D3) look for a dip in magnetic pressure along a horizontal cut beneath the flux
rope, and those labelled (A1) to (A5) use the mean acceleration of the flux rope. The magnetic
pressure is computed at three positions along the flux rope, after calculating the flux rope axis
direction by a least-squares fit to the individual points in the rope. The three positions allow for
the possibility that the flux rope may lift off from one end only. We label the flux rope as lifting off
if there is a dip in magnetic pressure at any of the three positions (for D1 and D3), or at any two
of the three positions (for D2). We test for dips in magnetic pressure at each of the three positions
by comparing the value on the axis with the values 2 units on either side, along horizontal cuts at
each height between z = 5 and z = 20. If there is a dip at any height then this position is labelled
as having a dip. The criteria using upward acceleration (A1 to A5) consider the velocity vz (as
computed in the code via equation 4.10) averaged over all points in the flux rope. We try both the
median vz (A1 and A2) and the mean vz (A3, A4, and A5). Criteria (A1) to (A4) require only
that there is an increase in the average vz over either one or two consecutive days. Criterion (A5)
requires that the mean vz should increase by at least 20ms−1 between any two consecutive days.
To select the optimum criterion we compare results using each of the eight criteria (Table 7.1) with
known lift-offs of flux ropes from our manual test period (day 202 to day 214). These tests use
simulation run A2. Table 7.2 lists each flux rope detected during the test period by the three-stage
automated procedure (Section 7.2.1). The 15 flux ropes detected by the procedure but not really
independent (Section 7.2.2) are given in brackets after the rope they belong to. The third column
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Criteria
(D1) dip in magnetic pressure at ≥ 1 position on ≥ 1 day
(D2) dip in magnetic pressure at ≥ 2 positions on ≥ 1 day
(D3) dip in magnetic pressure at ≥ 1 position on ≥ 2 consecutive days
(A1) increase in median vz for ≥ 1 day
(A2) increase in median vz for ≥ 2 consecutive days
(A3) increase in mean vz for ≥ 1 day
(A4) increase in mean vz for ≥ 2 consecutive days
(A5) maximum day-to-day increase in mean vz > 20ms−1
Table 7.1: Criteria used for detection of flux rope lift-offs.
shows the number of lift-offs identified manually from each flux rope between day 200 and day
220. The extended period is to allow some margin for timing error in our automated procedure.
The ropes with more than one lift-off during the period are actually the complexes of multiple
ropes described in Section 7.2.2; no single section of PIL generated more than one lift-off during
this short period. The right-hand eight columns of Table 7.2 show whether a lift-off was detected
between days 202 and 214 using each of the criteria in Table 7.1. Incorrect results are highlighted
in red, and at the bottom of each column we give the total numbers of false positives (where a
lift-off was indicated despite being absent) and false negatives (where a lift-off occured but was
not detected).
We see that the methods using acceleration of the flux rope (A1 to A5) perform better than those
using dips in magnetic pressure (D1 to D3). In particular there are fewer false positives. This
suggests that the presence of a dip in magnetic pressure (along a horizontal cut) does not always
imply a loss of equilibrium. The best criteria according to this test is (A5), i.e. a high enough
mean acceleration between consecutive days. This method correctly identifies whether 24 out of
31 flux ropes lift-off (77%).
As with the automated flux rope detection, there will always be limitations to the automated pro-
cedure for detecting lift-offs. Even with manual detection, there is subjectivity about what con-
stitutes a “lift-off”. We have included both sudden rises caused by new bipolar regions emerging
nearby and the more usual lift-offs caused by the gradual build-up of excess twist. We also include
partial lift-offs where only one end of a flux rope lifts off. Typically the other is held down by an
overlying field from neighbouring regions. The majority of lift-offs remove the main twisted part
of the flux rope through the top boundary of the computational box, usually within several days
of the rapid acceleration starting. These might correspond to coronal mass ejections (CMEs, see
Section 7.4). One important limitation is that the automated technique cannot distinguish multiple
lift-offs from the same flux rope complex, such as rope 12 in our test period (illustrated in Figure
7.6b) where there are five lift-offs between day 200 and 220. Each of these corresponds to a dif-
ferent section of PIL, although four of the lift-offs are connected, with the first lift-off stripping
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Flux Days Actual Number Detected Lift-offs
Rope Detected of Lift-offs (D1) (D2) (D3) (A1) (A2) (A3) (A4) (A5)
1 202-214 0 y y y y y y y n
2 202-214 0 y y y n n n n n
3 202-214 1 y n n y n y n n
4 202-214 1 y n n y y y y y
5 202-214 3 y y y y n y y y
6 (39) 202-214 1 y y y y n y y y
7 (45) 202-214 1 y y y y y y n y
8 202-214 0 y y y y y y n n
9 202-214 1 y y y y n y n y
10 202-214 1 y n n y y y n n
11 202-214 1 y n y y y y y y
12 (14, 35, 40) 202-214 5 y y y y y y y n
13 202-214 0 n n n y y y y n
15 (26) 202-203 0 y y y y y y y y
16 202-214 0 y y y y y y n y
17 (31, 41) 202-214 4 y y y y n y y y
18 (24, 28) 202-214 2 y y y y y y y y
19 202-209 1 y y y y y y y y
20 202-211 0 y y y y y y n n
22 (21, 25) 202-214 0 y y y y y y y y
23 (38) 202-209 0 y y y n n n n n
27 (46) 205-214 0 y n y y y y n n
29 (33) 207-208 0 n n n n n n n n
30 208-214 2* y y y n n n n n*
32 210 0 y y n n n n n n
34 210-213 0 y n y n n n n n
36 210-211 0 y y y n n n n n
37 211-214 0 n n n n n n n n
42 213-214 0 n n n n n n n n
43 214 0 y y n n n n n n
44 214 0 n n n n n n n n
(Total: 31) False Positives: 13 11 11 8 8 8 4 3
False Negatives: 0 4 3 1 6 1 5 4
Table 7.2: Comparison of criteria for detecting flux rope lift-offs, using test-period from day 202
to day 213 (run A2). First column shows ID number of each flux rope (as shown in Figure 7.5).
Numbers in brackets indicate ropes which were labelled independent by the automatic procedure
but which are actually part of the same structure. Second column shows the days when the flux
rope was detected by the automatic procedure. Third column shows the actual number of lift-offs
found manually between day 200 and 220, and the remaining columns show whether lift-offs were
detected with each criteria (y/n for yes/no). In these columns, red colouring indicates incorrect
detections. The criteria are given in Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.10: Number of flux rope lift-offs detected in each 177-day simulation run, given by
colours in the legend. Each point shows the number of lift-offs detected by criteria (A5) in a 10-
day correlation period around that day (after running the three-stage flux rope detection procedure
on the 10-day period). The chosen periods each overlap by 5 days.
off overlying field and causing the three other flux ropes to destabilise.
In the next section we use criterion (A5) to study the approximate number of lift-offs in the full
simulations.
7.3.2 Flux Rope Lift-offs in Full Simulation
In this section we estimate the number of flux rope lift-offs at different times through our 177-day
simulations, using the automated technique developed in Section 7.3.1. As in Section 7.2.3 we
divide the simulation into 10-day correlation periods for the tracking of flux ropes, before identi-
fying lift-offs in each period independently. As before, to control the accuracy of our estimate we
choose the 10-day periods to overlap so that each day is covered by two such periods. Figure 7.10
shows the number of flux rope lift-offs detected in each correlation period, for each of the five
simulation runs.
To estimate the total number of lift-offs we halve the total for each run, since there are always two
correlation periods overlapping. This gives the numbers in Table 7.3. We see that the number of
lift-offs differs significantly for each run; this is also evident in Figure 7.10. Run Ano, with no
flux emergence, shows fewest lift-offs, especially late in the simulation. This is expected because
the cancelled and ejected magnetic flux is not replenished by new bipoles. For the four runs with
emerging flux, we see that a higher emerging-bipole twist leads to more lift-offs, with the most
in run A4. This result is expected in our scenario where flux ropes lose equilibrium and lift off
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Run Number of Lift-offs
Am2 89
A0 83
A2 109
A4 121
Ano 41
Table 7.3: Number of flux rope lift-offs in each 177-day simulation run.
when they build up excessive twist. There are still 83 flux rope lift-offs in run A0, showing the
importance of new flux emergence even if it is untwisted, along with subsequent gradual shearing
by surface motions. The sign of emerging-bipole twist is also seen from Table 7.3 to make a
difference, with 109 lift-offs for run A2 but only 89 for run Am2. This may be explained by
referring to our earlier results for current helicity and filament chirality (Chapters 4 and 5). In
run Am2, we found that shearing by surface motions reverses the initial “wrong” skew in bipoles.
During this reversal, which takes place on a slow differential-rotation timescale, the amount of
shear along internal-bipole PILs is decreasing rather than increasing. Build-up of sufficient twist
for lift-off at these locations will thus be delayed.
It should be noted here that the amount of twist added to the bipoles was not observationally
determined. If, in fact, more helicity were added in some bipoles, than there would be more lift-
offs. In the next section, we compare the number of simulated lift-offs, and their distribution, with
observations of real CMEs during the simulation period.
7.4 Comparison with CME Observations
In this section we compare the distribution of flux rope lift-offs in our simulation with observations
of coronal mass ejections (CMEs) during the same period, from the SOHO satellite.2 We use the
LASCO CME Catalogue (Yashiro et al., 2004),3 which contains all CMEs identified manually
since 1996 from the LASCO C2 and C3 telescopes (Large Angle and Spectrometric COronagraph;
the C1 instrument was disabled in June 1998 and is not used). Figure 7.11 shows a sequence of 3
selected observations for a typical CME. This event occured on the West limb on 1999 May 30.
It is a reasonably large CME, with angular width 120◦ and mass 3.2× 1015 g (for an explanation
of the mass estimate see Vourlidas et al., 2000). The sample includes CMEs with estimated mass
between 1.7× 1013 g and 1.5× 1016 g, with a mean mass of 1.9× 1015 g (for events where mass
2SOHO is a project of international cooperation between ESA and NASA.
3Available online at http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/. The CME catalog is generated and main-
tained at the CDAW Data Center by NASA and The Catholic University of America in cooperation with the Naval
Research Laboratory.
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Figure 7.11: Sequence of 3 observations of a typical CME by the LASCO/C2 coronagraph on
SOHO, with EIT 195A˚ images overlayed. Top row (a to c) shows single intensity images, and
bottom row (d to f) shows difference images at the same times.
can be measured).
In total, the LASCO catalogue included 518 events during the period 1999 May 20 (day 140 in our
simulation) to 1999 Oct 10 (day 283). We do not compare the period of the simulation before day
140 as this represents the ramp-up time from the initial potential field (visible in the number of lift-
offs, Figure 7.10). We do not use all 518 events in our study, but rather remove both halo events
(because the latitude is uncertain) and events labelled “Poor Event” by the instrument operator.
This leaves a sample of 335 CMEs observed between day 140 and day 283. The latitude and day
of each of these events is plotted as a point on Figure 7.12(a). The grey shading shows data gaps
where the instruments were inoperative for more than 3 hours. Mostly these gaps are short, but
there is a notable gap with no observations between day 269 and day 278.
7.4.1 Number of Events
The number of CMEs in the LASCO catalogue is rather greater than the number of flux rope
lift-offs in our simulation. Even in run A4, with the highest twist of emerging bipoles, we only
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have about 112 lift-offs between days 140 and 283, as compared to 335 in the LASCO data. The
observed number could be even higher due to the instrument data gaps. Thus, in principle, we
could explain about a third of observed CMEs by our loss of equilibrium mechanism. However,
we could explain a greater proportion if we were to use a higher value of emerging-bipole twist β,
or if we were to remove observed CMEs that occur from the same region in quick succession. Such
multiple eruptions cannot be reproduced in our model where twist must build up again gradually
after each flux rope lifts off.
7.4.2 Latitude Distribution
Figure 7.12(b) compares the latitude distribution of the 335 observed CMEs with the flux rope lift-
offs from simulation run A4. The dashed lines show the 10th and 90th percentiles, between which
latitudes 80% of events lie. The distribution of observed CMEs (black) shows a clear hemispheric
asymmetry, with more events at higher latitudes in the northern hemisphere. This appears to be
a temporary pattern in the period considered, as for the full year 1999 Yashiro et al. (2004) find
the percentiles to be at −56◦ and 64◦. This typically broad distribution near solar maximum
contrasts with the narrow distribution (between−24◦ and 20◦) at solar minimum in 1996. The red
curve shows the (mean) latitude distribution of simulated flux rope lift-offs, averaged between two
overlapping sets of correlation periods (as in Section 7.2.3). The latitudes broadly match those of
the observed CMEs, except that there are fewer events at high latitudes in the northern hemisphere,
and thus a weaker hemispheric asymmetry. This lack of high-latitude lift-offs may reflect the fact
that in the 177-day simulation there has not been sufficient time for poleward transport of helicity
from active latitudes.
7.4.3 Longitude Distribution
Figure 7.13 shows the longitude distribution of both observed CMEs and simulated lift-offs (in
Carrington longitude: the reference frame of our simulation). The red curve shows the mean
longitudes of simulated flux rope lift-offs, again averaged over two sets of 10-day correlation
periods. The longitude of observed CMEs is much more difficult to determine than the latitude.
To assign approximate longitudes to LASCO CMEs, we have used two methods:
1. Directly from LASCO data. Simply use the Carrington longitude of the east or west limb
(as appropriate), on the day the CME was observed. This is equivalent to using the LASCO
Carrington maps4 produced for the east and west limbs.
4See the website http://lasco-www.nrl.navy.mil.
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Figure 7.12: Latitude distribution of CMEs and flux rope lift-offs between day 140 and day 283.
Panel (a) shows the latitude-time distribution of the 335 events from the LASCO CME catalogue.
Instrument data gaps are shown in grey. Panel (b) shows a histogram of latitudes in 5◦ bins, for
both the observed CMEs (black) and the simulated lift-offs in run A4 (red). The simulated results
show the mean over two sets of staggered, overlapping 10-day correlation periods, with error
bars showing the standard deviation between the two sets. Dashed lines show the 10th and 90th
percentile latitudes for the observed and simulated events.
2. From associated surface events. We use a data set assembled by Howard, Nandy, and
Koepke (2008) of surface events associated with CMEs in the LASCO catalogue. These
surface events include Hα flares and disappearing filaments, taken from ground-based ob-
servations in the NOAA Solar Geophysical Database.5 A surface event is associated with a
particular CME if its timing is within ±1 hour of the CME onset time (estimated assuming
a constant outward speed), and its latitude and longitude are in the same quadrant as any
part of the angular span of the CME. It should be noted that some CMEs are associated
with multiple surface events, and many with none. Also some surface events are listed with
multiple CMEs. During our period of interest from day 140 to day 283, and after removing
“Poor Events”, the number of CMEs with associated surface events is 208 (as compared
to 335 CMEs in total). For each CME we take the mean longitude between all associated
surface events.
The black curves in Figure 7.13 show the longitude distribution obtained with each of these meth-
ods (solid curve for method 1, dashed for method 2). Both methods show some tendency for
more events at Carrington longitudes of greater than about 150◦, although this difference is more
pronounced for method 2. In particular there are few events between 0◦ and 150◦ longitude for
method 2. Presumably this indicates strong spatial variation in the number of surface events ob-
5The Solar Geophysical Database is maintained by NOAA and made available courtesy of the Solar-Terrestrial
Physics Division.
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Figure 7.13: Longitude distribution of events between day 140 and day 283, in 20◦ bins. Red curve
shows longitudes of simulated lift-offs in run A4, averaged over two sets of 10-day correlation
periods, with error bars showing the standard deviation between the two sets. Solid black curve
shows the observed longitudes determined directly from LASCO data (method 1), and dashed
black curve shows observed longitudes determined using associated surface events (method 2).
served, which is only partially reflected in the distribution of CMEs. Either there are CMEs not
associated with the type of surface events considered, or the surface observations are incomplete
(but this is unlikely as the results are assembled over 5 Carrington rotations). The simulated lift-
offs do not reproduce the observed bias towards “active longitudes” over 150◦, but rather show
some bias to about 100◦. However they do reproduce the generally well-distributed longitude
profile of method 1.
7.4.4 Conclusion
To summarise this section, we have compared the latitude and longitude distribution of simulated
flux rope lift-offs with observed CMEs from the LASCO catalogue. Our simulations produce
a reasonable latitude distribution, although there are relatively few lift-offs at high latitudes—
possibly because the 177-day simulation run is too short to allow the transport of helicity to high
latitudes. The longitude distribution is relatively flat, and does not reproduce the active longitudes
observed in the LASCO data. However, the longitude observations are very approximate and
uncertain, and furthermore we have used only an average longitude for each simulated flux rope,
some of which extend for many tens of degrees in length.
The total number of lift-offs is about a third of the number of LASCO CMEs, after events desig-
nated as “Poor” by the instrument operator have been removed from the data set. Our simulations
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will always underestimate the number of events, for several reasons. Firstly our quasi-static evol-
ution cannot reproduce multiple events in quick succession from the same region. Also, whilst we
have demonstrated that loss of magnetic equilibrium (Chapter 6) can explain many CMEs, erup-
tions may also be triggered by the dynamic emergence of flux (e.g., Archontis, Hood, and Brady,
2007), by various instabilities (e.g., the kink instability, To¨ro¨k and Kliem, 2005), or perhaps by
the effects of gas pressure and gravity.
Since our simulation reproduces a third of all CMEs, this is a positive first step towards a capability
of CME prediction. Many refinements are needed in the model. A critical one would be to use the
observed twists of individual active regions, rather than assuming the same twist for all regions
in each hemisphere. We have demonstrated that this is a key parameter controlling the number of
flux rope lift-offs.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis we have developed new simulations of the global magnetic field evolution in the solar
corona. Using the coupled flux transport and magneto-frictional model of van Ballegooijen, Priest,
and Mackay (2000), we can follow the long term build-up of twisted and sheared, non-potential,
magnetic fields (Chapters 2, 3, and 4). The model has been tested against magnetic field patterns
observed in filaments, and has been applied to explain the hemispheric pattern of filament chirality
(Chapter 5). When too much twist builds up in the model, magnetic flux ropes lose equilibrium
and lift off (Chapters 6 and 7). We summarise our main findings by chapter:
Chapter 2. Surface Flux Transport in Cartesian Coordinates
• A closed-form analytical solution is found for the evolution of a bipolar active region under
advection and diffusion.
• Explicit expressions for the evolution of the physical bipole parameters, including the decay
rate of total flux, demonstrate the basic physics of advection and diffusion of the large-scale
solar surface field.
• A simple numerical method is shown to reproduce the analytical solution. The same basic
numerical scheme is used for the global simulations.
Chapter 3. Global Simulations of Surface Flux Transport
• Emerging flux is needed to reproduce the large-scale surface field over periods greater than
1 Carrington rotation (27 days).
• Locations of flux emergence are determined from Kitt Peak synoptic magnetograms (of
surface radial field), using a semi-automated code. Properties of these bipolar regions agree
with published distributions.
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• Insertion of idealised bipoles has a number of advantages over the direct insertion of ob-
served flux patterns: less computation and storage is required, they are readily extended to
3D regions, and their properties may be readily evolved back in time for an earlier insertion.
• The simulations are successful at reproducing the surface field over many months. An initial
application was to the identification of magnetic source regions of observed filaments.
Chapter 4. Simulations of the Coronal Magnetic Field
• The insertion of idealised magnetic bipoles has been extended to twisted 3D regions.
• The total magnetic energy in our simulated corona is about 5 × 1033 ergs, and is greater if
bipoles emerge more twisted.
• There are 3 main sources of coronal currents and helicity in our model: (1) emerging bipole
twist, (2) interfaces between old and new flux regions, and (3) shearing by surface motions.
• From the equator to about 60◦ latitude, current helicity shows both the observed hemispheric
sign change and the observed intermixing of signs. Values of current helicity are greater than
found in linear force-free field extrapolations. On the polar crowns, there is a sign reversal
in current helicity which persists throughout the 30-month simulation.
Chapter 5. The Hemispheric Pattern of Filaments
• From a sample of 255 filaments observed over 6 months in Hα, the chirality could be de-
termined for 123, and is compared with simulated magnetic skew at 109 of the locations.
• The results depend on emerging bipole twist. With the observed hemispheric sign of twist,
86% of filaments have the correct chirality, but this rises to 96% when filaments influenced
by the initial condition (a potential field) are excluded. With the opposite sign of emerging
twist, only 61% of filaments have the correct skew.
• The overall hemispheric pattern is a statistical result. It is caused by a number of different
physical mechanisms depending on individual filament locations. The most important are
the shape of twisted bipolar active regions, and differential rotation of north-south oriented
polarity inversion lines.
• Exceptions to the dominant pattern arise mainly from the shape of bipolar regions, for fila-
ments located at one end of the bipole.
• Changing the sign of emerging bipole twist only changes the skew direction of 32/109
filaments. Long-term simulations where magnetic helicity is built up by surface shearing
are the key to filament chirality.
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• Polar crown filaments have the wrong chirality in the present simulations, due to differential
rotation of the coronal field across east-west polarity inversion lines.
Chapter 6. Analytical Models for the Evolution of Magnetic Flux Ropes
• Two 2D analytical models are developed to demonstrate the physical basis for loss of equi-
librium in coronal flux ropes, in response to surface motions.
• Using a simple model with magnetic point sources and line currents, a flux rope form-
ing between two neighbouring bipoles is modelled. The bifurcation diagram is calculated
mathematically, and 5 possible topologies are identified, as the source separation, flux rope
height, and current are varied.
• It is proved that only two of the topologies can be in equilibrium, and only one of these can
be in stable equilibrium. The equilibrium curve has a fold-catastrophe structure with loss of
equilibrium as the inner sources are moved apart.
• An improved version of the model with a more realistic surface distribution and evolution
is developed, coupled to a model of the flux rope.
• For both bipolar and quadrupolar configurations the equilibrium curve has a robust fold-
catastrophe structure. For the quadrupolar case, we find the same topologies as the simple
model. With reasonable parameter choices our model predicts a loss of equilibrium after
about 30 days, agreeing in order of magnitude with 3D numerical simulations.
Chapter 7. Identification and Lift-off of Flux Ropes in Global Simulations
• A 3-stage algorithm is developed for the identification of flux ropes in global simulations:
(1) point testing, (2) clustering, and (3) time correlation.
• The number of flux ropes settles to about 25 at any time, sustained by flux emergence.
• Flux ropes form more quickly and hence at slightly lower latitudes in runs where emerging
bipoles have greater twist.
• The optimum method for automatic detection of flux rope lift-offs is to look for vertical
acceleration between frames.
• Emerging bipole twist is a key parameter controlling the number of lift-offs. There are more
lift-offs for greater magnitude of twist and for the correct sign of twist.
• The simulations produce about a third of the number of CMEs observed during the same
period by SOHO/LASCO, but this result is preliminary and may be higher for various reas-
ons. The latitude distributions agree quite well.
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8.1 Suggestions for Future Work
There are two logical directions: improving the global coronal field model, and its further applic-
ation. The principal limitations in our model lie in the insertion of newly emerging active regions.
At present, the regions are inserted instantaneously, following an artificial sweeping process which
models the distortion of pre-existing field. Instead, the emergence could be modelled as a gradual
process over several days by specifying a time-varying electric field on the photospheric bound-
ary. Such a technique has been used by, for example, Fan and Gibson (2003). This would allow
us to remove the artificial sweeping operation, and would prevent numerical problems with large
gradients resulting from sudden insertion.
We have shown that the twist β of newly emerging bipoles is a key parameter, affecting the skew
at filament locations, and also the number of losses of equilibrium. However, our present simu-
lations assume the same value of β for all bipoles emerging in each hemisphere. In reality active
regions differ signigicantly in their helicity content. A major improvement to the model would
therefore be to measure the observed twist of bipolar regions and select β independently for each
region. Measurements of twist require vector magnetogram data, which is now available from
the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) on Hinode, and will shortly be available routinely from Solar
Dynamics Observatory (SDO). The twist may be estimated either as described in Section 4.7.1,
through a nonlinear force-free extrapolation (Re´gnier, Amari, and Kersale´, 2002), or by assuming
a uniformly-twisted flux tube (Nandy et al., 2008).
Another simplification in our model is the assumption of idealised magnetic bipoles. Whilst this
has been shown to simulate the large-scale field accurately, more detailed modelling of individual
regions would allow more accurate estimation of the free energy and likelihood of loss of equi-
librium, particularly in activity complexes. Initially, we envisage computing nonlinear force-free
extrapolations from observed magnetograms of a selection of regions, which would be compared
with results from our idealised bipoles. This would validate the simpler model, testing in particular
our result that the chirality of many filaments is caused by the shape of magnetic bipoles.
In addition to improving the model, there is much potential for further applications. The most
useful would be to carry out a continuous simulation for at least an 11-year solar cycle. This
is readily feasible with current computing facilities. In such a simulation, the chirality of polar
crown filaments would be of particular interest. At present we produce the wrong chirality at
these locations, but it is possible that long-term poleward transport of helicity from the active
region belts—over certain phases of the solar cycle—could fix this. With an 11-year simulation
we could also study the variation of helicity and free magnetic energy over the solar cycle, along
with the variation in number and locations of losses of equilibrium.
Another question not fully addressed in this thesis is the Sun’s open magnetic flux. This is believed
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to influence the Earth’s atmosphere through modulation of galactic cosmic ray flux (Lockwood,
2006). We have shown that there is more open flux in our model than in the potential field extra-
polations that have been previously applied to this problem. With an 11-year simulation we could
test whether our model reproduces the observed phase behaviour of the open flux (which poten-
tial models do not; Mackay and Lockwood, 2002). By running simulations with different active
region twist, coronal diffusivity, or boundary conditions, we could study what factors determine
the ratio of open to closed flux. This is a fundamental topological property of the solar corona.
Finally, the comparison with observed CMEs in Chapter 7 is a preliminary result. In particular,
refinements to the observations are needed in order to compare better with the simulations. The
main uncertainty is in the longitude of CMEs, and this would benefit from a careful study of
associated surface events. For example, there is evidence that CMEs are correlated with EUV
“coronal dimmings” observed by SOHO (Bewsher, Harrison, and Brown, 2008). Alternatively,
observations from the two STEREO satellites may allow the longitude of events to be determined
through triangulation.
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Appendix A
List of Accompanying Movies
The following mpeg movies are to be found in the /mpeg/ directory of the CD which should
accompany the printed version of this thesis.
• surfaceA4.mpg , surfaceL4.mpg
Simulated radial magnetic field on the solar surface, for run A4 (days 106 to 283), and run
L4 (days 0 to 910). White denotes positive flux, red zero, and black negative.
• hairyA4.mpg
Simulated coronal and surface magnetic fields for run A4, days 106 to 283. See the caption
to Figure 4.7, which shows 3 stills from this movie.
• alphaA4.mpg , alphaL4.mpg
Global distribution of current helicity, α, at height z = 1 (12Mm), for run A4 (days 106 to
283), and run L4 (days 0 to 910). White is positive α, red zero, and black negative. Figure
4.11 shows 3 stills from the movie for run L4.
• bbso.mpg
Animation of daily full-disk Hα images from BBSO, from 1999 May 4 to 1999 October 10.
Note that a handful of days are missing.
• skewA4.mpg
Simulated skew at height 12Mm along all photospheric PILs in run A4, from day 106 to
283. See the caption to Figure 5.11, which shows 6 stills from this movie.
• rope42.mpg , rope5.mpg , rope12.mpg
Evolution of selected magnetic flux ropes during the test period, all from run A2. The ropes
are rope 42 (as in Figure 7.1), and the complexes of rope 5 (see Figure 7.6a) and rope 12
(Figure 7.6b).
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• dynamoadv.mpg , dynamodiff.mpg
Evolution of the poloidal and toroidal fields in the advection-dominated and diffusion-
dominated regimes of the dynamo model (Appendix D). Each frame shows the poloidal
field lines (solid for clockwise, dashed for anti-clockwise), and contours of the toroidal
field (red for positive, blue for negative). The time is given in years. The parameters are
the same as for the two runs illustrated in Figures D.6 and D.7, i.e. v0 = 20ms−1 in both
runs and η2 = 0.5 × 1012 cm2s−1 (advection-dominated run) or η2 = 2 × 1012 cm2s−1
(diffusion-dominated run). In both cases the half-cycle period—i.e. the time from one
activity maximum to the next—is 16 years.
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Appendix B
Properties of the Potential Field
In this Appendix we prove two important properties of the potential magnetic field. We do so for
particular boundary conditions appropriate to the global simulations described in this thesis. The
3D domain V is shown schematically in Figure B.1. It consists of a spherical shell with regions
removed at the north and south poles. The required boundary conditions for the magnetic field B
are as follows:
B · nˆ = Bn (a prescribed function) on the lower spherical boundary Sphot,
B · nˆ = 0 on the cone-shaped latitudinal boundaries Sn and Ss,
B× nˆ = 0 on the upper spherical boundary Stop.
In the following sections we prove (1) that there is a unique potential field in V satisfying these
boundary conditions, and (2) that it has the minimum magnetic energy of all magnetic fields in V
satisfying these boundary conditions.
Figure B.1: The domain V and its bounding surfaces.
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B.1 Uniqueness
Suppose we have two potential magnetic fields B = ∇f and B′ = ∇f ′, where ∇2f = ∇2f ′ = 0
everywhere in V , and that both B and B′ satisfy the above boundary conditions. In terms of the
functions f and f ′, these conditions mean that
∂f
∂n
=
∂f ′
∂n
= Bn on Sphot,
∂f
∂n
=
∂f ′
∂n
= 0 on Sn and Ss,
f = C and f ′ = C ′ on Stop, where C and C ′ are constants.
Now define a function u = f − f ′ − (C − C ′). Then u satisfies
∇2u = 0 in V , (B.1)
∂u
∂n
= 0 on S′ = Sphot ∪ Sn ∪ Ss, (B.2)
u = 0 on Stop. (B.3)
We may then integrate over V as follows:∫
V
|∇u|2dV =
∫
V
∇u · ∇u dV
=
∫
V
[∇ · (u∇u)− u∇2u] dV.
The second term in this expression vanishes by (B.1), and we may then apply the divergence
theorem to the first term to give∫
V
|∇u|2dV =
∫
S′
u nˆ · ∇u dS +
∫
Stop
u nˆ · ∇u dS
= 0.
Here the first term vanishes by (B.2) and the second term vanishes by (B.3). Therefore |∇u| = 0
everywhere in V and on its bounding surfaces, which implies that u = u0 (constant) everywhere.
Hence
f ′ = f − C + C ′ − u0,
i.e. f and f ′ are unique up to a constant, and so B′ = B everywhere. Therefore, there is a unique
potential field satisfying these boundary conditions.
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B.2 Minimum Energy
To show that the potential field has the minimum energy, suppose that B0 = ∇f is the (unique)
potential field in V satisfying the given boundary conditions. If B is any other magnetic field
satisfying the boundary conditions, then we may write
B = B0 + b.
The boundary conditions then give us that
b · nˆ = 0 on S′ = Sphot ∪ Sn ∪ Ss, (B.4)
f = C0 (constant) on Stop. (B.5)
The total magnetic energy in V is
W =
∫
V
B2
2µ
dV
=
1
2µ
∫
V
B20 dV +
1
2µ
∫
V
b2dV +
1
µ
∫
V
b · ∇f dV. (B.6)
Now consider the third integral on the right-hand side of (B.6). We may write∫
V
b · ∇f dV =
∫
V
∇ · (fb) dV −
∫
V
f∇ · b dV.
The second integral vanishes since∇·b = 0, which follows since both∇·B = 0 and∇·B0 = 0.
The divergence theorem in V then gives∫
V
b · ∇f dV =
∫
S′
fb · nˆ dS +
∫
Stop
fb · nˆ dS.
The first integral on the right-hand side vanishes by (B.4), and the second may be simplified by
(B.5) so that ∫
V
b · ∇f dV = C0
∫
Stop
b · nˆ dS. (B.7)
Now, we know that
∫
S′ b · nˆ dS = 0, so we can add C0
∫
S′ b · nˆ dS (= 0) to equation (B.7), giving∫
V
b · ∇f dV = C0
∫
Stop
b · nˆ dS + C0
∫
S′
b · nˆ dS
= C0
∫
S′∪Stop
b · nˆ dS
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= C0
∫
V
∇ · b dV by divergence theorem
= 0.
Hence equation (B.6) gives
W =
1
2µ
∫
V
B20 dV +
1
2µ
∫
V
b2 dV.
Both terms are positive definite so the total magnetic energy W will be minimised when b = 0
everywhere in V , i.e. when B = B0, the unique potential field.
Appendix C
Algorithms for Automated Flux Rope
Detection
Here we present details of the algorithms used in the clustering and time correlation stages of the
automated flux rope detection procedure in Section 7.2.
C.1 Clustering Algorithm
Starting with n individual points, this algorithm uses hierarchical clustering (Johnson, 1967) to
successively group together the closest two groups until the shortest inter-group distance is greater
than the threshold dmin. In our case the n points are those which satisfy the flux rope conditions
in the initial point testing stage.
We use an n × n matrix D to store the distances between groups. The group number assigned to
each point is stored in the array G of length n.
1. Initialise each entry Dij to the distance between point i and point j in 3D space. Note that
the matrix is symmetric. Set the diagonal entries to a large number L chosen to be larger
than the maximum distance in the box, to avoid including these entries in the minimum-
distance computation.
2. Initially assign each point its own group, i.e. Gi = i, where i = 0 . . . n.
3. Compute min(D) and the corresponding indices {im, jm}, where Gjm ≥ Gim .
4. If min(D) > dmin then we are finished, otherwise continue.
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5. If Gim = Gjm , i.e. both points are already in the same group, then do nothing. Otherwise:
(a) Merge group Gjm into group Gim .
(b) Construct a vector m which is the pairwise minimum of the columns im and jm of
matrixD. This vector m then gives the minimum distance between the new combined
group and each other group. For example, a matrix D with the im and jm columns
D =

. . . 2 . . . 1 . . .
. . . 3 . . . 3 . . .
. . . 4 . . . 5 . . .
. . . 7 . . . 8 . . .
 would give m = (1, 3, 4, 7).
(c) Replace both row jm and column jm of D with the vector m.
(d) Clear row im and column im of D by setting all values to L, so that point im is no
longer independent. All information for the group is now stored in row and column
jm.
(e) Set Djmjm = L to avoid including this entry in future computations of the minimum
distance.
6. Return to step 3.
C.2 Time Correlation Algorithm
This algorithm starts with independent lists of flux ropes present on each day of some correlation
period. Firstly all rope overlaps between each day and the next are found. We assume that two
flux ropes on consecutive days are the same structure if they have at least one overlapping point
in the x and y directions. Then, chains of ropes which overlap in this way are joined up. The
procedure is illustrated in Figure C.1. Here space is indicated in the horizontal direction and time
in the vertical direction. In this example we start with 9 different flux ropes (3 on each day),
and end up with only 4 independent ropes overall. On day 1 there are only 2 independent ropes
present after the time-correlation procedure, rather than the original 3 found by looking at this day
independently.
The first stage of the algorithm is to store the information about direct (next day) overlaps in an
m ×m matrix C, where m is the total number of flux ropes found independently on all days in
the correlation period. We set element Cij = 1 if ropes i and j are found on consecutive days and
overlap. Otherwise Cij = 0.
Given these direct connections, we use a breadth-first search (Knuth, 1997, p. 351) to merge chains
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Figure C.1: Schematic illustration of the time correlation procedure. The horizontal direction
indicates spatial dimensions x and y, and the vertical direction shows time in daily snapshots.
Each flux rope structure found in the daily snapshot is shown by a grey box. Vertical arrows show
direct connections between flux ropes on consecutive days. Bold numerals label the resulting 4
independent flux ropes.
of ropes which overlap on consecutive days. The algorithm is implemented as follows, using a
last-in first-out queue:
1. Start with a list R of all flux ropes on all days (i.e. m of them).
2. Put first rope from R in the queue Q.
3. Create a list D of all flux ropes connected to this rope as follows:
(a) Pull rope from front of Q.
(b) Add this rope to list D.
(c) Find all directly connected ropes (using connectivity matrix C) which are not already
in D, and add to Q.
(d) If Q is empty then go to step 4, otherwise return to (a).
4. Give all ropes in D the same rope ID number (next available).
5. Remove all elements in list D from list R.
6. If R is empty then finish, otherwise empty list D and return to step 2.
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Appendix D
The Physical Basis of Solar Cycle
Predictions with a Flux Transport
Dynamo
During the period of research for this thesis, a project on the origin of the Sun’s magnetic field—
the solar dynamo—was also carried out. This work is included in this Appendix for completeness,
but does not form part of the main thesis.
Recent authors have applied so-called flux transport dynamo models to the prediction of future
variations in solar activity, but different models disagree wildly (Dikpati, de Toma, and Gil-
man, 2006; Choudhuri, Chatterjee, and Jiang, 2007). Here we analyse such a 2D numerical
model through a parameter study. We demonstrate two different regimes of operation, advection-
dominated and diffusion-dominated. The two regimes differ in (1) the dependence of cycle amp-
litude on meridional circulation speed and diffusivity, and (2) the memory of previous cycles.
The second point is crucial for the possibility of prediction. Unfortunately we cannot observe the
solar interior, and cannot determine directly the appropriate regime for the real Sun. However,
Hathaway et al. (2003) has correlated cycle amplitude with circulation speed indirectly, through
analysis of observed sunspots. According to our model their analysis supports the diffusion-
dominated regime, with only a single cycle memory. Importantly, our results emphasize the im-
portance of diffusive transport of flux in the convection zone, in addition to diffusive decay.
The layout of this Appendix is as follows. A more detailed background and introduction are given
in Section D.1. The main features of the model are summarised in Section D.2, and the results of
the parameter-space study are presented in Section D.3. These results are interpreted in Section
D.4. In Section D.5 we analyze the persistence of memory in the advection versus diffusion
dominated regimes. We conclude in Section D.6 with a discussion on the relevance of this work
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in the context of developing predictive capabilities for the solar activity cycle.
D.1 Introduction
Direct observations of sunspot numbers over 400 years, as well as proxy data for much longer
timescales (Beer, 2000), show that both the amplitude and the duration of the solar magnetic cycle
vary from one cycle to the next. The importance of this phenomenon lies in the contribution
of varying levels of solar activity to long-term climate change, and to short-term space weather
(Nandy and Martens, 2007). While there is now a concensus that the Sun’s magnetic field is
generated by a hydromagnetic dynamo (Ossendrijver, 2003; Charbonneau, 2005), the origin of
fluctuations in the basic cycle is yet to be conclusively determined. Several different mechan-
isms have been proposed, including nonlinear effects (Tobias, 1997; Beer, Tobias, and Weiss,
1998; Knobloch, Tobias, and Weiss, 1998; Ku¨ker, Arlt, and Ru¨diger, 1999; Wilmot-Smith et al.,
2005), stochastic forcing (Choudhuri, 1992; Hoyng, 1993; Ossendrijver, Hoyng, and Schmitt,
1996; Charbonneau and Dikpati, 2000; Mininni and Go´mez, 2002), and time-delay dynamics
(Yoshimura, 1978; Durney, 2000; Charbonneau, St-Jean, and Zacharias, 2005; Wilmot-Smith
et al., 2006). An equally important but ill-understood issue is how the memory of these fluc-
tuations carries over from one cycle to another mediated via flux transport processes within the
solar convection zone (SCZ).
The main flux transport processes in the SCZ are magnetic buoyancy (timescale on the order of
months), meridional circulation, diffusion and downward flux-pumping (timescales relatively lar-
ger). Because magnetic buoyancy, i.e., the buoyant rise of magnetic flux tubes, acts on timescales
much shorter than the solar cycle, the fluctuations that it produces are also short-lived in compar-
ison. Our focus here is on longer-term fluctuations, on the order of the solar cycle period, that may
lead to predictive capabilities.
Through an analysis of observational data, Hathaway et al. (2003) have shown that the solar cycle
amplitude and duration are correlated with the equatorward drift velocity of the sunspot belts
during the cycle. They associate this drift velocity with the deep meridional counterflow that
must exist to balance the poleward flows that are observed at the surface (Hathaway, 1996, 2005;
Miesch, 2005). The results show a significant negative correlation between the drift velocity and
the cycle duration, so that the drift is faster in shorter cycles, consistent with the interpretation of
meridional circulation as the timekeeper of the solar cycle (Nandy, 2004; but see also Schu¨ssler
and Schmitt, 2004). In addition Hathaway et al. (2003) identified positive correlations between
the drift velocity of cycle n and the amplitudes of both cycles n and n + 2. While the two-
cycle time lag was a new result, the positive correlation between circulation speed and amplitude
of the same cycle is supported by several earlier studies. In their surface flux transport model,
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Wang, Lean, and Sheeley (2002) needed a varying meridional flow, faster in higher-amplitude
cycles, to sustain regular reversals in the Sun’s polar field. They cited observational evidence
from polar faculae counts (Sheeley, 1991), which peaked early for two of the stronger cycles,
coinciding with poleward surges of magnetic flux. Furthermore, observations show a statistically-
significant negative correlation between peak sunspot number and the duration of cycles 1 to 22
(Figure 1c of Charbonneau and Dikpati, 2000; see also Solanki et al., 2002). Such a negative
correlation between cycle amplitude and duration is also found in the models of Hoyng (1993)
and Charbonneau and Dikpati (2000). Taken with the inverse relation between cycle duration and
circulation speed, this is again suggestive of a positive correlation between circulation speed and
cycle amplitude. We note that there are also strong correlations between the duration of the current
cycle and the amplitude of the next cycle (Hathaway and Choudhary, 2004), however this is not
explored here.
Meridional circulation plays an important role in a certain class of theoretical solar cycle models
often referred to as “flux-transport”, “advection-dominated,” or “circulation-dominated” dynamo
models (see, e.g., the review by Nandy 2004). Such models have gained popularity in recent years
owing to their success in reproducing various observed features of the solar cycle (Choudhuri,
Schussler, and Dikpati, 1995; Durney, 1995; Dikpati and Charbonneau, 1999; Ku¨ker, Ru¨diger,
and Schultz, 2001; Bonanno et al., 2002; Nandy and Choudhuri, 2001, 2002; Chatterjee, Nandy,
and Choudhuri, 2004). In these models, a single-cell meridional circulation in each hemisphere
(which is observed at the solar surface) is invoked to transport poloidal field, first poleward at near-
surface layers and then down to the tachocline where toroidal field is generated. Subsequently, the
return flow in the circulation advects this toroidal field belt equatorward through a region at the
base of the SCZ which is characterized by low diffusivity. From this deep toroidal field belt,
destabilized flux tubes rise to the surface due to magnetic buoyancy, producing sunspots (Parker,
1955). Note that our results indicate that diffusive flux-transport in the SCZ could play a dominant
role in dynamos even when the cycle period is governed by meridional circulation speed, so that
flux-transport is a shared process. So, henceforth, by “flux-transport” dynamo, we imply a dynamo
where the transport of magnetic field is shared by magnetic buoyancy, meridional circulation, and
diffusion.
Flux-transport dynamos offer the possibility of prediction because of their inherent memory. This
arises specifically when the dynamo source regions for poloidal field production (the traditional
α-effect) and toroidal field generation (the Ω-effect) are spatially segregated. A brief discussion
on important timescales (we identify three significant ones) in the dynamo process is merited
here. The first is governed by the buoyant rise of toroidal flux tubes from the Ω-effect layer
to the α-effect layer to generate the poloidal field; since this is a fast process on the order of
months, no significant memory is introduced here. The second involves the transport of poloidal
field back into the Ω-effect layer (either by circulation or diffusion). This could be a slow process
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where significant memory is introduced and is dominated by the fastest of the competing processes
(advection versus diffusion). The third timescale relates to the slow equatorward transport of the
toroidal field belt through the base of the SCZ, which sets the period of the sunspot cycle. In
this class of dynamo models, with meridional circulation and low diffusivities in the tachocline
(at the base of the SCZ), the third timescale is almost invariably determined by the circulation
speed. It is the second timescale above, with competing effects of diffusive flux transport and
advective flux transport, that becomes important in the context of the persistence of memory. In
the advection-dominated, stochastically fluctuating model of Charbonneau and Dikpati (2000),
this second timescale (governed by advection of poloidal field due to meridional circulation) was
about 17 years, so that the polar field at the end of cycle n correlated strongest with the toroidal
field of cycle n+ 2 rather than that of cycle n+ 1. The length of memory of any particular flux-
transport dynamo model is unfortunately dependent on the internal meridional flow profile, and on
other chosen properties of the convection zone which are not yet well-determined observationally.
A particular problem is the strength of diffusivity in the convection zone, which strongly affects
the mode of operation of the dynamo.
Even if one assumes that these flux-transport dynamos capture enough of the realistic physics of
the SCZ to make predictions of future solar activity, these predictions are critically dependent
on the relative role of diffusion and advection in the SCZ. Dikpati and Gilman (2006), in their
highly advection-dominated model, show that bands of latitudinal field from three previous cycles
remain “lined up in the meridional circulation conveyor belt”. They suggest that poloidal fields
from cycles n − 3, n − 2, and n − 1 combine to produce the toroidal field of cycle n. Based
on an assumed proxy for the solar poloidal fields (sunspot area), this leads them to predict that
Cycle 24 will be about 50% stronger than Cycle 23 (Dikpati, de Toma, and Gilman, 2006). In
stark contrast, Choudhuri, Chatterjee, and Jiang (2007), using a flux-transport dynamo model with
diffusion-dominated SCZ, and using as inputs the observed strength of the solar dipole moment
(as a proxy for the poloidal field), predict that Cycle 24 will be about 35% weaker than Cycle 23.
Choudhuri, Chatterjee, and Jiang (2007) argue that the main contribution to the toroidal field of
cycle n, comes only from the polar field of cycle n−1 (see also Jiang, Chatterjee, and Choudhuri,
2007 for further details of this model).
The conflicting predictions from these two solar dynamo models presumably result from the dif-
ference in the memory (i.e., survival) of past cycle fields in these models and could be to some
extent influenced by the different inputs they use as proxies for the solar poloidal field. We also
hypothesize that stronger diffusion in the Choudhuri, Chatterjee, and Jiang (2007) model destroys
polar field faster, and that flux transport by diffusion across the SCZ in this model short-circuits
the meridional circulation conveyor belt, thereby shortening the memory of previous cycles. Here
we perform a detailed analysis of this role of magnetic flux transport in the context of solar cycle
predictions. We consider a wide parameter space, where we study the effect of varying meri-
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dional circulation speed and SCZ diffusivity on the amplitude and period of the solar cycle. In
these simulations, we keep all other parameters the same, allowing a direct comparison between
advection-dominated and diffusion-dominated regimes – which has previously been clouded by
other differences between models. Then we introduce stochastic fluctuations in the model’s α-
effect to generate cycle-amplitude variations – as a completely theoretical construct towards study-
ing cycle-to-cycle variations, in contrast to using diverse observed proxies for time-varying pol-
oidal fields. Subsequently, we perform a comparative analysis of the persistence of memory in this
stochastically forced dynamo model in both the advective and diffusive flux-transport dominated
regimes. Note that this work should not be taken as a test of the predictions made either by the
Choudhuri, Chatterjee, and Jiang (2007) model (which uses different input parameters), or by the
Dikpati, de Toma, and Gilman (2006) model (which uses different diffusivity inputs and has an
additional deep-seated α-effect). In spirit, this paper deals with the underlying physics of solar
cycle predictability, and is not concerned with making a prediction itself.
D.2 The Model
We use the solar dynamo code Surya, which has been studied extensively in different contexts (e.g.
Nandy and Choudhuri, 2002, Chatterjee, Nandy, and Choudhuri, 2004, Chatterjee and Choudhuri,
2006), and is made available to the public on request. The major ingredients of the code include
an analytic fit to the helioseismically-determined differential rotation profile, a single-cell meridi-
onal circulation in the SCZ, different diffusivities for the toroidal and poloidal fields, a buoyancy
algorithm to model radial transport of magnetic flux, and a Babcock-Leighton (BL; Babcock,
1961, Leighton, 1969) type α-effect localized near the surface layer (signifying the generation
of poloidal field due to the evolution of tilted bipolar sunspot pairs under surface flux transport).
The code solves the kinematic mean-field dynamo equations for an axisymmetric magnetic field,
which may be expressed in spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) as
B = B(r, θ)eφ +Bp, (D.1)
where B(r, θ) and Bp = ∇ × [A(r, θ)eφ] correspond to the toroidal and poloidal components
respectively. The mean-field MHD induction equation (see e.g. Moffatt, 1978) then leads to the
following standard equations for the α-Ω dynamo problem:
∂A
∂t
+
1
s
(v · ∇) (sA) = ηp
(
∇2 − 1
s2
)
A+ αB, (D.2)
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Here s = r sin θ, and we specify the meridional flow v, the internal angular velocity Ω, the
diffusivities ηp and ηt, and the coefficient α for the BL α-effect which describes the generation
of poloidal field at the solar surface from the decay of bipolar sunspots. Note that although for
modelling purposes the BL α-effect is mathematically similar to the traditional mean-field α-
effect due to small-scale helical turbulence, the former is fundamentally different. The BL α-effect
acts on much larger spatial (on the order of active regions or greater) and temporal (surface flux
transport) scales, and is quenched at much stronger field strengths (105G). The profiles of Ω and
α were described in Chatterjee, Nandy, and Choudhuri (2004) and will not be repeated here. We
will, however, describe the meridional circulation and diffusivity profiles in more detail.
D.2.1 Meridional Circulation
The meridional circulation is defined in terms of a streamfunction ψ(r, θ), giving the velocity by
ρv = ∇× [ψ(r, θ)eφ] , (D.4)
where we assume the density stratification
ρ = C (R¯/r − 0.95)3/2 . (D.5)
The streamfunction is given by
ψr sin θ = ψ0 (r −Rp) sin
(
pi(r −Rp)
R¯ −Rp
){
1− e−β1θ²
}{
1− eβ2(θ−pi/2)
}
e−((r−r0)/Γ)
2
,
(D.6)
where β1 = 1.5 × 10−8m−1, β2 = 1.8 × 10−8m−1, ² = 2.0000001, Γ = 3.47 × 108m, and
r0 = (R¯ − Rb)/4. Here R¯ = 6.96 × 108m is the radius of the Sun, Rb = 0.55R¯ is the
bottom of the simulation domain, and Rp = 0.61R¯ is the penetration depth of the meridional
circulation. We combine the arbitrary constants C and ψ0 in the parameter v0 = −ψ0/(0.95C)
which gives, approximately, the flow speed near the surface at mid-latitudes. It is this parameter
v0 which we vary to change the circulation speed in this study.
The circulation profile is illustrated in Figures D.1(a) and (b) for v0 = 25ms−1. The dots are
plotted at yearly intervals for particles moving along the streamlines shown.
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Figure D.1: Meridional circulation and diffusion profiles in our model. For the circulation, (a)
shows streamlines of the circulation, and (b) shows latitudinal velocity profile across a radial cut
at θ = 45◦. Dots on the streamlines show yearly positions for particles with v0 = 25ms−1,
starting from the squares at θ = 45◦ and moving anti-clockwise. For the diffusion, (c) shows
example profiles as a function of r for the toroidal (ηt) and poloidal (ηp) fields. The dotted line
shows the location of the tachocline. Here η0 = 2.0 × 1012 cm2s−1, η1 = 0.04 × 1012 cm2s−1,
and η2 = 1.0× 1012 cm2s−1.
D.2.2 Diffusion
We use different diffusivities for the toroidal and poloidal fields, defined as follows:
ηt(r) = ηRZ +
η1 − ηRZ
2
[
1 + erf
(
r − r′BCZ
dt
)]
+
η0 − η1
2
[
1 + erf
(
r − rTCZ
dt
)]
,
(D.7)
ηp(r) = ηRZ +
η2 − ηRZ
2
[
1 + erf
(
r − rBCZ
dt
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+
η0 − η2
2
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1 + erf
(
r − rTCZ
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)]
.
(D.8)
Here dt = 0.025R¯, rBCZ = 0.7R¯, r′BCZ = 0.72R¯, and rTCZ = 0.975R¯. In the radiat-
ive core we choose a low diffusivity, namely ηRZ = 2.2 × 108 cm2s−1, representing molecular
diffusivity only since there is no turbulent convection. We always choose η1 < η2 so that the
toroidal field diffusivity ηt in the convection zone is lower than the poloidal field diffusivity ηp.
This is to model the suppression of turbulent diffusivity by strong magnetic fields, as toroidal field
tends to be strong and concentrated in localised flux tubes and therefore subject to less diffusion
(Choudhuri, 2003), whereas poloidal field is weaker and subject to more diffusion. At the surface
both diffusivities increase to a high value (of the order of 1012 cm2s−1), in line with surface flux
transport models and observational estimates. Typical profiles are illustrated in Figure D.1(c).
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Figure D.2: Two example solutions: (a) with v0 = 20ms−1 and η2 = 2.0 × 1012 cm2s−1 (char-
acterizing a diffusion-dominated SCZ); and (b) with the same v0 but η2 = 0.5 × 1012 cm2s−1
(characterizing an advection-dominated SCZ). In each case black lines are contours of toroidal
field B at the base of the convection zone (solid lines for positive values, dashed for negative).
The grayscale in the background shows surface radial field strength Br(r = R¯), with white for
positive and black for negative. The same contour levels are used in both plots.
D.2.3 Numerical Domain and Boundary Conditions
We solve Equations (D.2) and (D.3) in a meridional plane 0.55R¯ < r < R¯, 0 < θ < pi/2,
representing the Northern hemisphere. This is divided into a spherical grid of 128 by 128 cells,
uniformly spaced in r and θ. We use the same boundary conditions as Chatterjee, Nandy, and
Choudhuri (2004), except that we consider only the Northern hemisphere and set B = 0 and
∂A/∂θ = 0 at the equator (θ = pi/2), thereby forcing the solution to have dipolar parity.
D.2.4 Example Solutions
Example solutions for two different runs are shown in time-latitude plots in Figures D.2(a) and (b),
where the black lines denote contours of toroidal field strength at the base of the convection zone
(r = 0.71R¯). This corresponds to the solar butterfly diagram, with the strongest field located at
the active latitudes and migrating equatorward during each cycle. The background shading shows
the strength of the radial field at the solar surface (r = R¯), which peaks at the pole several years
after the toroidal field maxima (of the same sign) at low latitudes. The two solutions in Figure D.2
characterize the diffusion-dominated SCZ (Figure D.2a) and advection-dominated SCZ (Figure
D.2b) regimes of the dynamo. In Figure D.2(b) the toroidal field shows a poleward branch at high
latitude which is absent in Figure D.2(a), and also a stronger radial polar field at the surface. The
cause of these differences between the two regimes will become clear in Section D.4.
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D.3 Results
We have carried out a parameter-space study to investigate how the cycle duration and amplitude
in our model depend on the speed of meridional circulation and on the diffusivity in the convection
zone. In each run of the code the parameters are held constant in time, but they are varied between
different runs. Specifically, we vary the parameter v0, which gives the maximum circulation
speed, and also η2, which affects the diffusive decay and transport of the poloidal field in the
convection zone, but not the toroidal field. In all runs we keep a surface diffusivity of η0 =
2.0× 1012 cm2s−1, and a toroidal field diffusivity of η1 = 0.04× 1012 cm2s−1 in the convection
zone. These choices approximate the fact that turbulent diffusion is expected to be more efficient
in the decay and dispersal of the weaker poloidal field, but less so for the stronger toroidal field; the
latter suppresses the convective motions that give rise to turbulent diffusivity in the first place. The
α-effect coefficient is not varied, but is set to α0 = 30ms−1 for each run. This particular value was
chosen to ensure that periodic solutions could be obtained for a wide range of the parameters v0
and η2. Each run was started from an arbitrary initial state, and then evolved until initial transients
had disappeared, leaving a steady periodic dynamo solution. Such a periodic solution was found
to exist only within a certain range of v0 for each value of η2. The cycle duration and amplitude
were then measured from the periodic solutions, in the cases where such a solution was found.
We define the cycle duration and amplitude by considering the time evolution of the toroidal
magnetic flux Φtor in a certain region around the base of the convection zone. Specifically, the
toroidal field B(r, θ) is integrated at each time step over a region r = 0.677R¯ to 0.726R¯,
θ = 45◦ to 80◦ (i.e., over the tachocline and latitudes 45◦ to 10◦). This magnetic flux Φtor should
be proportional to the active region magnetic flux at the solar surface, under the assumption that
more toroidal flux at the base of the convection zone leads to more buoyant eruptions. In a steady
dynamo solution the flux Φtor varies in strictly periodic manner, with its maximum amplitude
giving the “cycle amplitude”. We define the “cycle duration” to be the interval between successive
peaks of |Φtor| (half of the full dynamo period). This is therefore equivalent to the standard
definition of the 11-year solar activity cycle, but of course the simulated periods are different.
The resulting cycle duration and cycle amplitude are plotted as functions of the circulation speed
v0 in Figures D.3(a) and D.3(b) respectively. In these figures each curve corresponds to a different
value of the diffusivity η2. The range of speeds covered by each curve indicates the range for
which the code relaxed to a steady periodic dynamo solution, up to a maximum of v0 = 38ms−1.
In Figure D.4 the cycle amplitude is plotted as a function of η2, and in this case each curve
corresponds to a different circulation speed v0.
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Figure D.3: Dependence of (a) cycle duration, and (b) cycle amplitude on the meridional circula-
tion speed v0. Each line style corresponds to a different value of η2 (the poloidal diffusivity in the
convection zone) as given in the legend.
Figure D.4: Dependence of cycle amplitude on the poloidal diffusivity η2 in the convection zone.
Each line style corresponds to a different value of the meridional circulation speed v0, as given in
the legend.
D.3.1 Dependence of Cycle Period on Meridional Circulation and Diffusion
Figure D.3(a) shows a clear inverse dependence of the cycle duration on the meridional circulation
speed v0, with faster circulation leading to shorter cycles. A least-squares fit for the curve with
η2 = 0.5× 1012 cm2s−1 gives the dependence of the cycle period on meridional flow speed
T = 217.716 v−0.8850 , (D.9)
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where T is in years and v0 is in metres per second. This agrees with the T ∼ v−0.890 found
by Dikpati and Charbonneau (1999), and this inverse relation is a well-established result for
Babcock-Leighton dynamo models. In these models the circulation, and specifically the equat-
orward counterflow at the bottom of the convection zone, is the primary determinant of the cycle
period (Nandy, 2004).
The cycle duration is only weakly dependent on the diffusivity η2. A power-law fit for the curve
with η2 = 2.0×1012 cm2s−1 gives T = 150.745 v−0.7560 years. The lower power of v0 here indic-
ates that for higher-diffusivity solutions the cycle duration is slightly less dependent on circulation
speed, presumably because flux transport by diffusive dispersal starts becoming important. Also,
it is evident from Figure D.3(a) that, at lower circulation speeds, there is a maximum diffusivity
for which a periodic solution can exist. If there is too much diffusion at a low circulation speed,
then the poloidal field will decay too much during its transport from high to low latitudes, thus
generating insufficient toroidal field to sustain a periodic dynamo process. The essential difference
between advective and diffusive flux transport is that the latter also reduces field strength during
transport, due to diffusive decay.
D.3.2 Dependence of Cycle Amplitude on Meridional Circulation and Diffusion
Now we turn to the dependence of cycle amplitude on the speed of meridional circulation. This
is shown in Figure D.3(b), where each curve corresponds to a different diffusivity η2 according
to the legend. Rather than being monotonic, the cycle amplitude first increases with v0 for low
v0 and then decreases with v0 for large v0, with a turnover at some value of v0 in between. The
location of this turnover shifts to higher speeds as the diffusivity is increased.
The dependence of cycle amplitude on diffusivity at any given circulation speed is not entirely
clear on Figure D.3(b), but is evident in Figure D.4, where cycle amplitude is plotted against
diffusivity η2. In this figure each curve corresponds to a different value of the circulation speed
v0. We see a similar behavior in that the cycle amplitude first increases with η2 for low η2 and then
decreases with η2 for high η2, with a turnover in between. If the circulation speed is increased,
then the value of η2 corresponding to this turnover also increases.
The behaviour of the cycle amplitude in our model, as illustrated in Figures D.3(b) and D.4, is
more complex than expected a priori. Rather than a simple linear dependence on the circulation
speed v0, there is a turnover in cycle amplitude, at a speed which changes depending on the
diffusivity in the convection zone. In the next section we investigate the cause of this behaviour in
the model.
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D.4 Advection and Diffusion Dominated Regimes
The turnover of cycle amplitude as depicted in Figure D.3(b) occurs at a higher circulation speed
v0 as the diffusivity η2 is increased. The asterisks (joined by a thin line) in Figure D.5(a) show
the location of this turnover as a function of η2. We may think of this line in the (η2, v0) plane as
the dividing line between two distinct regimes of the dynamo, which we call advection-dominated
and diffusion-dominated. The advection-dominated regime corresponds to high circulation speed
and low diffusivity, while the diffusion-dominated regime corresponds to low circulation speed
and high diffusivity. A shift from one of these regimes to another affects flux-transport dynamics
in a way that results in contrasting dependence of cycle amplitude on the governing parameters.
Consider how the cycle amplitude varies with v0 for a fixed value of η2, corresponding to a curve
on Figure D.3(b). In the diffusion-dominated regime, a higher circulation speed means less time
for diffusive decay of the poloidal field during its transport through the convection zone, leading to
more generation of toroidal field and hence a higher cycle amplitude. In the advection-dominated
regime, a higher circulation speed leads to a lower cycle amplitude because there is less time
to amplify toroidal field in the tachocline (through which magnetic fields are swept through at a
faster speed). It is the balance between these conflicting influences that leads to a turnover in cycle
amplitude at some intermediate circulation speed.
The bold line in Figure D.5(a) shows the transition point between the two regimes that may be
inferred from a simple balance between circulation and diffusion timescales τC and τD. For a
given circulation speed v0, we define the circulation timescale τC as the time taken for meridional
circulation to advect poloidal fields from r = 0.95R¯, θ = 45◦ to the location where the strongest
toroidal field is formed at the tachocline (θ = 60◦). The diffusion timescale is defined as τD =
L2/η2, where L = 0.285R¯ is the radial distance across the convection zone from the same
starting point. The two timescales are compared in Figure D.5(b), where each horizontal line
gives the circulation time τC for a different speed v0, and the bold curve gives τD as a function of
η2. The crossing points of horizontal lines with this curve give the transition points between the
advection dominated (τC < τD) and diffusion dominated (τC > τD) regimes from these simple
theoretical considerations – which are in good agreement with the simulated transition points.
D.4.1 Magnetic Field Evolution
We now compare the poloidal and toroidal field evolution in the two regimes. Figure D.6 shows
the poloidal field lines for two runs, at different times through the cycle, starting from one cycle
minimum and finishing at the next cycle minimum, so that the fields reverse in sign. The left-hand
column is taken from a run with v0 = 20ms−1 and η2 = 0.5 × 1012 cm2s−1, which is in the
advection-dominated regime. The right-hand column is from a diffusion-dominated run with the
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Figure D.5: Transition between the advection-dominated and diffusion-dominated regimes. In
(a) asterisks indicate the flow speeds v0 corresponding to turnover of cycle amplitude for fixed
values of η2 (inferred from the simulations shown in Figures 5 and 6). The bold line shows
the transition point that may be inferred from simple theoretical comparison of circulation and
diffusion timescales. Panel (b) shows the diffusion timescale τD as a function of η2 (bold line),
and circulation timescales τC for selected speeds v0 (horizontal lines), as defined in the text.
same v0 but with η2 = 2.0 × 1012 cm2s−1. Figure D.7 shows the evolution of the toroidal field
for the same two runs.
The key difference between the two regimes is the rate at which the poloidal field is able to diffuse
through the convection zone, after it is generated at the surface by the Babcock-Leighton α-effect.
This is seen clearly by comparing the poloidal field evolution between 8 and 12 years in the two
runs (Figures D.6c/h and d/i). In the diffusion-dominated run the new clockwise poloidal field
diffuses directly down to the tachocline at all latitudes between these two times. However, in
the advection-dominated run the new poloidal field does not reach the tachocline until the end of
the cycle (16 years), and reaches the high latitudes before it reaches the tachocline; i.e., in this
case, the field evolution follows the meridional circulation conveyor belt. There is still significant
anticlockwise poloidal field remaining below the tachocline from the previous cycle, and even a
lower band of clockwise field from the cycle before that. In the diffusion-dominated case there is
only a weak band of anticlockwise field remaining from the previous cycle at solar minimum.
This suggests that in the advection-dominated regime, poloidal fields from cycles n, n − 1, and
n − 2 combine to produce the toroidal field for cycle n + 1, while in the diffusion-dominated
regime it is produced primarily from cycle n poloidal field, with a small contribution from cycle
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Figure D.6: Comparison of poloidal fields in advection-dominated (top row) and diffusion-
dominated (bottom row) regimes. Each row corresponds to a time through the solar cycle, running
from one cycle minimum to the next. Solid lines show clockwise field lines and dashed lines show
anti-clockwise field lines. Also indicated is the base of the SCZ at 0.71R¯. See also the movies
dynamoadv.mpg and dynamodiff.mpg which show the evolution of poloidal and toroidal fields
in each regime.
n− 1.
The main difference in toroidal field evolution seen in Figure D.7 is during the rising phase of
the cycle, seen at 4 and 8 years (panels b/g and c/h). In the advection-dominated regime there
are two separate regions of toroidal field generation, one region at high latitudes from poloidal
field which has been advected poleward by the meridional circulation, and a second region at
lower latitudes arising from direct diffusion of poloidal field across the convection zone. In the
diffusion-dominated case there is no strong generation of toroidal field at high latitudes. In this
case the strongest field generation occurs at mid to low latitudes, with direct diffusion presumably
being the primary means of transporting poloidal field to the base of the convection zone (i.e., the
meridional circulation conveyor belt is “short-circuited”). We point our however that, contrary to
usual expectations, diffusive flux transport still plays a role in the advection-dominated case, and
it is responsible for the complex dependence of cycle amplitude on diffusivity in the advection-
dominated regime; we explore this issue below.
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Figure D.7: Comparison of toroidal field in advection-dominated (top row) and diffusion-
dominated (bottom row) regimes. Each row corresponds to a different time through the solar cycle,
running from one cycle minimum to the next. Grayscale contours show toroidal field strength,
with black corresponding to the strongest negative field and white to the strongest positive tor-
oidal field. Also indicated is the base of the SCZ at 0.71R¯. See also the movies dynamoadv.mpg
and dynamodiff.mpg which show the evolution of poloidal and toroidal fields in each regime.
D.4.2 The Role of Diffusive Flux Transport
We have thus far identified the turnover in cycle amplitude to lie at the transition point between
advection-dominated and diffusion-dominated regimes of the dynamo. Within the umbrella of this
model, this maximum in the amplitude is understood to be a balance between the time available for
toroidal field amplification and the time available for poloidal field decay. Figure D.4 shows how
the cycle amplitude varies with the diffusivity η2 for a fixed circulation speed v0. We see that there
is a turnover in cycle amplitude for some value of η2, with lower diffusivities corresponding to the
advection-dominated regime, and higher diffusivities to the diffusion-dominated regime. In the
diffusion-dominated regime, which is only reached for lower speeds v0 in Figure D.4, the cycle
amplitude decreases with increasing diffusivity. This is expected due to increased cancellation
and decay of the poloidal field. However, in the advection-dominated regime, the cycle amplitude
increases as the diffusivity η2 is increased. This initially seems counter-intuitive, but we show
here that it is caused by the influence of direct diffusive flux transport of poloidal field across the
convection zone.
This direct diffusion (from the solar surface to the base of the SCZ) was visible in the poloidal
field evolution plots shown in the previous section; we now demonstrate its quantitative effect
as η2 is varied, by comparing the poloidal field strength |Bp| at the base of the convection zone
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Figure D.8: Ratio of poloidal field |Bpol| at base of convection zone (r = 0.715R¯) to that at
the surface (r = R¯), measured as a function of diffusivity at latitudes 30◦ (dashed lines) and
60◦ (solid lines). Thick lines correspond to runs with v0 = 20ms−1 and thin lines to runs with
v0 = 30ms−1.
(r = 0.715R¯) with that at the solar surface (r = R¯). We take the ratio |Bp(base)| / |Bp(top)|,
using the peak value of |Bp| at each location during the solar cycle. This ratio is plotted in
Figure D.8, measured at latitudes 30◦ and 60◦, and for two different circulation speeds. Thin
lines correspond to v0 = 30ms−1, where the dynamo is in the advection-dominated regime for
the whole range of η2 shown. Thick lines correspond to v0 = 20ms−1, for which the dynamo
changes between the two regimes at about η2 = 1.1× 1012 cm2s−1.
Consider first the behaviour at 30◦ latitude (dashed lines in Figure D.8). Here the curves for both
v0 have positive slope, which implies that a greater proportion of poloidal field from the surface
reaches the bottom of the convection zone as η2 is increased. Thus direct diffusive flux transport
at lower latitudes always acts to increase the amount of poloidal field reaching the base of the
convection zone. Nearer to the pole, at 60◦ latitude (solid lines in Figure D.8), the behaviour is
different. Here the ratio decreases as η2 is increased, both for the curve with v0 = 30ms−1 and in
the diffusion-dominated regime for v0 = 20ms−1. In the advection-dominated regime for v0 =
20ms−1 however, the ratio first increases with η2. This suggests a more complex relation between
the surface and tachocline poloidal fields at high latitude, with competing influence from both
diffusive and advective flux transport. This is expected because the downflow in the circulation is
located at high latitudes.
The analysis presented in this section supports the idea that direct diffusive transport of poloidal
field across the convection zone, especially around mid-latitudes, is responsible for the trend of
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increasing cycle amplitude with increasing diffusivity, found in the advection-dominated regime.
Although such diffusive transport acts to increase cycle amplitude in both regimes, diffusion also
causes the poloidal field that is being transported by meridional circulation to decay, cancelling
with field from the previous cycle that is stored below the tachocline. Thus diffusion also has a
negative effect on cycle amplitude. It is this negative effect which dominates at higher diffusivities,
forcing the dynamo into the diffusion-dominated regime where cycle amplitude decreases with
increasing diffusivity.
D.5 Persistence of Memory in the Two Regimes
It is expected that the memory of a flux-transport dynamo is much longer in the advection-
dominated regime than in the diffusion-dominated regime, and solar cycle predictions have been
based on this expectation (Dikpati and Gilman, 2006; Jiang, Chatterjee, and Choudhuri, 2007).
However, a detailed comparative analysis of persistence of memory in these different regimes
under the umbrella of the same model had not been previously performed. Our analysis in the
previous section has brought us closer to understanding the flux transport dynamics (in these two
regimes) that is the physical basis for any memory mechanism. In this section, we consider how
the persistence of this memory differs between the two regimes, by looking at the correlation
between peak polar and toroidal fields of subsequent cycles. Since the simulations considered
earlier relaxed to a regular periodic cycle, we cannot use these to study correlations between dif-
ferent cycles. Therefore, we now introduce self-consistent fluctuations in the cycle properties by
means of a stochastically varying α-effect, and explore the resulting correlations between different
cycles.
D.5.1 Stochastic Fluctuations
We introduce fluctuations in the model by varying the coefficient α0 of theα-effect (see Chatterjee,
Nandy, and Choudhuri, 2004 for the full expression). We set
α0 = αbase + αfluc σ(t; τcor), (D.10)
where αbase = 30ms−1 is the mean value, αfluc = 30ms−1 gives the maximum amplitude of the
fluctuations (corresponding to the 200% level), and σ is a uniform random deviate selected from
the interval [−1, 1], with a new value after each coherence time τcor. Although for our purposes
this is essentially a device for changing the cycle properties from one cycle to the next, there is a
strong physical basis for stochastic variations in α which have been invoked in several previous
studies (Choudhuri, 1992; Hoyng, 1993; Ossendrijver, Hoyng, and Schmitt, 1996; Charbonneau
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and Dikpati, 2000; Mininni and Go´mez, 2002). Our model uses a Babcock-Leighton α-effect
where poloidal field is generated at the surface from the decay of tilted active regions (Babcock,
1961; Leighton, 1969). Thus stochastic variations in the α coefficient are natural, because it arises
from the cumulative effect of a finite number of discrete flux emergence events (active region
eruptions with varying degrees of tilt). Alternatively, fluctuations could have been invoked by a
variable meridional circulation (as in the recent model of Bushby and Tobias, 2007). However, as
we are comparing here the relative roles of advective versus diffusive flux transport, stochastically
fluctuating the meridional circulation would have precluded a direct comparison.
To compare the two regimes we consider two runs, both with η2 = 1.0 × 1012 cm2s−1. The
circulation speed v0 is kept constant throughout each run, and only the α effect is varied. Run 1
has v0 = 15ms−1, so is diffusion-dominated, while run 2 has v0 = 26ms−1 and is advection-
dominated. The coherence time τcor is set to 2.3 years in run 1 and 1.5 years in run 2, so as to keep
the ratio of the former to the cycle duration roughly the same in each case. We note that although
the exact value of the coherence time is not important for our study (and is introduced just as a
means to enable sufficient fluctuations), the timescale – on the order of a year – is chosen to reflect
that the BL α-effect is a result of surface flux transport processes (diffusion, meridional circulation
and differential rotation) which can take up to a year to generate a net radial (component of the
poloidal) field from multiple flux emergence events (Mackay et al., 2004).
D.5.2 Correlation Analysis
In this section we compare the peak surface radial flux Φr for cycle n with the peak toroidal flux
Φtor for cycles n, n + 1, n + 2, and n + 3. The toroidal flux is defined as before by integrating
B(r, θ) over the region r = 0.677R¯ to 0.726R¯, θ = 45◦ to 80◦. The radial flux Φr is found
by integrating Br(R¯, θ) over the solar surface between θ = 1◦ to 20◦, (i.e., latitudes 70◦ to 89◦).
Note that the peak toroidal flux precedes the peak surface radial flux for the same cycle, which has
the same sign. The poloidal field then produces the toroidal field for cycle n+1 with the opposite
sign. We measure the correlation of the surface radial flux for cycle n with the toroidal flux of
different cycles, comparing the absolute value of each total signed flux.
Both runs were computed for a total of 275 cycles with fluctuating α0, so as to produce meaningful
statistics for each of the dynamo regimes. The results are illustrated in Figures D.9 as scatter-plots
of Φtor for different cycles against Φr(n). The (non-parametric) Spearman’s rank correlation coef-
ficient rs is given above each plot, along with its significance level. The correlation coefficients
are summarised in Table D.1, where the Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient rp is also given
for comparison. Although the latter is less reliable, as it assumes a linear relation, it agrees well
with rs in each case.
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Figure D.9: Cycle-to-cycle correlations in the two regimes, between radial flux Φr(n) and toroidal
flux in four cycles: Φtor(n), Φtor(n+ 1), Φtor(n+ 2), and Φtor(n+ 3). Panels (a) to (d) show the
diffusion-dominated regime (run 1), and panels (e) to (h) show the advection-dominated regime
(run 2). The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is given along with its significance level for
275 cycles. All magnetic fluxes are in units of 1025Mx.
Φr(n) for Run 1 Φr(n) for Run 2
(diffusion-dominated) (advection-dominated)
Parameter rs rp rs rp
Φtor(n) 0.185 (99.8%) 0.287 0.653 (100.0%) 0.778
Φtor(n+ 1) 0.737 (100.0%) 0.706 0.805 (100.0%) 0.851
Φtor(n+ 2) -0.040 (49.1%) 0.028 0.356 (100.0%) 0.546
Φtor(n+ 3) 0.195 (99.9%) 0.202 0.237 (100.0%) 0.417
Φtor(n+ 4) 0.036 (44.5%) 0.056 0.183 (99.8%) 0.357
Φtor(n+ 5) 0.107 (92.3%) 0.073 0.214 (100.0%) 0.316
Table D.1: Cycle-to-cycle correlations for 275 cycles from stochastically forced dynamo simu-
lations, showing correlation coefficients and significance levels for peak surface radial flux Φr
versus peak toroidal flux Φtor.
The results show a clear difference between the two regimes. The advection-dominated regime
shows significant correlations at all 4 time delays, apparently suggesting that the memory of past
poloidal field survives for at least 3 cycles; however, more on this later. The diffusion-dominated
regime has a strong correlation only between Φr(n) and Φtor(n+1), suggesting that the dominant
memory relates to just a one cycle time-lag, although very weak correlations are also found with
Φtor(n) and Φtor(n+ 3).
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In both regimes the strongest relation is the positive correlation between Φr(n) and Φtor(n + 1).
This is to be expected as this is the more deterministic phase of the cycle – where toroidal fields
(of cycle n + 1, say) are inducted from the older cycle n poloidal field via the relatively steady
differential rotation. Note however that the two fluxes do not have to be directly coupled, in that
the two fluxes may be positively correlated because they are both created from the mid-latitude
poloidal field of cycle n (generated by the α-effect). The polar flux Φr(n) arises through poleward
meridional transport of the cycle n poloidal field, while the toroidal flux Φtor(n+ 1) is generated
from cycle n poloidal field that is diffusively transported across the convection zone. This is
particularly the case in the diffusion-dominated regime. Nonetheless, even this indirect scenario
suggests that the strongest correlation should in fact be between the cycle n poloidal field and
cycle n+ 1 toroidal field in this class of α-Ω dynamo models.
The other phase of the cycle, in which the poloidal field is generated by the α-effect, is inherently
more random due to the fluctuating α-effect in these runs. Nevertheless, there is a strong positive
correlation between Φtor(n) and Φr(n) in the advection-dominated regime, while this correlation
is largely absent in the diffusion-dominated regime. This we attribute to the relatively stronger
role of advective flux transport in the advection-dominated regime – which implies that a larger
fraction of the original toroidal flux that has buoyantly erupted is transported to the polar regions
by the circulation. In effect therefore, the advection-dominated regime allows correlations to
propagate in both phases of the cycle, whereas the diffusion-dominated case allows correlations to
propagate only in the poloidal-to-toroidal phase. The other correlation is broken in the diffusion-
dominated regime because the advection is short-circuited by direct diffusion, which transports
flux downwards and equatorward – where it is cancelled by oppositely signed flux from the other
hemisphere. This explains how the correlations can survive for multiple cycles in the advection-
dominated regime, but not in the diffusion-dominated regime.
D.6 Conclusion
Significant uncertainties remain in our understanding of the physics of the solar dynamo mech-
anism, implying that prediction of future solar activity based on physical models is a challenging
task. Here we have demonstrated how a flux-transport dynamo model behaves differently in ad-
vection and diffusion dominated regimes. Such differences, amongst others, have previously led to
conflicting predictions of the amplitude of Cycle 24. Dikpati, de Toma, and Gilman (2006) use an
advection-dominated model to predict a much stronger cycle than Cycle 23, whereas Choudhuri,
Chatterjee, and Jiang (2007) use a diffusion-dominated model to predict a much weaker cycle. The
latter prediction is somewhat similar in spirit to the precursor methods (Schatten, 2005; Svalgaard,
Cliver, and Kamide, 2005), which use the polar field at cycle minimum to predict the amplitude of
the following cycle. Owing to the lack of observations of conditions inside the convection zone,
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opinions differ as to whether the real solar dynamo is weakly or strongly diffusive (e.g. Dikpati
and Gilman, 2006; Jiang, Chatterjee, and Choudhuri, 2007).
We find that for low circulation speeds v0 (in the diffusion-dominated regime), the cycle amp-
litude is an increasing function of v0, as in the observations of Hathaway et al. (2003). However,
the amplitude curve has a turnover point and is a decreasing function of v0 at higher v0 (in the
advection-dominated regime), opposite to the observed correlation. When the diffusivity in the
convection zone is increased, the location of this turnover moves to a higher v0. Our extensive
analysis shows that this turnover corresponds to the transition between the diffusion and advection
dominated regimes. In the diffusion-dominated regime, faster circulation means less time for de-
cay of the poloidal field, leading to a higher cycle amplitude, whereas in the advection-dominated
regime diffusive decay is less important and a faster circulation means less time to induct toroidal
field, thus generating a lower cycle amplitude. If the observed statistics of the past 12 cycles as
reported by Hathaway et al. (2003) reflect a true underlying trend, then our results imply that
the solar dynamo is in fact working in a regime which is dominated by diffusive flux transport
in the main body of the SCZ (although the cycle period is still governed by the slow meridional
circulation counterflow at the base of the SCZ). This conclusion supports the analysis of Jiang,
Chatterjee, and Choudhuri (2007).
Through a correlation analysis in a stochastically forced version of our model, we have also ex-
plored the persistence of memory in the solar cycle for both the diffusion-dominated and advection-
dominated regimes. It is this memory mechanism which is understood to lead to predictive cap-
abilities in α-Ω dynamo models with spatially segregated source regions for the α and Ω effects.
This understanding is based on the finite time delay required for flux transport to communicate
between these different source regions. We find that the polar field of cycle n correlates strongest
with the amplitude (toroidal flux) of cycle n + 1 in both the regimes. In the diffusion-dominated
regime this is the only significant correlation, indicative of a one-cycle memory only. However, in
the advection-dominated case, there are also significant correlations with the amplitude of cycles
n, n+2, and n+3. In contrast to the correlations that we infer, Charbonneau and Dikpati (2000)
found that the strongest correlation in their advection dominated model was with a two-cycle time
lag. Since such correlations lead to predictive capabilities, and obviously seem to be model and
parameter-dependent as suggested by our results, such a correlation analysis should be the first
step towards any prediction, the latter being based on the former. In hindsight, however, both
Dikpati, de Toma, and Gilman (2006) – who use an advection-dominated model and inputs from
multiple previous cycles, and Choudhuri, Chatterjee, and Jiang (2007) – who use a diffusion-
dominated model and input from only the past cycle to predict the next cycle, appear to be have
made the correct choices within their modelling assumptions.
Note that the memory mechanism in our advection-dominated case appears to have a different
cause than that implied by Dikpati and Gilman (2006), who invoke the survival of multiple old-
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cycle polar fields feeding into a new cycle toroidal field. All of the surviving correlations in
our advection-dominated regime (Figure D.9e to h) are positive; they do not alternate in sign.
An alternation in sign would be expected if bands of multiple older cycle poloidal field survive
in the tachocline – odd and even cycle poloidal fields would contribute oppositely because of
their alternating signs. In that case we would expect the absolute value of Φr(n) to correlate
positively with Φtor(n + 1) and Φtor(n + 3) and so on, but negatively with Φtor(n + 2) and
Φtor(n+4) and so on, as evident in the results of Charbonneau and Dikpati (2000, Figure 9; after
accounting for the fact that they use signed magnetic fields). Rather, in the advection-dominated
regime of our model, the correlations appear to persist simply because fluctuations in field strength
are passed on in both the poloidal-to-toroidal and toroidal-to-poloidal phases of the cycle, as
evidenced by the correlation between amplitude and polar flux of cycle n. In a recent analysis,
Cameron and Schu¨ssler (2007) find that the predictive skill of a surface flux transport model –
similar in spirit to the advection-dominated dynamo model of Dikpati, de Toma, and Gilman
(2006) – is contained in the input information of sunspot areas in the declining phase of the cycle.
They argue that memory of multiple past cycles, in the form of surviving bands of poloidal field (its
surface manifestations in their case), need not be the only reason behind the predictive capability
of the advection-dominated dynamo model of Dikpati, de Toma, and Gilman (2006). Our analysis
of the advection-dominated regime supports this suggestion of Cameron and Schu¨ssler (2007).
Coming back to the diffusion-dominated regime, our comparative analysis indicates that in this
case, the memory of past cycles is governed by downward diffusion of poloidal field into the
tachocline – which primarily results in a one-cycle memory. The fact that diffusion is an efficient
means for transporting flux is often ignored, especially in this era of advection-dominated models;
however, we find that diffusive flux transport is quite efficient. The identification of this one cycle
memory in our stochastically forced model contradicts Dikpati and Gilman (2006) – who claim
that prediction is not possible in this regime. As long as the source regions are spatially segregated,
and one of the source effects is observable and the other deterministic, flux transport α-Ω dynamos
will inherently have predictive skills no matter what physical process (i.e., circulation, or diffusion,
or downward flux-pumping) is invoked to couple the two regions. We may also point out that in
the context of cycle-to-cycle correlations, downward flux pumping (Tobias et al., 2001) would
have the same effect as diffusion in that it also acts to short-circuit the meridional circulation
conveyor belt. So although downward flux pumping differs from diffusive transport because in
the latter case the fields may reduce in strength due to decay, the overall persistence of memory is
expected to be similar if diffusive flux transport was replaced or complemented by downward flux
pumping.
In summary, our analysis has served both to explore the diffusion dominated and advection dom-
inated regimes within the framework of a BL type dynamo, and to demonstrate how the memory
of the dynamo may be different in these two regimes. Based on our analysis we assert that dif-
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fusive flux transport in the SCZ plays an important role in flux transport dynamics, even if the
dynamo cycle period is governed by the meridional flow speed. In fact, the observed solar cycle
amplitude-period dependence may arise more naturally in the diffusion-dominated regime, as dis-
cussed earlier. Taken together therefore, we may conclude that diffusive flux transport is a signi-
ficant physical process in the dynamo mechanism and this process leads primarily to a one-cycle
memory which may form the physical basis for solar cycle predictions, if other physical mechan-
isms involved in the complete dynamo chain of events are well understood.
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